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• PREFACE 

... But, between our Nation's Capital and 
the state of California, there are vast 
numbers of people and many, many places that 
remain relatively untouched by these new ideas 
of what women can and want to do.* 

The Honorable James E. Johnson 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy 

for Manpower and Reserve 
Affairs 

During the ensuing decades the U.S. Navy will face 

many stresses and strains generated by national security 

requirements, budgetary constraints, and the attitudinal 

sets of the American public concerning the military services 

and those who choose to serve. Public attitudes will be 

reflected in our own personnel and will form a vital con

sideration in the Navy's ab:i.lity to attract and retain 

quality individuals. 

That women are not merely extraneous but an integral 

portion of the overall personnel picture is a basic assump

tion underlying this study; hence, it becomes crucial that 

the Navy be fully alert to current public attitudes and 

other factors influencing American women. This study is 

intended to be a first step toward understanding the 

*From an address delivered June 1969 to the 1969 
Federal Women's Program Review Seminar, U.S. Civil Service 
Commission. 
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dominant trends affecting young American women today and 

the specific interrelationships of these trends.with Navy 

environmental and policy factors relative to the woman line 

officer, It focuses upon the individual woman officer and 

her potential needs and desires, rather than primarily em

phasizing institutional requirements and goals of the Navy. 

Rather trying personal experiences in developing the 

study and its concepts have established clearly that the 

subject matter often evokes fierce emotions from all sides-

male, female, traditionalist, moderate, and avant garde. 

As John Stuart Mill, the nineteenth century philosopher, 

stated: 

The difficulty is that which exists in all 
cases in which there is a mass of feeling to 
be contended against ... the worse it fares 
in argumentative contest, the more persuaded 
its adherents are that their feeling must have 
some deeper ground, which the arguments do not 
reach. . . . 

On the Subjection of Women 

I have attempted to present the various points of view 

relating to the role of women, the significant trends in 

theory and factual evidence related to a changing status 

for American women generally, and the special considerations 

which circumscribe the Navy's woman line officer program, 

This preliminary groundwork was necessary to place the 

several policy options presented in Chapter Vin proper 

perspective. 
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Believing that the women in the Navy have a major re

sponsibility for defining their :r;.ole, I wrote tni•s study to 

assist the women in the Navy and the organization in toto 

in undertaking this task. Frcim personal observation, how

ever, I must conclude that the tenor of some of the chapters 

would have support of only a minority of women line officers, 

most of whom are junior officers. There is an analogy here: 

In the feminist movement of today the women who most need 

reforms are powerless to achieve them and the women most 

able to work for reform are slow to recognize that times 

have changed. In the highly structured organization of the 

Navy, the junior women officers who most need new policy 

criteria and guidelines are helpless to enact them. And, 

the senior-women officers who are most able to work for 

new policies either do not need them, or fail to recognize 

the desires and goals of the junior women officers. 

In order best to utilize its manpower, or womanpower 

in this instance, the findings of the study point up a 

critical requirement for the Navy to reevaluate rationally 

the role and status of the woman line officer with a view 

toward eliminating problem areas and ambivalences wherever 

possible. 

Special acknowledgments should be given to those men 

and women in the Bureau of Na.val Personnel and the Na.val 

War College who helped make an idea into an actual study 
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and who opened the necessary doors. There are several 

individuals who should be singled out: Lieutenant James 

Dalian, USNR-R, helped in the initial stages of the study. 

Ensign Kathleen A. Mullen, USNR, of the Naval War College 

staff and Lieutenant Commander Mary L. Adams, USNR-R, were 

the statisticians who compiled and analyzed most of the 

appendices. I am very much in debt to them for this effort. 

Ensign -Mullen also assisted in editing the text. Professor 

Carol Hills, a faculty member at Boston University and the 

Naval war College, contributed expertise with regard to 

social change in the seventies and its effect on the military. 

Mrs. Franklin Hart extended considerable effort in the 

nature of competent guidance in the area of the feminist 

movement and also contributed in the editorial stages of 

parts of the study. 

To those women who consented to personal interviews, 

thank you. And, finally many thanks to my colleagues at 

the Naval War College, in particular the secretarial staff 

at the Center for Continuing Education (especially 

Miss Katherine A. Noto and Mrs. Anna E. Smyth) who pro-

vided outstanding administrative support, and my fellow 

officers at the Center, who gave me continued moral support. 

BFC 
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AN EXAMINATION OF U.S. NAVY POLICY OPTIONS TOWARD 

WOMEN LINE OFFICERS, IN LIGHT OF THE STATUS·OF 

AMERICAN WOMEN 

or 

THE FUTURE OF THE RESTRICTED UNRESTRICTED LINE OFFICER 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Navy as an institution is making wide

ranging changes in its personnel policies in response to 

societal values and needs. But is it responding to the 

crescive trend in society toward creating a different 

status for the American woman? Within the past year exten

sive personnel innovations have been effected in the Navy 

toward humanizing the organization and moving with the 

changing tides of culture and society. Few policy changes 

or innovations reflect appreciation of the gathering momen

tum of the resurgent women's movement across the last decade. 

Society in general is increasingly attempting to under

stand and resolve the role dissonances between the feminine 

ideal as traditionally understood and the role reality of 

the American woman in the working environment. Navy per

sonnel generally, however, have dismissed this new movement 

as ridiculous or amusing, believing that the Navy is 
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containing the implications of, and can remain aloof from, 

the resurgent feminist movement. This study questions such 

containment and points up the need for Navy management to 

be more responsive to the meaning of a changing image for 

the American woman. 

The primary principle applied in the study is that any 

future Navy policy decisions regarding women officers must 

be based in part upon knowledge of the status of the Ameri

can woman: In order to project feasible policies regarding 

utilization of the woman officer, the Navy must study the 

status of American women and relate this analysis to any 

future work roles assigned to the woman officer. 

The study uses sociological constructs to develop the 

overall parameters of the status and personality of the 

American woman generally and the female unrestricted line 

officer* specifically. Inasmuch as the study discusses the 

present and.future state of the woman line officer in the 

context of social changes occurring in American society and 

its institutions, it considers three variables: (1) woman 

and her changing role and status in the American society; 

(2) the individual woman line officer and her changing needs 

*For purposes of this study woman line officer will be 
used in lieu of woman unrestricted line officer. 
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-
and values; and (3) the I[avy, its changing patterns of per-

sonnel needs, human behavior and values. 

In Chapters II and III the study overviews the differ

ing viewpoints on the nature of woman and looks at some of 

the trends on the American scene with respect to sex role 

differentiation, including the impact of the revived femin

ist movement upon the American woman and its implications 

for the services. The last section presents some of the 

solutions put forth by various authorities with regard t'o 

the current "woman question." Chapter IV concentrates on 

the woman line officer and the policies within which she 

presently functions. Personal interviews of 34 women line 

officers help to outline the woman line officer's own role 

perceptions concerning her status within the organization 

and existing barriers against her full participation in the 

Navy hierarchy. Statistical data substantiate the premise 

that the woman line officer is a pseudo line officer. 

Chapter V offers for consideration five alternative 

policy options that the U.S. Navy might adopt toward the 

woman line officer in the next decade. There is critical 

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each op

tion primarily in personnel terms. The requirements of 

the Navy organization in the next decade are only indi

rectly addressed and would necessarily be significant 

inputs into any final policy decisions. The last chapter, 
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Chapter VI, contains the conclusions of the study and proposes 

recommendations for future studies regarding wo~en in the 

Navy. 
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<i:HAPTER II 

WHERE IS WOMAN'S PLACE 

or 

DOES WOMAN HAVE A PLACE? 

All elements of our American culture are undergoing 

considerable and accele:rating change, The sex roles are no 

exception. Today the rules, standards, and assigned roles 

of the sexes are in a transitional state best described as 

confused and confusing. Jessie Bernard, a. renowned 

sociologist, describes the situation as of the late sixties: 

This is where we find the sexes today ... 
caught up in a revolution they don't entirely 
understand, uncertain themselves of how much 
of their difficulties--at home, at work, at 
play, in social life--is intrinsic and in
evitable and how much of it they can do some
thing about, engaged with desperate earnestness 
in an effort to find the modus operandi that 
fits the kind of people they are, the kind 
this day and age produces.l 

Perhaps the clearest means toward an understanding of 

the variances in opinion, sometimes very subtle but none

theless significant, regarding the different roles which 

might be assigned to the female sex is to examine the 

assumptions of those speaking out on the subject. What do 

they believe concerning the nature of woman? What under

lying assumptions may eventually lead to differing judg

ments and in some instances misunderstandings regarding 

5 



woman's place in the society? Such basic social constructs 

concerning woman's role are germane to the question of 

woman's place in the Navy; i.e., the general culture's 

rationales and attitudes will impact upon the future work 

role of women in the Navy profession, providing an under

pinning for Navy policies with respect to both its enlisted 

women and women officers. 

These rationales also involve thoughts as to the nature 

of mankind and his relationship to society. Is man's goal 

to develop his potential to its fullest extent, as provided 

in the theory of self-actualization? Or, is it to play 

certain roles in the society for society's sake more than 

that of the individual? Another cardinal point to bear in 

mind is that the general controversy continues to rage over 

which predominates: biological or cultural determinants of 

sex differences; i.e., nature versus nurture. Vance 

Packard, after an exhaustive research effort on the.subject 

reaches the conclusion held by many authorities: 

The sum of the evidence would seem to indicate 
that much that we consider to be male and female 
in personality patterns has a biological basis, 
but that the way children are reared also has 
much to do with shaping personality. 2 

The following discussion is intended to provide a con

ceptual framework for categorization of rationales concerning 

woman's place. This lays the foundation for policy options 

developed in Chapter V. 

6 



THE TRADITIONALIST or "oldmasculinist" is the viewpoint 

which basically posits that woman's place is in• the home. 

The male is responsible for supporting and protecting women 

and the family; the female carries responsibility for nur

turing children and maintaining households. Woman's work 

is prescribed by her. anatomy. Women are the subordinate sex 

as observed in biological, physiological, and mental dif

ferences. These innate differences cause women to be more 

compassionate and empathetic than men, more concerned with 

human relationships than the completion of worldly schemes. 

Woman's sphere is inner-space oriented toward domestic and 

·interpersonal affairs. The Women's Liberation Movement is 

attempting to disrupt the natural order. The male should 

be the primary breadwinner whereas the female should regard 

the home and children as her dominant concern. A wife's 

occupational commitments are secondary to her husband's 

career and, if anything, detrimental to her domestic re

sponsibilities. 

This outlook in various forms is represented by the 

ideas of men such as Aristotle, Augustine, Frederich 

Nietzsche, Billy Graham, Sigmund Freud, and more recently 

the psychoanalyst Erik Erikson. These authorities support 

the traditional sex divisions of role and status in society. 

Aristotle firmly believed in the differentiation of the 

sexes: 

7 
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In all genera in waich the distinction of male 
and female is founcll, Nature makes a similar differ
entiation in the mental characteristics of·the two 
sexes. This differentiation is the most obvious 
in the case of human kind ... the female is 
softer in character, ... less spirited than the 
male ... softer in disposition ... more 
mischievous, less simple, more impulsive, and more 
attentive to the nurture of the young ... these 
differentiated characteristics are more or less 
visible everywhere, but . . . most of all in man. 

The fact is, the nature of man is the most rounded 
off and complete, and consequently in man the quali
ties or capacities above referred to are found in 
their perfection. Hence woman is more compassionate 
than man, more easily moved to tears, at the same 
time is more jealous, more querulous, more apt to 
scold and to strike. She is, furthermore, more 
prone to despondency and less hopeful ... more 
void of shame or self-respect, more false of 
speech, more deceptive ... the male is more 
courageous tha.n the female, and more sympathetic 
in the way of standing by to help, 

Aristotle, History of Animals 

Relative to differences in the sexes, Aristotle de

veloped the following propositions:
3 

(1) In nature there is a distinction between the sexes 

that lends itself to the creation of a masculinity-femininity 

index; 

(2) The connotation of activity versus passivity equates 

to maleness versus femaleness; and 

(3) There is an inherent mental superiority in males, 

whereas females tend toward greater emotionality. 

Aristotle was perhaps the first to expand on spheres of 

influence as related to the sexes. He envisioned the family 

structure as the basis of society. This involved the 
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subordination of women, women as creatures properly limited 

to specific spheres of activity rather than the·whole range 

of human endeavor, and women who relate to the state through 
4 

membership in a family rather than as autonomous individuals. 

There is a long line of authors who represent this 

Aristotelian philosophy. Freud's contribution, capsulized 

in the phrase "anatomy is destiny," should not be underes

timated as a force prevalent in society today. From this 

observation Freud developed the theory of woman's innate 

inferiority to man. The position that Billy Graham has 

taken on the subject of woman's role is also directly re

lated to the Aristotelian. In a recent article, for ex

ample, Mr. Graham rejects the notion that the female as a 

human being can be complete within herself and proclaims 

the traditional role for woman: 

Wife, mother, homemaker-~this is the appointed 
destiny of real womanhood .... After talking 
with hundreds of American women I am convinced 
that the overwhelming majority want to remain 
feminine ... and be what they were meant to be 
... women cannot abdicate the greatest power 
of all--the power of shaping the world through 
the influence of a Godly home .... God frees 
us to be what we are created to be .... That 
is true liberation.~ 

The viewpoint of sociologist Lionel Tiger has become a 

popular philosophy of those who espouse the traditional 

view. Tiger updates the Aristotelian sphere of influence 

concept, and Freud's anatomy is destiny. In his book, Men 

in Groups, Tiger says, 

9 



Males dominate females in occupational and politi
cal spheres. This is a species-specific pattern 
and is associated with my other proposition:. that 
males bond in a variety of situations involving 
power, force, crucial or dangerous work ... they 
consciously and emotionally exclude females from 
these bonds. The significant notion here is that 
these broad patterns are biologically based .... 
To use Count's terms, male dominance6and bonding 
are features of the human "biogram." 

In his essay "Womanhood and Inner Space," Erik Erikson 

develops the theory that woman has a disposition toward an 

inner spacial sense which is influenced by the experience of 

the growing body's build and function. He develops the 

ideas that personality is destiny, and that woman's per

sonality is related to her inner body space. In a recent 

interview Erikson put it this way: 

. . . I submit that in women, the sexua.l and :r,ro
creati ve experience of an "inner bodily space' 
is central both in personality development and 
social role. So, my interpretation (based, of 
course, on clinical and anthropological as well 
as developmental observations) seems to fit right 
into Freud's now much-maligned dictum that "anatomy 
is destiny. 11 7 

Erikson is somewhere between the traditionalist and neo

traditionalist in his attitude toward the woman's role in 

society. 

Not far from this sphere/space differentiation of the 

sexes are the current rules of our society by which a 

majority would explain the sex boundaries. Caroline Bird 

says there are three of these basic rules: 

(1) Women should work inside; men outside. 
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/ Service work is.for women; profit-making work, for 

men. 

\ (3) Work with machinery, as well as that involving the 

top jobs and prestige, is reserved for men. 8 

The traditionalist sees a difference in temperament of 

the sexes, either because of anatomy or personality. These 

differences include those which authorities such as David C. 

McClelland of Harvard has set forth. Through his studies, 

McClelland has concluded that there are differences between 

the sexes in physical durability, assertiveness, the kind 

of situation that absorbs their interest, natural skills, 

sensory perception, speed of maturity, and concern for stable, 

predictable environment. 9 

THE NEOTRADITIONALIST or "new masculinist" perceives 

that society must update woman's traditional role and expand 

and open her horizons of opportunity. But this process 

should not upset or change the male role and traditional 

family relationships. Rather, society should emancipate 

women from the strict confines of the home in order to bene

fit from their special talents and proclivities. Higher 

status for women is not a prerequisite of this emancipation 

because the neotraditionalist continues to support most of 

the basic traditionalist assumptions regarding women's 

different temperament. 

11 
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In that the tenets of this school are logically con

tradictory it is difficult to delineate the position. 

Basically women should be given an education equal to that 

of men and also greater opportunities than at present to 

develop her talents. Neotraditionalists then waver as to 

how women can professionally utilize education and skills. 

There is an assertion that the development of women's skills 

will complement the male contributions to society, but also 

an assumption that woman's self-actualization will not 

generally involve the same needs and goals as her male 

counterparts. 

Work is not the sole avenue wherein human dignity and 

worth may be found, according to this school of thought. 

The middle class woman has a vested interest in the status 

quo and should recognize that under the present social 

structure her status includes many advantages and preroga

tives. Further, the family as it exists today should not 

and cannot be replaced by an organization of experts, pro

fessionals, and salaried employees, or by what sociologists 

refer to as the "surrogate family." 

The neotraditionalist contends that women should not 

try to be like men because the result as Ashley Montagu 

states, is the "psychic masculinization" of woman. Instead 

women should realize and establish themselves as persons 

and as women and not try to identify with male functions: 
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Women. have so much more to contribute to the world 
as women than they could ever have as spurious 
men ... if women ll!Ust, to any extent, still 
compete with men, it is not as imitation men 10 that they should do so, but as genuine women. 

And what is woman's major function in society? Montagu, 

as a representative of the neotraditionalist school says: 

It is the function of women to humanize, and this 
by nature endows them with the most important of 
all adaptive traits, namely, the capacity to love-
and this is their principal function to teach 
men.11 

This is an updating of the traditionalist approach that the 

woman is the guardian of the spiritual values of the home 

and in line with the nineteenth century feminists who 

fiercely maintained that once women with their more pure 

nature received the vote, child labor, bossism, spoils and 

corruption generally would be cleansed from the political 

system and the national scene. 

Equality of the sexes is not the motto of the neotradi

tionalist for that conjures up the masculine woman. Equality 

of opportunity is viewed as relating only to education and 

other strictly overt parts of society because the neotradi

tionalists often hesitate to question the status quo. 

THE NEW FEMINISTS OR EGALITARIANS. The views encom

passed within the resurgent woman's movement are more wide

ranging in their proclamations than the previous two views. 

There is a significant difference in philosophy and in 

methodology between the Women's Liberation radicals and the 
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moderates of the movement as to how to achieve a new equality 

for women and for what purpose. 

Fundamentally the egalitarians believe that the dif

ferences in the sex roles should be reduced to the absolute 

minimum in all areas. If married, the significance of a 

spouse's biological sex role ~hould be reduced; both should 

be equally involved in the world of work; both should share 

equally in the care of the home and the raising of children. 

Women should be able to pursue both career and family roles 

without having societal pressures and actual obstacles placed 

in their way. 

Differences in temperament and interests between men 

and women, according to the egalitarian, are largely or even 

entirely due to socialization by our culture. Society 

should cease encouraging the sharp distinction between what 

is acceptable as "masculine" and what attributes a.re to be 

regarded as "feminine." Similarities should be emphasized 

between men and women so that ea.ch individual, regardless of 

sex, has the opportunity to develop all facets of his/her 

personality. The egalitarian stresses the importance of the 

dynamics of continuing development and challenge as necessary 

to the individual's happiness and self-fulfillment and per

sonal expressiveness. 

The militants holding the egalitarian view believe that 

males have deliberately confined females to the domestic 
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sphere in order to maintain male ascendancy in all segments 

of society. They postulate that the ultimate in.life for an 

individual is that person's happiness and self-enhancement. 

The family as presently constituted is and has been a major 

barrier to the full emancipation of women. As such, it 

should be abolished in order to free persons from the com

mitments entailed in marriage and parenthood, thus releas

ing the individual to pursue self-actualization as the 

ultimate norm. 

The radicals tend to be more ideological than moderate 

feminists which has the consequence of rendering them more 

dogmatic. Secondly, the radicals are out to revolutionize 

society rather than to moderate and shape our basic cul-

tural matrix to accommodate men and women within a more 

androgynous life style. The radicals attack the economic 

base of society, marriage and the family, our political in

stitutions generally, and the military specifically._ Re

lated to _this revolutionary and ideological approach is the 

rejection of the normal political modes as an efficacious 

means of bringing change; this rejection is a direct repudia

tion of the earlier feminist movement and in distinct con

trast to the moderates. Their confrontation tactics generate 

an enormous amount of publicity and tend to obscure the more 

moderate aspect of the current women's movement. 
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The moderates do not assert full autonomy for the in

dividual a.s the ultimate goal. Instead they desire a.n 

accommodation of traditional institutions a.nd norms which 

will enable the modern woman to fulfill her individual 

potential a.swell a.s fulfill the responsibilities that civic 

and familial relationships entail. The moderates desire an 

opening out of opportunities for multidimensional commitment 

and achievement rather than an a.uta.rkic freedom from con

straints. 

Extreme ega.lita.ria.nism is represented philosophically 

by the logic of Plato who argued in the Republic that for 

society's good the sexes should share equally a.nd fully in 

their responsibilities. He denied that women have special 

_spheres of interest or a. special functional role a.nd demanded 

that a.ny individual with talents ought develop these gifts 
.·. ·. • 12 

or skills to best serve society. Fla.to reasoned that there 

is no occupation or profession that is exclusively the 

province of a single sex: 

The only difference appears to be that the ma.le 
begets a.nd the female brings forth ... there 
is no occupation concerned with the management 
of social affairs which belongs either to woman 
or to man, as such.13 

Other concepts which Plato developed and which repre

sent today's egalitarian scho_ol include the dominant fact 

that if women a.re to be educated equally with men and par

ticipate equally in performing society's tasks, to include 
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assuming their full sha:i:e of military duties, then the care 

and raising of children becomes a responsibility .of the 

\ state and one in which males as well as females will take 

full share. Plato recognized that the woman a.lone could 

not bear the full responsibility of care and education of 

the young and also participate on an equal basis with the 

men of society in performance of military duty and ruling 

of the state (the ideal state postulated in his Republic). 

Plato stressed equal training and development of women's 

skills in order to benefit his ideal society; John Stuart 

Mill argued for equality for women for the sake of the 

individual. Moderates of today tend to be little concerned 

with ideology and focus instead upon the fact.that we live 

in a changing world where traditional role expectations for 

women create unrealistic pa.tterm; of preparation and expec

tation concerning a girl's probable future. In this vein, 

one of the major concerns of the moderatefeminists, along 

with the Radical Women's Liberation groups, is to educate 

the general public and young women to the actualities of work 

in a. woman's life in today's environment. 

Moderate feminists, including members of the President's 

Task Force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities 1970 and 

policy makers such as Mrs. Elizabeth Koontz, Director of the 

Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, desire freedom 

from sex-stereotyping of women's interests and jobs. They 
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envision a new freedom for the female to develop herself and 

to work at all levels on problems of national scope. These 

~oderates all agree there are institutional levers which can 

be used to implement sexual equality and opportunity, es

pecially in the areas of equal pay for equal work, child 

care, abortion, and education. 

PRESCRIPTIONS proposed by various authorities as to what 

should be done .about the status of the American female range 

from the very conservative to the very radical. Acceptance 

in various degrees of rationales and assumptions of one of 

the three basic viewpoints underlies each prescription. Few 

would support the traditionalist's solution; the dispute is 

between the neotraditionalist and the egalitarian. 

The neotraditionalist, who is all for emancipation of 

women up to a certain point, believes that the .barriers and 

discrimination should be eliminated but not at the expense 

of loss of womanliness, femininity or of damage to the male 

ego .... or to the institution of the family. For too 

long A~erican women have been held back--underutilized, under

rated and underpaid. Let them do their own thing, which will 

be different from men for they have different interests and 

talents. The solution is not a question of equality of the 

sexes, which has to some the connotation of competition; 

rather it is one of equality of opportunity. This is an 

important difference between the neotraditionalist and 
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egalitarian, the latter supporting full emancipation and 

equality of the sexes. 

The neotraditionalist believes that there are definite 

roadblocks to any radical reorganization of society: the 

family base upon which all societies rest and the differences 

of woman preclude total equality. Woman should instead 

especially concentrate on developing her potentialities in 

work areas which use those talents unique to her sex. 

Theegalitarian, not satisfied with different but equal 

status for woman, believes that emancipation must be total. 

The more moderate egalitarian proposes full participation 

'in American life by the females toward development of their 

own potential as individuals and urges that individual po

tential replace the stereotype of what it is to be feminine 

or masculine. Mrs. Elizabeth Koontz, Director, Women's 

Bureau, Department of Labor, summarized this principle as 

it applies to the working situation: '' As far as jobs 

go, that means not classifying--not even thinking--about 

work in terms of what is suitable for men or women." 

The egalitarian asks that woman be given the right to 

concentrate on whatever role or combination of roles she as 

an individual desires, and fully supports the Equal Rights 

Amendment (ERA). Women do not need any special protection; 

they should accept full responsibility which parallels full 

equality. Historian Gerda Lerner articulates the egali

tarian solution: 
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It /women's emancipation? is freedom from op
pressive restrictions imposed by sex .. 
being free to determine one's own social role. 

1 Autonomy means earning one's own status, not 
\ being born to it or marrying it .... In 

order for women to have autonomy, the handicap 
of male orientation and male domination in 
social institutions must first be removed. 14 

The egalitarian solution includes social change in the 

area of self-expectations, psychological orientation of the 

sexes, and the cultural values which sustain a sex-dominated 

division of labor. Where the radical egalitarian parts 

company with the moderate is in the means toward achieving 

equality. The ra,lical, as observed in many of the Women's 

Liberation groups, sees revolution as the only way to over

come discrimination and barriers to equality which the 

"patriarchal system" has engendered. Society must throw 

out the patriarchal family system and find a new system 

that allows autonomy and equality for man and woman. 

In summary, the more moderate recommendations such as 

those articulated in the 1970 President's Task Force on 

women's Rights and Responsibilities, fall far short of the 

revolutionary dictums of the extreme militants but move 

creatively toward adjusting conflicts and mediating present 

problems in our society in ways that seem inherently un

conventional to the archetypal traditionalists. 

0regeneral comment is offered in concluding remarks 

relative to fundamental viewpoints. Unfortunately the pub

lic and the mass media fail to discriminate between the 
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moderate feminists who seek to change and adapt our institu

tions to present day realities and trends and the ·extremists 

who generate publicity ar.d enunciate goals and philosophies 

far removed from the mainstream of American life. This is a 

particular misfortune because there is a great deal of 

cormnon ground from which the neotraditionalists and moderate 

feminists might begin to resolve the issues of equal pay, 

equal opportunities in the work world, protection for the 

family and the children particularly, and work toward a 

moderate and measured approach to government policy planning 

in many areas. 

We have seen that each of the viewpoints makes certain 

fundamental assumptions concerning the nature and role of 

women. Chapter IV discusses at length the woman line of

ficer program in the context of these assumptions. At this 

juncture, while these rationales are fresh in the mind, it 

is appropriate to raise certain points re la ting to the woman 

line officer program and fundamental assumptions concerning 

woman's nature and role. In the coming decades, if either 

the traditionalist or neotraditionalist viewpoint is adopted 

by Navy decision makers, several questions arise: 

How does the single career woman fit into the neo

traditional's picture? 

Should there continue to be channelization of billets 

to accommodate women's "innate tendencies"? 
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How does the new, more humanized Navy plan to use 

woman's intrinsic humanizing talents attributed to her sex 

by these schools so that the Navy as an organization derives 

the most direct benefits from its woman officer program? 

In the seventies and eighties, will the single 

woman in the Navy, whose primary commitment is to a work role 

rather than a family role, continue to be satisfied with a 

different status from her male fellow workers? 

Lastly, in view of the traditional concept of wife 

and mother as the feminine ideal in our society and the 

fact that so many women in our society do marry, what sig

nificant personality attributes do career women officers 

possess that have enabled them to opt for an alternative 

life style? What is their value system? What consequences 

flow therefrom for our recruitment and training policies in 

the short run as well as across the coming decades? 
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Cli!/1.PTER III 

TRENDS REIATED TO A CHANGING STATUS 

FOR AMERICAN WOMEN 

Trends on the American scene related to the status of 

women in the seventies might be divided into four large 

categories: first, the split of authorities regarding the 

nature of the women's role; second, the resurgency of the 

feminist movement; third, the cultural lag in norms as 

reflected in polls and in situations stemming from the 

socialization of American girls and women; and fourth, 

the opening up of opportunities for women. 

A decided trend is the split of authorities regarding 

the nature of the female and her role in society. For 

every sociologist who believes in equality in the sexes 

as a goal there is one who supborts the neotraditionalists. 

For every psychologist who scientifically documents dif

ferences in sex characteristics, there is the authority 

who supports the egalitarian viewpoint. There appears, 

however, to be a general trend whereby the sociologists 

lean more toward equality of the sexes and the psychologists 

toward sex differentiation. The sociologist asserts that 

society can make things right; the psychologist sees innate 

female personality differences that preclude equality. Sex 

differences according to the psychologists, such as Freud 
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and Erikson, are exceedingly valuable and promote human 

contentment and effectiveness. 

Psychologist Eleanor Maccoby, on the other hand, 

although recognizing differences in the sexes suggests 

that social values relating to femininity often cause con

flict for the woman who is assertive, intelligent, and 

independent: 

I wonder whether our current social definition 
of the feminine woman and girl would not under
go some revisions without any damage to the 
essential functions of woman. Could we not 
accept and encourige the active, ,dominant, 
independent qualities of the intellectual girl 
without labeling her as masculine, and en-
courage in her whatever aspects of femininity 1 are compatible with an analytic quality of mind. 

Related to the above is a particular movement in this 

country which is sponsoring a changed male role in which boys 

and men are not socialized to fulfill an image of masculinity. 

This movement, the "Human Lib i,!over.,ent, 11 decries the present 

set of success values that are encouraged by society for 

the American male. Warren Farrell, a political scientist 

at Rutgers University, commenting on the potential of this 

trend writes: 

Perhaps the most important political change 
which a change in the man's role portends is 
a balance between tJ-E value of power and the 
value of cooperation. 2 

Quite obvious to the general public is tre second trend 

pertaining to the status of the American woman, the resurgence 
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of the U.S. feminist movement in the form of the Women's 

Liberation Movement. The maturity of this latest· phase of 

the feminist movement is significant in comprehending these 

women's activities and the national spilloff therefrom: 

They are asking for something beyond legal rights; it is 

the issue of status which has become one of the fundamental 

concerns of the new feminist movement. 

This time women want it all--every opportunity 
men have to make lives of choice rather than 
necessity. Nothipg less than absolute equality 
with men will do.5 

Notwithstanding the general attitude within the Navy 

regarding the Women's Liberation Movement, it is the author's 

opinion that there are decided implications of the Movement 

which the Navy will necessarily have to take into account 

in any restructuring of personnel policies regarding its 

women I s programs. Following are some of the more immediate 

implications for the services in general and the Navy in 

particular. 

College Women's Exposure. College women nationwide 

are being exposed to the philosophy of the Movement and are 

reevaluating their expectations regarding self-image and 

self-fulfillment. Eleanor Norton, New York City Commissioner 

on Human Rights, recognizes this and writes: 

The issue /women's Movement? is too plain, too 
ripe for i't not to catch on. . . And as it 
receives more exposure, it's going to dawn on 
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more women with greater acceleration. You're 
going to find that no girl who goes to college 
is going to come out free of this issue as ·a 
primary concern. Younij women are really going 
to turn on this thing. 

Unlike their fellow alumnae of the fifties and early sixties, 

today's college women and graduates, the Navy's potential 

officer candidates and the junior officers already in the 

ranks, are attuned not only to the spirit of the Women's 

Liberation Movement, but also to that of other social trends 

in the country. There are many indicators of this changed 

attitude on the part of young women college graduates. 

Interviews in a recent New York Times article with some of 

Wellesley College Class of 1 66 pointed up marl,ed change in 

their perspectives since their graduation in 1966. As 

examined in Chapter IV, present Navy policies do not offer 

equal opportunity for women except in their function as 

administrators. If present Navy policies continue, will 

the organization be able to attract and retain young college 

graduates who have greater self-expectations than those in 

previous decades? 

Misinformation regarding the military. Over a period 

of time, the distribution of misinformation by the leaders 

of Women's Liberation Groups may be damaging to the Navy's 

woman officer recruiting effort. A lecture by Gloria 

Steinem, one of the militant egalitarians, 2 December 1970 

at Salve Regina College is a case in point. Miss Steinem, 
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who was well received by her audience which consisted largely 

of college women, was highly critical of the mil"itary 

relative to its treatment of wives and uniformed women. 

Her sweeping generalizations about the military and military 

women were supported by only vague ideas of military life. 

But lack of knowledge did not stop her from being very 

critical of the military for not offering ''more than sec

retarial positions" to women. Miss Steinem advocated 

equality for the women across-the-board, including eligi

bility for the draft and shipboard duty. 

Services--leader in equal opportunity? If there 

is a lasting impact made by the several ongoing social 

movements within the country on job opportunities in non

military sectors available to women, .the services will no 

longer be ahead of industry in offering opportunities for 

women equal to those of men. For example, in 1971 approxi

mately 76% of the ,iomen line officers in the Navy are 

assigned in the field of administration and another 14% 

in that of communications.* In general these women are 

precluded from career patterns that would develop officers 

qualified for top managerial positions. It is to some extent 

* For detailed analysis of these percentages, see 
page 59. 
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ironic: While they are given equal pay and rank opportunities, 
. . 

women line officers are not given the opportunity to attain 

qualifications that lead to the top billets. This is in 

some respects at odds with industry and academia wherein 

women are in the positions and performing the jobs but are 

not given the pay and title. Relative to the working woman, 

if present trends in American society and in Navy personnel 

policies continue, the Navy is bound to lose its leadership 

in equal opportunity as pertaining to opportunities in the 

woman officer program. 

Appraisal of attitudes and prejudices. In response 

to a changing value orientation in society regarding work 

roles, the services may soon be forced to critically appraise 

their general attitudes regarding utilization of women. 

Although equal pay is not a consideration in the services, 

equal job opportunity is a bone of contention with some of 

the women. The U.S. military services have been in the 

forefront regarding equal job opportunity, but as a general 

rule only in the jobs that are labeled "women's kind of work"; 

e.g., personnel, administration, communications and data 

processing. The present attitude of the services on utili

zation of women is expressed by the U.S. Army in the 1970 

Project PROVIDE Report: 

... Women tend to shy away from occupations 
that encroach on their femininity. Aside from 
highlighting the numerous benefits of military 
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service, women must be shown that their true 
value to the Army is not that they are capable 
of replacing men (an unfeminine connotation)·, 
but that they are wcmen and the feminine touch 
is required to do a better job.5 

The attitude as expressed in these remarks will be distaste

ful to young college women who respond positively to soci

etal pressures for change relating to sex role stereotyping. 

They may, for example, resent being for the most part chan

neled into an administrative corps. And, from general 

observations and interviews, a sense of dissatisfaction 

regarding the types of billets offered to women line officers 

already exists among many junior women officers. 

The resurgent feminist movement at the very least will 

undoubtedly effect changed attitudes by Navy men and women 

which will in turn create new types of billets, new "career 

patterns," new challenges for women officers. The changing 

role of American women must be fully appreciated in any 

reassessment by the Navy of the utilization of its women, 

both enlisted and officers. While it is unlikely that 

disregard for 29 years of experience will occur, there 

must be a meaningful response to an increasing requirement 

for a more definitive official view of how the Navy plans 

to utilize its women. 

The wife and mother--a naval officer? As a result 

in part of the resurgent feminist movement the services 

have had to initiate a position on woman and her many 
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roles, including mother, wife and careerist. In formal

izing these initial steps, all sides of this concept must 

be considered, for the implications of a naval officer 

combining both job and CTotherhood are vast. 

Continued consideration of women's status in 

society. To prevent social isolation in formulating and 

expounding an official position on women in the Navy, the 

Navy must continually appraise the status of women in the 

total society. This has been relatively easy in the past 

for the Wave organization has grown up in the historical frame

work of mother/wife/homemaker as the single socially acceptable 

role of women (a framework which has caused the services to 

have a recruiting problem, insofar as quality, in their 

women's program). Changed norms that are emerging from the 

new feminist movement and other socia 1 movements in the country 

are likely to create acceptable options other than the mother/ 

wife role. Not to appreciate the meaning of these new norms 

would be no small tragedy for the Navy, with a tremendous 

source of skilled human talent and energy forgotten. That 

changing social values in the country may well be an effective 

kind of recruiting aid to the services illustrates the require

ment for continuing evaluation by the Navy of the status of 

women. Changed values in this instance are seen as a recruiting 
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aid in the sense that in the future college women will be 

* more apt to seek jobs· that offer lasting career _potentia 1. 

Reform measures as inspi_red by women's leadership 

in the Navy. From personal observations and interviews, 

it appears that the Navy's present woman officer complement, 

a relatively conservative group in a relatively conservative 

organization, is satisfied on the whole with the career 

opportunities offered to them, and that the new feminist 

movement has had little effect on their outlook. For reasons 

discussed in the next chapter, the current generation of 

women officers seems willing to live with the status quo. 

These women seem to recognize that, 

... the penalties meted out to headstrong 
women who follow their own bent have carried 
the message tha~ those who follow the rules 
are better off. • 

They were raised and educated under the protective umbrella 

of the homemaker female sex role concept and have learned 

the meaning of flexibility, rationalizing their role in the 

Navy as a significant but secondary one in an organization 

that is "a man's world." There would seem to be only slight 

possibility that these women will do more than attempt to 

*rn a recent National Institute of student Opinion 
Poll, which was conducted by Scholastic Magazine in 1,600 
schools, 11% of the girls said they planned to serve in 
the military. (Fifty-four percent of the total said they 
expected to continue their education after high school.) 
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pontinue to gradually improve the opportunities for women 

in the Navy. To wit: No capability exists in the women's 

1 leadership for presentation of a radical nature regarding 

the women's programs. On the other hand, the leadership 

in the women's line in the immediate future will consist 

of a post-Korea vintage. This group has a distinctively 

different impression of woman's role in the Navy from those 

who served during World War II. Although radical proposals 

would be highly unlikely, reform measures structured with 

innovative, forward thinking should be anticipated. Will 

the coming new generation of women officers, some of whom 

will be steeped in the philosophy of the feminist movement, 

be satisfied and willing to adjust to the present and even 

future policies which will be modified by new attitudes? 

The degree of effectiveness of the movement and of changes 

in Navy policies will provide the answer. 

Passage of Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). There 

would be obvious implications for the uniformed women with 

innumerable areas to be researched were the ERA, an attendant 

product of the t'eminist movement, to pass. Perhaps the 

All-Volunteer Force would negate this implication. 

Although opportunities for women have "opened up" in 

the last decade, cultural norms related to the sex role, 

as reflected in polls and surveys and actual situations 

relative to American women, are lagging behind technology 
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and science. This cultural lag, a third trend, is a natural 

phenomenon in any advancEd society. Equal right.s_ do not 

guarantee equa 1 opporturn. ties . . . "crescive" norms sti 11 

prevail. The work world for the American woman is at best 

neotraditionalist in attitude and opportunity, and while 

rationally one may be an egalitarian, emotionally he/she 

is likely to be a neotraditionalist. An examination of 

polls and surveys pertaining to attitudes concerning the 

role of American woman supports these conclusions: 

A college survey of students enrolled in 19 U.S. col~ 

leges and universities conducted by Vance Packard in the 

late sixties revealed the student attitude regarding the 

sex roles. When asked, "Do you support the idea that the 

individual in society functions best if male and female 

roles in life remain essentially different even though 

equal?", four-fifths of the students replied "yes." 

A second question tofue students: ''Or do you feel 

that progress lies in the direction of minimizing sex 

role differences in life as far as anatomically feasible?" 

Less than one-fifth responded "yes. 11 In genera 1, says 

Packard, the women students indicated they felt strongly 

they should have equal opportunity to perform jobs within 

their physical competence but seemed content that women's 

and men's roles in life be viewed as essentially different. 7 

Relating the student reactions to the constructs developed 
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in Chapter II, we find ~n attitude close to the neotradi

tionalist. This same outlook, which fundamentally perceives 
i 
\ women to be different but equal, was expressed by the majority 

of the 34 women line officers interviewed for this study in 

describing their ideal work role /refer p. 56). 

In the past year many polls and surveys on the subject 

of male/female relationships and the female role have been 

* conducted in the United States. One of the better con-

structed ones was administered by the American Association 

of University Women (AAUW) to 4,065 women and 2,940 men 

in the winter of 1970. It revealed the following atti

tudinal directions. 

* 

A majority of both males and females agreed that, 

- Women experience discrimination in the wort~ing 
world. 

- Women do not want full job equality if it means 
loss of femininity. 

Women perform well in competitive situations. 

A successful woman is not less attractive to men. 

- Men resent a female boss. 

- Women are often bypassed for promotion. 

- Women tend to think of employment as a job rather 
than a long-term career. 

The list includes: Gallup Opinion Poll of September 
1970, Good Housekeeping poll of March 1971, and McCalls 
of March 1971. 
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A majority of wanen agreed with the following 

statements, while men diiil not. 

A woman's first responsibility is not to be 
a feminine companion of men and a mother. 

- Women do not have less need to achieve than men 
in the working world. 

- Intellectual achievement of women is viewed as 
competitively aggressive behavior. 

- Women who wish to develop their potential do not 
have adequate opportunity to do so. 

Trends in the AAffi~ questionnaire include: 

- Women in general report significantly stronger 
responses than men in support of women's equality. 

- The greatest agreement between men and women was 
obtained in the category of woman I s role as wife 
and mother, such as joint family decision making, 
accessibility of abortion, etc . 

For the complete report of this questionnaire, see Appendix I. 

As products of our present social structures, certain 

circumstances pertaining to the American woman also reflect 

a cultural lag in values. These include limitation of 

self-concept, channelization of motivations and sex-typing 

of jobs, minority group attributes, nonachievement in intel

lectual careers, role ambiguity or sociological ambivalence, 

and barriers to full participation in society. These situ

ations are discussed below: 

(a) Limitation of self-concept and self-expectations. 

American women in general do not seek to use potential 

talents to their fullest. Rather they anticipate the 
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consequences and accept the limitations, or defeat, wl,ich 

may not in fact be inevitable. Reflecting on her unsuccess

ful senatorial campaign this past year, Lenore Romney noted 

this phenomenon: 

I was especially discouraged by women them
selves saying that women don't know enough to 
be public officials .... They want equal 
pay with men, equal jobs, but women are not 
willing to help one another get e18cted to 
deal with the problems of the day. 

Mrs. Romney suggests that women suffer from lack of con

fidence, and ''they therefore lack stature, status and any 

feeling that they can be just as effective as men. 11 9 

(b) Channelization of motivations and sex-typing of 

jobs. Due to society's current image of femininity wo~en's 

motivations and alternatives have been channeled. Related 

to this is the sex-typing of jobs, The question asked is 

often "Is it fitting and proper?" rather than, "Is she 

qualified? 1110 As ·caroli.re Bird has said, people have fixed 

ideas about whether a job should be done by a man or a 

woman, but their reasons are as arbitrary as a Frenchman's 

attempt to explain what is so feminine about "la table." 

(c) Minority group attributes. Singled out from others 

in the work world for differential and unequal treatment, 

women as a group possess many of the attributes of a minority 

group in relation to status. The Swedish sociologist 

Gunnar Myrdal spelled out the parallel between the position 
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of blacks and the position of women back in the early forties 

and explained the link between abolitionism and.women's 

rights, both of which attacked the social paternalism of white 

males . 11 

(d) Nonachievement in intellectual careers. In that the 

qualities of womanliness and femininity as traditionally de

fined are not conducive to intellectual achievement, there 

has been general nonachievement in intellectual careers by 

American women. 

(e) Role ambiguity or sociological ambivalence. One of 

the most apparent and damaging results of extreme differentia

tion of the sex roles in the country has been ambiguity and 

ambivalence in the American woman's perception of her roles 

in the society. Sociologist Cynthia Epstein speaks of this 

in terms of contradictory and ambiguous sources of personal 

strain which are rooted in the social structure. Stresses 

emanate from a complex of role and value conflicts, and are 

manifestations of a complicated relationship involving conflict 

experienced between the ideology of equality and egalitarianism 

versus the social role of woman. 12 

As suggested earlier, in referring to the sex roles, 

when the philosophy of ''vive la difference'' is superimposed 

upon the goal of equality, contradiction is created. Psy

chologist Matina Horner is among the several authorities who 

have researched this problem. Mrs. Horner, expanding the 
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Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) which measures a need to 

achieve to include measurement of a motive to avoid success, 

supports her hypothesis that consciously or unconsciously a 

girl equates intellectual achievement with loss of femir.inity 

with startling findings: A bright woman is caught in a 

double bind. In achievement-oriented situations she worries 

not only about failure but also about success. If she suc

ceeds she is not living up to societal expectations about 

the female role: 

These findings suggest that most women will fully 
explore their intellectual potential only when 
they do not need to compete and least of all when 
they are competing with men .... We can see 
from this sma 11 study that achievement motivation 
in wome£ is much more complex than the same drive 
in men. 3 

Role ambiguity is thus directly relevant to the career 

woman who is cognizant of the conflict between society's 

definition of femininity and her own self-image of success. 

As long as society through its institutions and attitudinal 

sets continues to proclaim the neotraditionalist viewpoint, 

women who seek fulfillment by means of a career which is 

labeled "f'or men mostly," will continue to be forced to cope 

with role ambiguity. Epstein has developed an analysis of 

the professional woman which illustrates this situation. In 

a recent issue of American Journal of Sociology and in her 

book Woman's Place, Option and Limits in Professional Careers, 

she describes the structure and processes of professions in 



the United States in general. The professions, she says, 

tend to limit women's participation and achievement within 

them: 

Be cause women don I t "fit" we 11 into the pro
fessional structure ... their appearance in 
the collegial networks as legitimate copro
fessionals often causes a considerable amount 
of role confusion and male colleagues typically 
are unable to engage in the normal collegial 
relationship with them and instead fall back on 
the traditional norms governing male-female 
interaction.14 

(f) Barriers to full participation in society. Discrim

ination caused by any number of factors exists for American 

women. In the working world discrimination comes in many 

forms, all representing barriers to full participation in 

organization: overt discrimination by those acting in official 

capacities, practical institutional barriers, and, ingrained 

assumptions and inhibitions on the part of both men and women. 

Although there is recognition by the general public of this 

fact, what is less appreciated, especially by men, is the 

degree of discrimination and the many forms it can take, begin

ning much earlier in the life cycle than at the point of 

looking for a job. 

A recent Stanford University Report on Higher Education 

documents the barriers to women which block their educational 

progress and the discrimination against women in academic 

and professional life. The report points up the downward 

trend in opportunities for American women: The share of 
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advanced degrees earned by women was higher in the 1920s and 

1930s than the last decade; women's median salary income as 

a percent of men's decreased by 5-7% from 1955 to 1968 (from 

63.9% to 58.2%); the plight of women in education and the 

job market has not improved, but worsened; fewer women are 

elected to public office at all levels today. In sum, 

II . we get an overall view that the American woman is not 

only failing on her own, but is losing. 1115 

A fourth trend on the American scene is more optimistic. 

Opportunities for women are opening up. Despite the forboding 

overview, there are other more encouraging signs. A recent 

assessment of the status of women by the Census Bureau, for 

example, revealed significant changes toward greater horizons 

for women. The following trends were documented: Of the 

13.8 million new jobs in the sixties, women took 8.11 million, 

nearly two-thirds (by 1970 more than 45% of all adult women 

were in the labor force); the number of white women with at 

least four years of high school climbed from 65% to Bo; women 

with some college education rose J.60%, against 100% for men; 

in 1960, among the wives of professional men, only 30% worked, 

whereas, in 1970 the figure rose to 41%. Analysts are quick 

to add that most statistical evidence does not validly reflect 

discrimination that women are continuing to encounter. 16 

Each of us can document broader horizons that are develop

ing for women. "Women's Studies" are now being offered at 
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many U.S. college campuses. The Supreme Court has issued 

several rulings on sex bias under Title VII of the 1964 Civil 

Rights Act. The first women's rights organization, the liomen's 

Action Program in the Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare, has been sanc.tioned by the government. Five women 

in the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force have recently been pro

moted to the rank of brigadier general. The U.S. Military 

Academy broke a tradition of 166 years and appointed its 

first woman to the faculty in 1968. For the first time the 

Naval Har College accepted vwmen officers as students in 1969. 

And, the li.st is gr01•1ing. Traditions in ma le domains are 

being broken every day. 

Throughout American history, relative to the status of 

the sexes there have been shifts between two philosophies, 

between the androgynous and masculinist periods. We appear 

to be moving into an androgjhous period in which women will 

be paralleling men rather than complementing them. Similarities 

between men and women will be emphasized rather than their 

differences. 

Using the first three chapters as a base, the next 

chapter examines the milieu surrounding the woman line 

officer and includes analysis of personal interviews of 

women line officers and of statistical data relative to 

this officer community. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE RESTRICTED UNRESTRICTED LINE OFFICER 

. . . Moreover, . the pas i tion of women in 
military organization is almost completely 
unresearched. 

Charles C. Moskos, Jr. 
"Minority Groups in Military 
Organization," A Survey of 
Military Institutions 

Introduction. Used in the sense of a kind of social 

identification tag, the status of the woman unrestricted 

line officer is that of a woman naval officer rather than a 

line officer. In every manner she is treated a.s a. part of 

a corps--the "Wave Corps. 11 The reasons for this status a.re 

multifaceted. First, she is a female in a. ma.le-dominated 

profession.* Her salient status inevitably is her sex. 

Second, the women a.re in large measure a. corps by the func

tion they a.re performing, and have been filling billets 

that, while designated unrestricted line officer billets, 

are for the most part administrative in nature. For pur

poses of comparison, in the U.S. Army these billets would 

fall into the Adjutant General Branch which encompasses the 

Army's administrative specialists. The assignments and 

.i<-There are approximately 2,876 women officers on active 
duty out of a total of 76,486 officers. (Source: NAVPERS 
15658, Navy and Marine Corps Military Personnel Statistics 
dated 31 March 1971.) 
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career patterns of the women line officers have been con

fined to a very small percentage of the specialty areas 

within the unrestricted line billet structure. And, third, 

the unrestricted line officer designators connote sea. duty, 

command at sea., and flying status. Article 1820100 of the 

BuPers Manual states that women shall not be assigned to 

duty in aircraft engaged in combat missions or a.boa.rd naval 

vessels except hospital ships and naval transports. Under 

the present working definition of' the unrestricted line 

officer, how can women be considered unrestricted lhie 

officers if they do not qualify for naval warfare? 

The pseudo line officer status of the women line of

ficers becomes apparent when one cwk,s himself, "What ma.le 

officer community does the female line officer community 

rnost resemble?" The most logical rer,ponse :Ls the Supply 

Corps, which has separate but equal attributes and consists 

of a. pool of specialists or subspecialists within their 

numbers. Personnel policies reflecting a. quasi-corps status 

for the women line officers as an officer community include: 

separate recruitment and training for women, 

separate detailing, 

separate quasi-chain of command for the administra

tion of women (Women's Representative/Assistant for Women/ 

Pers K concept) and, 

discriminatory or different policies, such as, 
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(a) Women have separate laws which apply to them 

and do not compete with '·.he male line officer iri promotion. 

Related to this, there few women in top managerial posi-

tions. 

(b) Women cannot corrmiand at sea and they cannot suc

ceed to command, except in the administration of women 

(Articles 0602 and 1383, Navy Regulations). 

( c) Women cannot go to sea. 

(d) Women cannot fly. 

(e) The numbers of women in the Navy are kept to a. 

minimal number. Women are not interchangeable with men in 

shore bj_llets clue to career pattern restr:Lctions. At the 

same time, women do not have the opportunity for seagoing 

experience. Tl1erufore, they are considered detai.ling prob

lems in that they a.re, less assignable than the male line 

officers, 0.nd, hence, their numbers contributing toward the 

end strength are restricted. 

(f) The careers of women line officers are confined 

to the nontechnical fields of the unrestricted line officer 

program, in particular administration and management. 

If women line officers a.re imagined as a corps or a 

separate officer community and not line officers, these 

"discriminatory," different policies disappear with the ex

ception of being limited to small numbers and restricted in 

career patterns to only a. few subspecialties. And if the 
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community is seen as limited to an administrative function, 

the latter disappears. Thus, discrimination is seen as not 

necessarily caused by sex, but by functional application. 

The following analyses of personal interviews with 

women officers and of statistical data describe some of the 

significant issues relative to this officer community. 

Interviews of Thirty Four Women Line Officers. During 

the fall and winter months of 1970-71 personal interviews 

were conducted by the author with 34 women line officers. 

The instrument is shown in /\ppendix II. Interviews by grade 

.included two captains, four commanders, six lieutenant com

manders, eight lieutenants, three lieutenants (junior grade) 

and eleven ensigns. Admittedly th:Ls group does not repre

sent a random sample of the woman line officer community; a 

majority of those interviewed were stationed in the Newport 

area.. The interviews were not conducted in the sophisticated 

manner of taped records of the interviews, but in the form 

of handwritten notes which were later typed. 

In that the interviews provided a framework within which 

women officers could express theinselves on issues which are 

addressed in this study, they were especially useful. From 

personal observation and analysis of the interviews, it is 

fair to state that there is no "consensus" on many of the 

critical issues concerning the status of women, a trend in 
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the larger society noted in the previous chapter. That the 

results of these intervicews cannot be scientific-ally tested 

and measured is stressed. Further, it should be understood 

that these responses were first impressions and not con

sidered judgments. Responses to questions #2, //5, //13 and 

#14 in particular illustrate a trend toward status ambiguity 

in this sampling of women line officers. 

Question f/2 was phrased as follows: "What do you think 

are the Navy's reasons for maintaining women officers to

day?" The responses break down as shown in Figure 4.1, with 

more than one response in many instances. For analytical 

purposes the responses can be l.Jroken down into seven cate

gories: 

( 1) The Nuclcu:3 Theory response. The rationale of 

these respondents j_s that the active duty women (officers 

and enlisted) provide a trained nucleus in event of mobi

lization. Related is the conviction that all women officers 

have a responsibility to the administration and training of 

enlisted women, and that the only real specialty of a 

woman line officer is the administration of women. The 

limitations of women in the military must be recognized--

it is a man's organization, with sea/shore rotation an all

important personnel factor. Because women cannot (and 

should not) go to sea, they must recognize that they are 

less assignable. They should feel privileged to be able to 

serve in the Navy, which revolves around the fleet . 
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(1) Nucleus Theory. Women 
provide trained nucleus in 
event of mobilization. 
''Provide a cadre of trained 
personnel which would be an 
adequate base for mobiliza
tion in case of war or 
national emergency ... "* 

Number of respondents: 2 
1 CDR 
1 LTJG 

(4) Constitutional and 
legislative authority. 

.i=,- The law provides a legal 
--..J basis for women in the 

service. The Navy is 
stuck with its women, 
like it or not, hot know
ing how to dissolve the 
Wave organization. 

Number of respondents: 7 
1 LCDR 1 LTJG 
3 LTs 1 ENS 

(7) Women fill the shore 
jobs so that men can go 
to sea. 

Number of respondents: 2 
2 ENSs 

(2) Resource Base. Women 
provide general and special 
skills; they are a large 
portion of the working force. 
Their talents should be 
used by the Navy. The Navy 
should explore new possi
bilities for utilization of 
its women in concert with 
the changing role of women 
in the American society. 
Number of respondents: 16 

2 CDRs 5 ENSs 
2 LCDRs 1 LTJG 
6 LTs 

(5) "I don't know," or 
neveF' thought about it 
before. 

Number of respondents: 4 
1 LCDR 
3 LTs 

Figure 4.1 

(3) Combination of (1) and (2), 
with little emphasis on the 
trained nucleus, which is an 
outdated concept. Women have 
proven their worth to the 
service. 

Number of 
2 CAPTs 
1 CDR 
3 LCDRs 

respondents: 
1 LTJG 
3 ENSs 

10 

(6) The feminine touch. Women 
provide a different viewpoint. 
They are a plus morale factor, 
they do the "feminine-type" 
kinds of jobs. 

Number of 
3 LTs 
1 LTJG 

respondents: 
3 ENSs 

7 

Breakdown of Responses to Question #2, "What do you think are the Navy's reasons for main
taining women officers?" (Some of the respondents gave more than one reason.) 

*Retort of the Committee on Federal Emoloyment to the President'scommission on the 
Status o Women, October 1963, p. 5, 



(2) Resource Base. Women are a big portion of the 

working force and should be utilized. Women arE! -a viable 

pa.rt of the Navy organization and have proved their worth 

and competence. Women officers like to think that there is 

no difference between male and female officers and that 

their contributions today are accepted as such by the leader

ship . . . but "this is not so at the present. 11 As one of 

the ensign respondents stated, "Women officers can be just 

as competent as men but, before this is accepted (by the ma.le 

officers), the image of women in the country must change." 

As this change occurs, the careers of' men and women in the 

Navy will be more parallel. 

This group, representing the neotraditionalists, sees 

a changing role for women in all segments of society. The 

times are changing and the Navy should explore ne1·1 possi

bilities for utilization of wci~en's talents. If women are 

qualified why should they not be able to fill the jobs? 

(3) Combination of (1) and (2). This view combines the 

trained nucleus and the skilled talent, as the raison d'etre 

for active duty women officers, with very little emphasis on 

the former. The nucleus theory is seen as a. concept that is an 

anomaly and in a state of limbo as is its parent concept, 

mobilization. The Navy wants women for their general and 

special talents, and, at the same time, offers young women 

the opportunity to serve their country. The administration 
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of women is seen not as an absolute requirement for all 

officers, but this type of duty does give women ·something 

, partially equivalent to sea. duty. Women are different and 

the Navy has faced this reality through the "W" concept. 

Women have proven themselves useful and have become an 

integral part of the Navy. The quality of women officers 

has been steadily improving--there have been times when 

there was a demand for personnel, and the women did the ,iob 

and were accepted. The trained nucleus is only a small part 

of why 1·1omen J1a.ve been maintained, but as long as there a.re 

reserves the nucleus is a viable concept. 

(4) Constitutional and legir;lative authority. The Waves 

a.re in the Navy by law., and therefore the Navy is II stuck 

with us." We are a vestigcc of tradition and "the Navy 

doesn't know how to di8sol ve the (!Jav{l organization." 

(5) I don't know, or I never thought about it. This 

was a first reaction from four of the women officers 

( 1 LCDR, 2 LTs and 1 LTJG) , 

(6) The feminine touch. The women provide a different 

viewpoint; they a.re a plus morale factor; they produce 

quality work in the administrative field; they "do completed 

staff work." Waves "do a better job" than the men; the 

women are dedicated volunteers and "do the paper work jobs 

that men don't care to be bothered to do and that we are 

supposed to enjoy." "We are the Navy's secretaries and 
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paper pushers in jobs affiliated 1·ri th woman-type work." 

Among the women who gave this response there was .both satis

faction and dissatisfaction as to this status. Five out of 

the seven were dissatisfied. 

(7) Women fill the jobs ashore so that the men can go 

to sea. 

Relating these responses to the overview within society, 

advocates of the nucleus theory (1) are very close to those 

who support the traditional role of the woman, that of' a. 

homemaker and companion of men, a prevalent viewpoint in the 

United States until the sixties. Related to this attitude 

is ( 6), the feminine touch: women are different_, and can 

best be used doing "feminine wor!,"; e. g,, detailed ,i obs such 

as communications and administration, and jobs requiri.ng 

interpersonal talents such as personnel officers. 

The respondents with an attitude as expressed in cate

gories (2) and (3) would be comfortable with the assumptions 

of the neotraditionalist, and, they would very likely hope 

to see the uniformed women move forward cautiously toward 

equality as defined by the Presidential Task Force Report on 

Women's Rights and Responsibilities of April 1970: 

Women do not seek special privileges. They do 
seek equal rights. They do wish to assume their 
full responsibilities. 

Equality for women is unalterably linked to 
many broader questions of social justice. In
equities within our society serve to restrict 
the contribution of both sexes .... 
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What thLs Task Force recommends is a national 
commitment to basic changes that will bring women 
into the mainstream of American life. Such a com
mitment, we believe, is necessary to healthy 
psychological, social, and economic growth of our 
society. 

Unfortunately the interview sampling is insufficient to 

prove conclusively tha:t there is status ambiguity in the line 

women officer community, but the trend as observed in the 

responses to question f/2 is apparent. 

The responses to question //5 of the instrument also 

suggest some degree of ambiguity in the minds of women of

ficers as to their status in the Navy. The question relates 

to the 1100 officer designator and its applicability to 

women: "The majority of line women officers at present a.re 

in the field of administra.t:i.on or management. What desig

nator do you feel best fits this pres<"nt woman officer comple

ment? 11 The replie,: break cl.m-m as follows: 

(1) No question aboutit--1100. A large group of re

spondents, fifteen officers, had no doubts about being "un

restricted line officers II and were not willing to thin!~ 

about any other category. They did not feel it a misnomer 

for the women, at least not under the present designator 

structure. 

(2) Some five officers said that the 1100 designator 

presents a problem in their minds but that it is the best 

solution under the present designator structure, Reasons 
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for this position inclu~ed: being 1100 officers gives 

\•1orr1en flexibility and mcrbili ty in job opportunities which 

they would not accrue· as a corps, or as restricted line 

officers; no 1100 is "urnrestricted" anymore, therefore 

that women line officers are in fact restricted is not much 

different than the male officers; the label is secondary to 

doing the j ob--don' t fret about sema.ntics; changj.ng to a 

separate designator for women would be a step backward. 

(3) New designator needs to be devised. Four of the 

respondents said that they cannot honestly consider them

selves 1100, and that it is inconsistent for 1·rnmen to carry 

a.n 1100 designator. If women continue to be restricted 

.from sea duty, then tl1ey sl1ould be restricted line officers. 

A table of equivalency ,ms suggested, as well as an officer 

designator for administl'ators, simi1ar to Adjutant General 

concept of U.S. Army. 

(4) More like a corps. Two of the officers suggested 

that the women be what they are rather than try to fit into 

the male 1100.program. The respondents both would rather 

this not come about, but felt it would be more realistic. 

(5) Three officers stated a philosophy of either/or. 

Either give the women their own designator, recognizing the 

myth of integration; or, completely diffuse the women 

throughout the shore establishment. 

(6) No real feel for the question. Five of the 

ensigns said they had insufficient knowledge to respond . 
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The total breakdown is as follows: 

( 1) All right as is--1100 

2 CAPTs 
• 2 CDRs 

3 LCDRs 
5 LTs 
1 LTJG 
2 ENSs 

15 

Number of respondents: 15 

(4) Corps 

1 LCDR 
1 LTJG 
2 

2 

(2) A problem, but 
no solution 

1 CDR 
1 LCDR 
1 LT 
1 LTJG 
1 ENS 
5 

(5) Did not know 

5 ENSs 

5 

5 

(3) New desig
nator needs 
to be 
devised 

1 LCDR 
2 LTs 
1 ENS 
4 

(6) Either new 
designator 
recognizing 
myth_, or 
completely 
diffuse the 
women through
out the shore 
establishment 

1 CDR 
2 ENSs 
3 

3 

Figure 4.2. Breakdown of Responses to Question #5-

"What designator do you feel best fits the present 
• women line officer complement?" 
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The responses show the wide variances of opinion on a 

question that has been raised throughout the history of the 

Waves. A large percentage, recognizing the problems in

volved in creating another designator, and believing in the 

advantages and flexibility through women remaining in the 

1100 designator, opted for the status quo, This option for 

status quo may reflect a general tendency among the more 

senior officers in particular to be more comfortable with 

the status quo. At the same time, thofle who responded with (2) 

through (4) would appear to reveal an uncerta:Lnty regardlng 

their status as unrestrlcted llne offlcers which by defini

tion represents sea. or flying status. 'rhose responding with 

either/or belleve that the opportunlties of the present 

wornan officer program arc incompatible with the 1100 des:Lg

nator. 

Analys:Ls of quest:Lons 1/13 and //14, which are two w:Lnd

up questions of the :Lnstrurnent,cont:Lnues to :Lllustrate the 

trend of status amb:Lgu:Lty in the woman line offlcer, am

bigulty in the sense of Epstein's thesls of woman trying to 

define her role(s) ln a profession. 

Question #13, "What role do women officers now play in 

support of the Navy's requirements?" is similar to #2. It 

was intended not only as a repeat but also as a summary of 

the interview, Responses indicate that this was a poor 

question as it is too all-encompasslng for the respondent 
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and pat, short cliches resulted. The role of line women 

officers as understood by the respondents inclucie·s: 

. fulfill a role in ea.ch billet, wherever they a.re 

assigned, 

perform well in jobs the Navy needs to have done . 

. form a.n integrated pa.rt of the shore establishment 

and support the fleet. 

fill shore billets which permits the men to go to sea.. 

a.ct as managers and administrators. 

play a vital part in the Navy. 

ha.nclle certain types of jobs better than men. 

work. 

sign pa.pers. 

be a 11 superofficer, 11 Beca.use we a.re women, we must ap

pear not to be aggressive, must be extremely tactful and main

tain a sense of balance. 

Only three officers expressed a tt:L tudes 1·1hich indicated dis

satisfaction with their role in response to #13. Remarks 

included: "we are high paid officer managers doing the Navy's 

pa.per work. 11 "We still get scruffy billets that the 

men don't want" . "we a.re performing well, but a.re kept 

dovm in how we perform, we are restricted." 

Question #14 concerns the future role of women officers: 

"In light of changes occurring in the Navy and in society as 
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a whole today, what in your estimation should be the role of 

women officers in the future? What will it be?" • Analysis 

of the responses correlates with question #2., with all of 

the respondents asking for a changed role of the woman line 

officer. The responses, reflecting more of an a.tti tude than 

a definite statement of role, can be divided into five cate

gories: 

(1) Remain integrated with the men (vice corps concept). 

This does not mean equal with the men (women are different); 

the Navy can afford to discriminate, in the sense of dis

tinguish and discern, regarding its women. Women should 

share responsibilities equally with the men, and should be

come more accepted as a pa.rt of the Navy. The women should 

be seen as a. part of the all-volunteer force, with less 

antipathy and prejudice expressed toward them. Give the 

women more responsibilities ahd opportunity to succeed to 

command. The women should stop acting like a. corps and 

stress similarities rather than differences. Many ex

pressed the belief that this integration should start at the 

ttaining level (Officer Candidate School). This response 

aptly reveals the problem of status ambiguity for the 

woman in the Na.vy--she wants to be equal yet not equal. This, 

incidentally, coincides with the American woman's point of 

view in general . 



(2) Opportunity to work in new areas. A number of the 

officers see the need for new areas opening up f6r women 

officers--in both the line and restricted line programs. 

In that very few of the respondents in this category were 

in favor of going to sea personally, one infers from this 

response that the respondents feel that a number of areas 

and types of billets not requiring operational experience, 

are now in fact closed to women and should be opened. 

(3) Opportunity for specialization. The need for more 

opportunity to specialize, if the woman line officer so 

desires, was a common response (and is related to the 

assumptions of (2)). The caveat of option was consist-

ly attached; i.e., don't force all women line officers 

to specialize. (One respondent, a LCDR, stated that there 

should be no unrestricted women line officers, for women 

do not qualify for the program.) 

(4) Greater use as source of quality manpower. In 

view of the projected All-Volunteer Force, women should be 

considered as providing quality human talent ... the 

future role of women in the Navy may increase considerably. 

(5) Exact equality with men. Many of the ensigns 

expressed the attitude that the women officers should be 

given the same opportunities and responsibilities as the 

male officers, and expressed a strong sense of the egalitarian 

rationale. They felt that sea duty and flying status should 
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be opened up to women .. The issue of whether women go to sea 

was part of question #3 of the instrument. It.~s significant 

that 10 (1 CDR, 1 LT, 8 ENSs) of the 34 said that they 

would personally like to serve at sea; another 4 ( 1 LCDR, 

1 LT, 1 LTJG, and 1 ENS) said that they would not personally 

enjoy it but that it should be an opportunity for women. 

The breakdown of categories is as follows: 

(1) Remain integrated. 
Phis does not mean equal 
to men, but more a part 
of the Navr, than at 
Jre sent. 'We are not 
equal now." 

~umber of respondents: 

1 CAPT 
2 CDRs 
4 LCDRs 
3 1:rs 
1 LTJG 

IT 

(4) Greater use as 
~ational source of 
nanpower. 

1 CAPT 
1 CDR 
3 LTs 
1 ENS 
0 

(2) Opportunity to 
Rork in new areas. 

2 LTs 
2 LTJGs 
2 ENSs 
1 CDR 
7 

(5) Exact equality 
with the men; e.g., 
URL wornen officers 
should be sea
going. 

5 ENSs 
5 

(3) Opportunity for 
specialization,but 
not as a primary or 
sole function of 
majority of URL 
[Women officers. 

2 LCDRs 
4 LTs 
1 LTJG 
3 ENSs 

10 

Figure 4.3. Breakdown of Responses to Question #14. 
Future role of Women Line Officers (some of the respondents 
gave more than one category). 
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Analysis of Statistical Data on Women Line Officer 

Com.muni ty. Appendices III through V were developed for use 

specifically in this study in order to illustrate the dis

tribution of women line officers presently on active duty by 

occupational groupings and by Naval Officer Billet Classifi

cation Codes (NOBCs). 

Appendix III is a comparison of 1966, 1971 and ''career'' 

assignments by nine occupational groupings. In this appendix 

a comparison of current assignments with those of five years 

ago shows a marked trend toward reducing the number of assign

ments given to women officers in the supply, intelligence and 

professional field, and returning these officers to the 

traditional areas of administration and communications. 

Between 1966 and 1971 the numbers of women officers in com

munications have almost doubled. Adding the 1971 percentage 

of the communications subgroup (J.!1%) to the administrator 

group (76%), it may be seen that approximately 90% of the 

women presently on active duty (excluding those unassigned, 

in student status or on foreign exchange duty) are in the 

areas of administration or communications. 

Career figures in the third column are based on assign

ments made to these same women over a period ranging from 

1949 to the present. A comparison of current figures with 

the career figures points to a downward trend in the scien

tists and professionals grouping (4 1/3% career; 2%, 1971) 
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and a steady trend in the intelligence and administrator 

groupings. Intelligence has been consistently 2%, while 

the administrator grouping is currently 76%, with 70% career. 

The number of women in the supply grouping has been minimal 

over the duration of many years. 

While the differences between the 1966 and 1971 catego

rization of NOBCs may account for some of the marked change 

in percentages, the validity of the comparison cannot be 

entirely discounted. These trends are heavily substantiated 

by the career figures. 

Within each of the two major occupational groups (admin

istrator and engineering and maintenance) in which women 

officers are being most frequently assigned are subgroups, 

which show an even narrower pattern of channelization: 98% 

of the engineering and maintenance billets are in communications 

alone. Over four-fifths of the total billets in the admin

istrator grouping fall into three areas: General Administration, 

Training Administration, and Manpower and Personnel Administration. 

Within these subgroups there exist NOBCs which in themselves 

are major factors in the channelization pattern. These have 

become in effect the typical woman line officer billets. 

In the current General Administration subcategory these NOBCs 

are #2605 (Administrative Assistant) and #2615 (Administrative 

Officer) which account for 20% and Lr9% respectively. In the 

Manpower and Personnel category one NOBC alone #3965 (Personnel 
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Officer) overshadows 18 others and represents 61% of the 

subgroup's total. A breakdown of the Administrator 

grouping is provided in Figure 4.4: 

Admin, General 

Training Admin 

Manpower 

Comp and Fiscal 

Data Processing 

Pictorial 

Information 

Police 

Safety 

Inspector General 

Medical 

Other 

Based on 

1966 

96 (28%) 

20 ( 6%) 

127 (36%) 

17 (5%) 

30 (9%) 

1 ( 1/2%) 

lrG ( 111%) 

4 ( 1%) 

0 

0 

0 

1 (1/2%) 
344 ( 100%) 

1971 Career 

112 (26%) 336 (26%) 

62 ( 15%) 192 ( 15%) 

155 (36%) 508 ( 40%) 

2 (1/2%) 9 (2/3%) 

33 (8%) Bo (6%) 

1 ( 1/2%) 4 ( 1/3%) 

lr5 (10%) 104 ( 8?6) 

4 ( 1%) 18 (1 1/2%) 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

12 (3%) 38 (3%) 
426 ( 100%) 1289 (100%) 

Figure 4.4. Breakdown of Administrator Group. 

Source: 1966 DACOWITS Report on Utilization of Women, 
and BuPers Computer PRINTOUT dated 29 April 1971 . 
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Figure 4.5 on the next page in graphic form illustrates 

the trends within AppenJix III. 

Table 2, Current Distribution of Women Line Officers, 

Appendix TV, shows that the woman line officer community 

currently includes in its numbers a nuclear physicist (NOBC 

2071), a naval hull engineering development officer (NOBC 

7120) and a launching, recovery, and landing aids engineer

ing officer (NOBC 8050). All of these billets are assigned 

to ensigns and represent a departure from the traditional 

woman officer assignments. On the other hand, the fields 

to which women officers customarily have been detailed con

tinue to show heavy concentrations of women, as indicated 

in the previous discussion of Appendix III . 

The many areas in which wo:nen could be serving are not 

indicated in Table 2. Without mind-stretching, areas in 

the unrestricted line designators in the shore establishment 

in which women might serve include: logi~tics, trans

portation, international affairs, and command. 

Table 3, Career Distribution of Women Line Officers, 

Appendix V, shows the distribution of women line officers 

by NOBCs over an extended period and serves to illustrate 

those specific areas, in naval terms, where opportunities 

for women have opened up, as well as those areas where 

women were formerly being assigned and are no longer 

serving. 
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An example of the op-portunities which rave recently 

been opened to women is the Navy's aviation field .. The 

fourth and fifth pages of Table 3 show an increasing number 

of assignments being made to junior officers in this field, 

particularly in the ground operations group. The question 

immediately arises: Are they headed down a dead-end road? 

There is presently no viable career pattern for women within 

the aviation field. The aviation field also contains an 

example of an area of specialization to which women officers 

were formerly but are no longer being assigned. This is the 

meteorology group in which women who are presently commanders 

and lieutenant commanders were at one time serving. A glance 

at Table 2 will show that these kinds of billets are no longer 

being filled by women officers. 

Other areas into which women have occasionally been 

detailed are the facilities engineering field and weapons 

engineering field. There are at present no women officers 

serving in these fields; the women who held these billets 

have remained· on active duty without developing these fields 

as subspecialty areas. 

Figure 4.6, Summary of Tables 2 and 3, below gives 

in summary form the numbers of billets and percentages 

represented by individual fields in Tables 2 and 3-

In addition to Tables 1 through 3, several other 

charts reflect the kinds of billets in which women line 
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Number of Billets ~ b:i'. Field 
Field 1971 Career 1971 Career 

Medical and Dental 0 1 0 .05 

Supply and Fiscal 2 14 .3 .8 

Sciences and Services 148 425 26.3 23 

- Personnel 248 807 lt4 44 

Facilities Engineering 0 1 0 .05 

Electrical Engineering 0 0 0 0 

Weapons Engineer.ing 0 2 0 .1 

Naval Engineering 1 1 .2 .05 

Aviation 16 41 2.9 2 

Naval Operations 148 546 26.3 30 

Figure 4.6 Su:1:.mary of Tables 2 and 3 

Source: Bu Pers Computer Printout of 29 April 1971. 
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officers have served. Usi.ng the data of Table 3, the follow

ing frequency percentages for career distribution~·based on 

1839 billets, may be estahlished: 

SCIENCES AND SERVICES FIEill 

2400 Group - Public Affairs - 5 .4% 
2600 Group - Managem9nt and Administrative Services - 15.3% 

PERSONNEL FIEill 

3000 Group - Recruitment and Selection - 4.7% 
3100 Group - Classification and Distribution - 3% 
3200 Group - General Training - 13% 
3900 Group - General (Personnel) - 19.4% 

NAVAL OPERATIONS FIELD 

9000 Group - Staff and Fleet Command - 4.5% 
9500 Group - Communications - 18.3% 
9700 Group - Automatic Data Processing - 4% 

The individual NOBCs in which women presently on active 

duty most frequently have served, based upon those NOBCs on 

their Officer Data Cards, are presented in Appendix VI. Of 

the top 10, 4 of them are in the field of communications. 

The top 4 are in the general field of administration. Public 

Affairs Officer is number 8. Numbers 7 and 11 are billets 

pertaining to the recruitment and indoctrination of women 

officers, respectively. 

The Restricted Unrestricted Line Officer. As in any of 

the professions, the woman line officer in her career expe

riences and constantly lives with a different status in her 

organization. She represents the combination of a woman, a 

professional and a restricted unrestricted line officer. The 
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milieu stemming from this status is complex and crammed with 

subtleties and nuances of prejudice and bias, similar to those 

circumstances surrounding the woman professional generally. 

Following is a description of some of the inputs to this 

milieu including (1) channelization of billets, (2) a con

servative leadership, (3) minority attributes, (4) paternalistic 

attitude of male officers, and (5) status ambignity. 

(1) Channelization of job opportunity is derived from 

a perception of status and role (different from that of the 

male) for the female. Similarly to women professionals in 

general, women line officers have been channeled, by both the 

men and women of the Navy, into a conventional pattern of 

jobs. Analysis of the statistical data as presented in this 

chapter substantiates this fact. 

The unspoken rationale for a narrow selection of fields 

made available to the women lihe officers, particularly in 

the senior ranks, includes the ideas that women should be 

used in female-type work and they should not deprive a male 

line officer of ''solid,'' first line billets ashore. Besides, 

continues the rationale, the myths concerning intellectual, 

emotional and physiological characteristics undoubtedly have 

some truths behind them. 

(2) It is hypothesized that throughout history there 

has been a tendency in policy making by the women concerning 

the Wave program to be reactive rather than proactive, with 
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the low-keyed approach, the low profile as the net effect. 

The reasons for this are postulated below, yet admittedly 

their validity cannot be measured. 

The ad hoc nature of the organization. Notwithstand

ing its birthdate of 1942, the Wave organization has always 

had a temporariness unto itself, and until 1967 there were 

lega 1 barriers which would support this contention. The Navy 

has always been proud of its women, but at the same time they 

have been seen in the context of a wartime phenomenon rather 

than as a permanent component. Dean Virginia Gildersleeve, 

in speaking of the creation of the Waves, said, ''If the Navy 

could possibly have used dogs, ducks or monkeys, certain of 

the elder a dmiral.s would probably have greatly preferred them 

to women. 11 

From this general organizational attitude of ad hocracy 

a posture on the part of the \-iomen's leadership has been 

accepted wherein a low profile is maintained, so that the men 

will not reconsider the Wave component out of its existence-

particulaily in times of cutbacks and retrenchment of the 

military. 

The minority in the naval establishment. In addition 

to the comments below regarding minority status, a type of 

psychological discrimination toward the "Wave Corps" exists, 

similar to that which is experienced by all professional women. 

The overall effect, which may have influenced the women's 
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leadership style, has been that the minority are continuously 

conditioned to believe that they were never meant to aspire 

very high and that inequality of opportunity is part of the 

natural state of affairs. 

Apprehension about feminine leadership. Leadership 

by its nature must be aggressive. To be successful operating 

within our societal norms female leadership must be both 

aggressive and feminine. Yet in view of our society's image 

of femininity and "feminine" traits, there is an inherent 

contradiction in these two terms; e.g. how can the Director 

of the Waves, and women officers in managerial positions 

involving supervisory and advisory responsibilities, be both 

feminine and aggressive, serving both their male and female 

audiences? One of the reasons for lag in the progress in 

career planning for women (officers and enlisted) is very 

likely a decided concern for how to resolve this issue, an 

issue centered around role and status ambiguity. 

Lack of status. It is continually asserted to women 

officers that qualification at sea is required for top 

management billets, and therefore this avenue is for all 

practical purposes closed to women. Evidence of this is the 

Navy regulation cited previously that reads that women can 

neither succeed to command or--under a proposed change-

command . 



In the corporate structure of an organization the element 

of status inevitably rewrts to the question of ~ower, includ

ing authority and discretion. Without resolution of status, 

the women in the Navy will continue to have no political 

(power) base as such. In essence Wave leadership is forced 

to a low profile, with no alternative. 

(3) As stated earlier, the American woman can be des

cribed as the only nonminority group, with attributes of 

self-abasement and self-rejection in the extreme instance. 

She has an inferiority complex, if you will, about being a 

woman vice a man. As an overlay to this situation, the woman 

naval officer must be recognized as a woman in a profession 

which is predominantly male. Using numbers as a criteria, 

as opposed to an attitude of a minority group, the Waves are 

quite definitely a minority group. Just how this minority 

idea affects the individual h~s not been empirically quantified. 

Personal observation suggests, however, that the women officers 

generally have rejected themselves as women officers and as 

a separate officer community in that they have created a myth 

among themselves that they are integrated into the Navy, not

withstanding continuance of separateness as manifested in 

official policies and, perhaps more importantly, in the eyes 

of the male officers. The women prefer to consider them

selves as naval officers rather than as women officers. 

Accompanying this is a general realization among women 
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officers that esprit de corps is necessary for morale pur

poses and operative in the Wave organization. 

Another attribute of a minority group, identification 

of survival with the prosperity of those who feed them, is 

too harsh to apply to the women in the Navy. There is in 

the women officer community, however, a prevailing attitude 

of privilege, honor, service to the fleet, as reflected by 

statements such as, "It's a man's Navy"; "We should feel 

privileged to be able to be a part of the naval profession." 

The motto of the Womeri Officers School (which includes both 

Nurse Corps and Wave officers) is, ''It is our honor to serve 

the fleet." 

(I+) Related to channelization of billets is the pater

nalistic attitude of the male officer which is very often akin 

to what Caroline Bird refers to as "new masculinism": It is 

all right for the women to do their thing, as long as it does 

not impose upon the male and his role/status. It would appear 

that as long as this attitude is ascendant it will be atypical 

for a female line officer to be filling what is considered to 

be a first line unrestricted line officer billet. 11 1.et the 

women be administrative officers, communications officers, 

and even computer programmers, but they are not qualified to 

be in key OpNav or CNM line officer billets. 11 Recently a 

woman line officer was assigned for the first time to the 

61 division (Politico-military Affairs) in the OpNav arena. 
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Discussing this assignment, one of the officers in the 61 

division said, ''rt must have taken a lot of politicking.'' 

When asked whether this could portend more openings in 

Op 60 for women, he said that the 61 division couldn't pos

sibly take two women at one time, no matter how well qualified 

they were. This is typical of the new masculinist attitude. 

The notion seems to persist within the military organi-

zation that women are nothing but defective men: 

There is no question but that women could do a 
lot of things in the military service. So could 
men in wheelchairs. But you couldn't expect the 
services to want a whole company of people in 
wheelchairs. 

Genera 1 Hers hey 

(5) Status ambiguity as discussed in Chapter III is 

sublimated by a large percent of women officers, if for no 

other reason than emotional stability. Several factors 

contribute to ambiguity of status for these women, includ-

ing tl1e different-but-equal syndrome, no definitive career 

progression, uncertainty of qualification, and role ambiguity. 

Different-but-Equal. On the one hand the woman 

officer is informed that she is an unrestricted line officer 

and that overall personnel management policies that apply to 

men are Equally applicable to her. On the other, she is very 

likely to have been recruited by a woman officer, trained and 

indoctrinated mostly by women officers, and detailed by a woman 

officer. She is not in competition with her male line officer 
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peers for promotion pufposes and is never quite certain which 

personnel policies apply to her. 

No definitive guidelines for career progression to

I·iard a predictable objective. Each woman officer has an 

individualistic career pattern except that a large proportion 

are in the field of administration. This leads to something 

not unlike the following: Line women officers in the ranks 

of senior lieutenant and above are encouraged to develop a 

"subspecialty" in that through specialization women officers 

can provide depth and continuity. But at the same time 

women are excluded from restricted line, Special Duty and 

Engineering Duty ("specialj_st") designators, and policy for 

the woman lin8 offie8r pr8seribes alternating tours in and 

out of one's subspecialty, in aceordance with a general policy 

for all line officers. The male line officer normally is 

rotated to sea duty or flying status on the out tour, whereas 

the woman line officer is rotated to a billet in the field 

of administration/management. Has administration in the 

larger context of the field become the specialty of the woman 

officer, just as naval warfare has been that of the male 

officer? Over an extended duration 70% of the billets filled 

by women officers have been in administrative assignments 

and presently the administrative field represents 76% of 

the billets being filled by women officers. Therefore, the 

posture may well be specious that one of the benefits of the 
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woman line officer program is its·contribution to depth and 

continuity in the subspecialties, except in the field of 

administration. Of the women line officers on active duty, 

67 have P or S codes; apµroximately one-half of these codes 

are in either personnel administration or computer programming. 

For a detailed breakdown of the subspecialties, see Appendix VII. 

A recent change in policy regarding assignment of un

restricted line officers with subspecialties illustrates the 

confusion of policy guidelines for women. It is now required 

that if an officer with subspecialty qualifications is to be 

assigned to shore duty out of his subspecialty approval must 

come from several layers of management. The applicability of 

this policy to women, who are always assigned ashore, is a 

moot question. 

Hence, although the male line officer career patterns 

and policies are alleged to be a reference base for the female 

line officer, the modus operandi of the female program is more 

similar to a corps with its inherent restrictions--restrictions 

which are much more basic than those of the male line officer 

program. The net effect is that there are no career patterns 

for the woman line officer. And as a consequence a high degree 

of flexibility in attitude toward her "career" is required of 

the woman line officer. Are personnel management policies 

which apply to the male line officer suitable for the female 

line officer? This is the nub of it all. 
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Uncertainty as to qualifications for either billet 

assignment or promotion. A deep-rooted uncertainty exists 

among some women officers ,as to the qualifications for the 

senior ranks. Many questions are not answered: Is per

formance the overriding, or perhaps only criterion? How 

much weight is placed on qualification in the administration 

of women type billets? Such billets are considered ''sea 

duty" for women officers. Yet for lieutenant commanders and 

above there are very, very small numbers of these billets. 

Promotion to the senior ranks is supposedly tied to one or 

more tours of duty which involve the administration of women, 

a concept which presumably is based upon the original World 

War II idea that active duty women would provide a nucleus 

in case of mobilization. Personal interviews with 34 women 

line officers indicate that they are in disagreement regard

ing the validity of the nucleus theory (refer p. 48). 

Role ambiguity. Used in the sense of expected and 

appropriate patterns of behavior, rather than position, role 

concerns the matter of being a lady in a gentleman's organi

zation. She must "look like a girl, act like a lady, think 

like a man, and work like a dog." (A quote from a highly 

successful business woman, expressing her philosophy of 

success.) For the line officer who also happens to be a 

woman, this ambiguity is evidenced in many facets of her 

daily routine. Who opens the door? When do I wear my hat? 
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Do they think the task ;is suitable for me? How do I wear 

stripes and at the same time be feminine? 

The effect of this dual behavior--womanly and officer

lils:e (which may not be dL-Lfferent in nature, but is so con

ceptualiied by many, particularly the~aditionalist)--is that 

a high degree of flexibility in attitude is essential to the 

woman officer's stability. As Epstein notes, it is extremely 

important that a woman be secure in her own understanding of 

hers~lf as a female. 

In conclusion, from analysis of laws and policies re

lating to the woman line officer in the context of the status 

of the woman professiona 1 in genera 1, today's woman line 

officer can at best be described as a pseudo line officer 

within an officer community that has many of the tra·ppings 

of a corps. 

Certain situations have developed over the years relative 

to this officer community: Channelization of types of billets 

to which women are assigned, a lrn-1 profile of the Wave leader

ship, some attributes of a minority group, a paternalistic 

attitude on the part of male officers toward the "Wave Corps," 

and status ambiguity as experienced by the woman officer 

herself. A number of factors contribute to this last situation 

including a different-but-equal syndrome, no definitive career 

progression, uncertainty of qualification, and role ambiguity. 

Evaluation of three of the questions asked in personal interviews 
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to 34 women line officers discloses a decided trend toward 

status ambiguity within this sampling. 

Just as we are seeing in society the rumblings of women 

expressing discontent with their position in the working 

world, evaluation of these interviews suggests that some of 

the women in the Navy are dissatisfied. They are asking, 

"Why should we· continue to be separate?" "Why are we not 

diffused throughout the shore establishment in fact, rather 

than in theory?" "Why must subtle barriers to success as 

women in the Navy be 6vercome as individuals rather than 

as a group?" 

By the same token, it would appear that since the 1967 

legislation regarding women officers, the woman officer, 

especially in the senior ranks, more readily accepts her 

status and has convinced herself of equal opportunities. 

This observation should be tempered with an appreciation 

that any woman officer is extremely hesitant to speak out 

regarding so-called discriminatory practices. The reasons 

behind this hesitancy are complex and involve a realization 

that she and her primary group have no status in the long run 

and therefore no power except through groups of male officers. 

It also is caused by recognition by the woman officer that 

she is in reasonable shape economically, as compared with 

civilian job opportunities, the limitations of her own self

fulfillment image, the ad hoc nature of the Wave organization, 
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her relatively conservative life style, the socialization 

process itself by which, she has been socialized _into acceptance 

of obstacles for women in any career, and lastly, the adverse 

impact which her vocal criticism would have upon fitness re

ports and hence upon promotion opportunities; i.e., rocking 

the boat might quickly be rewarded with strong negative 

sanctions. 

As manifested in personal interviews, the present group 

of active duty women officers have in their numbers repre

sentatives of all three viewpoints regarding the role of 

women in society. Navy policies tend to support the tra

ditional view, and in the long term have appealed to women 

of this same viewpoint. Yet it is very unlikely in the 

coming decade of rising expectations of American women 

that the service can continue to accommodate women of all 

three viewpoints--the Navy is overdue for a reappraisal 

of policies relative to its women's programs. 
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CHAPTER V 

U.S. NAVY POLICY OPTIONS REGARDING THE 

WOViAN LINE OFFICER IN THE SEVENTIES 

Introduction. In determining the future of any officer 

community, the Navy's total requirements must be evaluated. 

While this study focuses primarily on the needs and interests 

of the individual rather than the organization, as an intro

duction to policy options in the next decade regarding the 

woman line officer some general considerations relative to 

-en"! requirements of the unrestricted line officer programs 

er~ briefly examined. Then five distinct policies are set 

forth including their advantages and disadvantages. 

To cope with the technological revolution, the Navy's 

2-i:i.e officer program has moved rapidly toward subspecialization 

~nd specialization. In the process the ''unrestricted'' line 

officer has become an anachronistic concept, with general line 

officer a more appropriate term for today's unrestricted line 

O1ficer. Necessity has demanded that the junior officer be 

2'anneled into various naval warfare specialties at an early 

d~te. On the other hand there continues to be the fallacious 

8ssumption that a line officer can fill any billet not specifi-

, ,lly designed for restricted line or staff officer, 1 especially 

in view of urgent "needs of the Navy." 
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• In the assignment process relative to the unrestricted 

line officer, a major consideration would appear to be the 

breaking point of flexibility within the individual officers 

and how to create career patterns that will satisfy the require

ments of the large organization without going beyond that 

point. For many reasons flexibility and generality do not 

always coincide with trained, experienced skills and special

iz'~tion. This Navy-wide problem, the obsolescence of the 

un}estricted line officer concept and the accompanying lag 

in 'personnel policies which meet the needs of both the individual 

vml the Navy, has adversely affected the woman line offl.cer 

pr.6gram. 

The general philosophy of the line officer program in 

3rldition to subspecialty requirements will be paramount in 

decision making regarding the future of the woman line 

officer program. Also the aptness of the objectives of the 

male line program to that of the women should be studied. 

In general terms the broad objectives of the male unrestricted 

line officer program are to plan and conduct naval warfare 

and to manage the ancillary systems which affect the combat 

readiness of the Navy. 

In the context of general philosophy, specialty require

ments and objectives of the unrestricted line officer programs, 

the following issues should be fully evaluated in future 

studies relating to the woman officer program: 
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Present policy rellative to the program encourages 

the generalist and discou~ages the specialist. Today there 

\is an accepted maxim in m:iili tary organization that there is a 

definitive need for specialists and yet present Navy policy 

encourages the young woman officer to be a generalist, par

ticularly in administration. Yet herein is a major contra

diction: the women are so channelized in administration that 

they are in effect specialists in administration. Are 

organizational needs sufficient to alter existing policy and 

expand the numbers of women in fields other than administration? 

There are at the present time no career progression 

models for the woman subspecialist to follow. The majority 

of today's senior women consider themselves managers and 

leaders, and they enjoy their self-image; i.e., they do not 

desire specialization. At the same time at the mid-career 

and junior officer level a trend is developing toward special

ization and subspecialization capability in consonance with 

the male line officer program. These women have no career 

flow development patterns to follow, unless those of the male 

subspecialists are used. But the new career development charts 

of the male subspecialists do notparticularly lend themselves 

to a completely dry line officer. 

Re lated to the above, there are Navy-wide shortages 

in the subspecialty arena some of which might be filled by 

women. The major cause of shortage seems to be the basic 

requirement for seagoing proficiency: 
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• The inventory of educationally qualified 
officers is generally inade.quate to support 
these billets IP-coded?. . . . The effect. 
of the ... shortages is to require either 
an intense degree of specialization of 
professionally educated officers or a decision 
to gap the educational requirements of bil
lets. The former alternative conflicts with 
the attainment of profic~ency in sea-going 
billets by URL officers. 

Proficiency in seagoing billets is not a consideration for 

women officers. Therefore the rationale that due to sea

going needs an officer cannot serve continually in the sub

specialties does not apply to the woman line officer 

community. Nonetheless there are two considerations regarding 

subspecialization which pertain to this community. Any un

restricted line officer can ill-afford to become too narrow-

based in his or her career through overspecialization. /This 

rationale would not apply if the female line officer were 

considered a member of the "wave Corps," or if she were a 

restricted line officer with Wave designated billets.) And, 

secondly, under present policy there are allegedly ''sea duty" 

billets for women in the form of billets relating to the 

administration and training of women. 

Under present policy there is opportunity equal to 

that of the male officer for the female to specialize in very 

few of the subspecialties. 

The objectives of the female line officer program are 

unclear to the line officer community, male and female. 
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The extent and degree to which women officers should 

be encouraged to specialize, the kinds of expertise the Navy 

'desires in its senior women, and the different professional 

development patterns which the individual women officers 

should be given as options into the senior ranks need to be 

projected. This would require as a solid foundation an 

appreciation of the overall Navy line officer requirements in 

the 70s. Such an overview has recently been under revision 

and the balance of career factors which leads to the various 

routes of command and flag has been reevaluated. The relation

ship of the tiny woman line officer program to the overview 

must be clearly delineated. 

A changing scene in male unrestricted line career patterns 

in some measure delimits analysis of professional development 

patterns for women officers. Still if the ob~ctives of the 

woman line officer program are clearly defined, patterns for 

this community should fall out irrespective of the male pro

gram. This is true particularly if the neotraditionalist's 

philosophy prevails. Further, due to a dissimilarity in part 

in the objectives of the male and female programs some of the 

personnel policy guidelines for the male program may not apply 

to the female line officer; e.g., it may not be prudent to 

rotate a woman officer out of her subspecialty every other 

tour to a generalist/managerial billet. 
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The five options presented below are offered within 

this general framework and in the time frame of the decade of 

the seventies, with discussion of the philosophical base, 

the description of each policy, the action required, and the 

advantages and disadvantages of the policy. The options have 

been developed without extensive ana.lysis of the needs of the 

Navy, including billets available or critical shortages of 

officers. Rather, it seemed to the author that philosophical 

assumptions regarding the status of women officers in the future 

must first be redeclared for this particular officer community. 

There are some historic dates for the Waves--1942, 1948, 

and 1967. But we are now into the seventies and the guide

lines for the women in the Navy must be set in tune with the 

social changes that will be with Americans throughout the 

next decade. Navy managers must address themselves to the 

changing role of the American woman, a societal trend which, 

as discussed in Chapter IL.has implications in determining 

future utilization of the women in the Navy. 

P 1 • ..<.'1. o icy .,,. _. Continuation of Present Policy. 

Philosophical Base. The basic assumptions of the 

traditionalist would be applied to the woman line officer 

community. Women are different, and by and large they lack 

the talents and skills to contribute to the line functions 

of a military organization. Their special talents in inter

personal relations, however, can be useful in the role of 
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• personnel and administrativ~ officers. Women's ''difference'' 

absolutely precludes women serving in a combat environment. 

The numbers of women must be minimized because they do not 

rotate to sea and are not as assignable as men. 

Description of Policy. If this policy were adopted, 

present Navy policies with respect to the female line officer, 

and which are described in Chapter TV, would continue. In 

sum, the Navy would take a different-but-equal rights (not 

opportunities) position rel.a tive to its women's programs. 

The women would have most of the trappings of a separate 

community and would be considered by the majority of male 

officers as the "wave Corps." Since 1967 there has been a 

quiet movement within the Navy toward equal rights for the 

women; e.g., in the areas of equal benefits, including de

pendent care, BAQ, etc. This would continue. Equal opportunity 

in the areas of command opportunity, service school selection 

and flag selection would continue to be denied. There would 

be no specific billets assigned to women officers except 

those relating to the administration of women. 

Action Required. Very little action would be re

quired because this is a continuation of the status quo. The 

only real action requirement would be to ensure that equal 

benefits become a reality in the near future. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Policy #1. 

Advantages: (1) The traditions and personal values of 



the Navy's officer corps in general would tend to engender 

ready acceptance of the continuation of the pres_ent status 

\ of women in the Navy. From personal observations and dis

cussions with officers, both men and women, there is a high 

degree of support for traditional values concerning women 

in the officer corps. A male dominated profession, the Navy 

is relatively comfortable with its current policies which 

"keep women in their place." 

(2) Maintenance of the status quo is perhaps the 

easiest course to follow. To accept it is to recognize 

that to bring about any major changes regarding women officers 

would be a most difficult task. The Navy is almost entirely 

a male profession, and, as Epstein writes: 

The more nearly a profession is made up 
entirely of members of one sex, the less 
likely it is that it will change its sex 
composition in the future and the more 
affected will be the performance of those 
who are not in that sex.5 , 

(3) A continuation of the low profile approach 

would fit in not only with the conservatism of the insti

tution and its male members, but also with the personal 

philosophy of the majority of women officers now serving. 

(4) The question of how far American society has 

moved a tti tudina lly from the traditionalist's and neotra-

di tiona list Is concept of women's capabilities and potential

ities is unanswered; i.e., the effect of the present phase 

of the feminist movement on social structures is uncertain. 
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This policy plays tre wait-and-see game. The women in the 

Navy relative to most civilian executives have tremendous 

opportunities, particularly in regard to educational develop

ment, salary, and executive status. 

Disadvantages: ( 1) A 11 the arguments supporting either 

policy #2 or #3 would be disadvantages of #1: In sum, in 

light of societal changes and institutional (Navy) changes, 

maintenance of the status quo is unacceptable. If women are 

truly line officers the status quo fails to provide equal 

opportunity in several realms, including command opportunity, 

and career progression in other than administrative positions. 

On the other hand, if the woman line officer community 

is considered as contributing in purely a staff function the 

opportunities are relatively unlimited. 

(2) A major. disadvantage of the status quo is 

the issue of career progression. There are no career pat

terns for women officers who desire to work outside the 

general area of administration. Both the individual and 

the organization suffer. 

(3) Related to the lack of any clear career pattern 

is the critical matter of models for the younger officer. 

An individual woman officer has no one to emulate and no career 

pattern to which to aspire. She can only hope to achieve the 

next grade in ran.~ order. This problem, one which is psycho

logically unhealthy for the young officer, will be overcome 
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only by a concerted effQrt to develop and clearly state several 
\ 
~ career development flow patterns. Such cannot occur under a 

continuation of present policy. 

Policies #2 through #4: Different, but Equal Opportunity. 

Philosophical Base. These three policies all would 

have the same philosophical base which would adhere to the 

premise that women are different, but they should haveequal 

opportunity, in addition to the equal rights as delineated 

in policy #1. The administration of women would essentially 

remain as it is--separate detailing, separate promotion, and 

a separate quasi-chain of command from the Women's Repre

sentative to the Director of the Waves. Each of these policies 

would strive, not for equality of the sexes but rather, for 

equality of opportunity for women to use their talents in the 

shore establishment. This includes talents as managers, 

planners, intellectuals, scientists and technicians. They 

would all go beyond the concept of usable talents of women 

officers as manifested in present billeting of the women 

unrestricted line officers. 

The major difference in policies #2, #3, and #4 

is in the means of personnel control: 

Under Policy #2 all women officers would con
tinue to be carried in thellOO designator. 

Under Policy #3 women officers would all be 
carried in one officer designator, as Re
stricted Line Officers. 
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Under Poli~y #4 women officers would be carried 
as Unrestricted Line Officers, but in their own 
unrestricted line designator. 

The changes G>f philosophy from present policy 

occurring under all three of these would include: 

a. Attitudinal. Through support from top manage

ment, the raison d'etre of women in the Navy would be clarified. 

There would be an effort to educate both men and women as to 

the role of women in the Navy. The role would be that derived 

from the neotraditionalist's philosophy: women are different 

but should be given equal opportunity to contribute. Greater 

number of women officers would be serving on the staffs of 

training commands so that large numbers of men would see 

women as a part of the Navy from the beginnings of their 

career. In respect to effecting an increased awareness of 

the American public concerning the role of women in the 

Navy, greater resources of the Navy Recruiting Command would 

have to be devoted to the Wave program. 

b. Equal Opportunity. To implement the goal 

of equal opportunity several policy changes would be necessary. 

The major change would be instituting viable career develop

ment flow patterns for female officers through the rank of 

admiral. These would include equal opportunity for post

graduate education and training, service schools and command. 

Career development flow patterns would be structured to their 

sex; i.e., potentials, limitations, and personality. Just 
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as tokenism for the blacks has teen rejected by the Navy, 

however, so it must be for the W©men. 

c. Equa 1 Rights. Eff<Drts and changes would con

tinue toward equal rights and benefits. Equality of sexuality 

would be reflected in Navy policies. 

Description of Policies and Actions Required. 

These sections are discussed under the respective policies. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Policies #2 through 

#4. 

Advantages: ( 1) The time is ripe for change regarding the 

status of women in the Navy. There is a general relaxation 

of status definition in times of social change. 

(2) Through clarification of the woman's role in 

the Navy of the seventies and eighties much of the role 

ambiguity which women presently experience would be dispelled, 

although other sources of ambiguity would inevitably remain. 

(3) Greater visibility should have a favorable effect 

for the women's programs, but at the same time will not cause 

a jolt to the total organization. 

(4) There is some evidence that the female personality, 

under the present socialization in the United States, would 

best be served through a different-but-equal opportunity policy 

particularly within an organization which is so extreme in its 

male orientation (refer Horner thesis, p. 38, motive to avoid 

competition and success). 
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(5) Several viable caree.r development flow patterns 

would provide the women more than one route to the senior 

ranks. It would allow greater utilization of women as special

ists, although not exclusively. There are benefits to the 

organization and the individual in permitting women to become 

specialists. 

(6) The current problem of where to place female 

senior line officers in the long run would be resolved. 

Disadvantages: (1) No one of these policies would satisfy 

those individuals who are egalitarian in philosophy. Nor 

would they please the tradi tiona lists, who believe that women 

are not leaders and that they are risks in the job world. 

(2) The women have proven their usefulness as 

administrators; the Navy may well need them as a continuity 

base in administration. In general the male officer does not 

particularly care for these kinds of billets and seems to 

prefer not to bother with them. If the number of women 

officers is kept the same, and some of them are allowed to 

stray farther away from administration and into specialization 

in other fields, this will deprive the Navy of some portion 

of its talent base of personnel administrators. For example, 

of the unrestricted line officer billets ashore, 28% of the 

personnel officers and over 50%ofthe educational services 

officers are women. 
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(3) The promotion procedures for women officers 

may become difficult as the nonspecialist and specialist 

become less similar in experience and represent differing 

capabilities for the Navy's utilization. In the distant 

future, particularly under #4, the woman unrest~icted line 

officer would probably have to be considered in direct com

petition with the men for promotion purposes. 

Policy #2: Unrestricted Line Officers, 1100 Designator. 

Description of Policy. If this policy were adopted, 

women would remain in thellOO designator, continuing to fill 

billets designated for unrestricted line officers (1100 or 

1300). Severa 1 career development flow patterns especially 

designed for women line officers would be adhered to in their 

assignment, permitting a woman officer to opt for either a 

nonspecialist or a subspecialist career by the time she had 

attained the rank of lieutenant commander. The former would 

be a career unique to the woman officer and concentrating in 

the general field of administration; the latter would follow 

essentially the same career patterns as male line subspecial

ists, except sea duty would be excluded and these women would 

(probably) be required to be qualified in more than one 

subspecia lty. 

I 
i 

No specific billets would be assigned to women 

officers except those relating to the administration of women; 

however, the woman officer detailer would be subject to 
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functioning within fairly definitive guidelines as to career 

progression. In addition she would be provided, on an annual 

basis, a listing of all unrestricted line officer billets in 

the Navy in which women could serve; i.e., no operational 

experience required. 

Action Required. 

( 1) Clarify raison d 1 etre of women line officers-

Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support from top 

management. 

(2) Publish·annual list of officer billets in the 

1100, 1300, and 1000 series in which women 1100 officers are 

eligible to serve. Cog office: BuPers and Op 01. 

(3) Develop career development flow patterns for 

women line officers as nonspecialists and subspecialists. 

Cog office: BuPers Career Planning Board, with support from 

Director of the Waves. 

(4) Insure that women are assigned to staff); where 

there are ·1arge numbers of men. Cog office: Officer Dis

tribution Division, BuPers. 

(5) As soon as there are qualified women available, 

assign several wo~en officers into top management positions 

in both the nonspecialist and specialist routes. Cog office: 

Officer Distribution Division, BuPers. 

(6) Reevaluate the requirements of the recruitment 

and training of women line officers in light of their changed 
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role. Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support of 

Bu Pers; the Navy Recruiting Command, and Schools Command 

(Newport). 

Pros and Cons of Policy #2. 

Pros. ( 1) It would be simpler administratively to retain 

the same designator than to establish another designator 

system for women line officers. 

(2) Flexibility of detailing would be maintained; 

i.e., the woman officer detailer would have many more billets 

to work with than under either policy #3 or #4. Also, 

flexibility of reassignment within individual commands would 

be upheld. 

( 3) The ore ti ca lly the women would be given the same 

opportunity ashore as the ma le 1100. For those who preach 

equality, in theory this gives the women the "most opportunity." 

Cons. ( 1) The 11omen would continue to be subj:! ct to the 

personnel policies and programs of the 1100 male officer, 

many of which do not apply to the female officer. Any career 

development flow patterns for women for example would have to 

be designed for an unrestricted line officer who has been dry 

from commissioning. 

( 2) Women would not be qualified to fi 11 many 1100 

billets ashore because of the lack of operational experience. 

Therefore, the end strength of 1100 officers would be some

what misleading to the planner. 
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• ( 3) If women remain 1100, they would be given 

special consideration in the eyes of the male line officer. 

They would be dry unrestricted line officers, an opportunity 

not available to men. 

(4) The 1100 designator represents a specialist in 

surface naval warfare. The woman 1100 would not be so quali

fied within this policy. 

(5) From the viewpoint of those women officers 

sensitive to the question, their status would still be most 

ambiguous. 

(6) The success of this policy toward providing 

equa 1 opportunity would rest very heavily on the shoulders 

of one person, that of the woman officer detailer. And, as 

discussed in Chapter IV, as long as women are considered 

pseudo line officers and members of the •~ave Corps'' the 

woman officer detailer has little status in bargaining for 

billets which in her opinion respond to general criteria in 

the established career patterns or progressions. In other 

words, equal opportunity is unattainable as long as the 

traditionalist attitude were to prevail, 

Policy #3: Restricted Line 0fficers--Own Designator. 

Description of Policy. If this policy were adopted, 

women would no longer be unrestricted line officers. They 

would become restricted line officers with their own officer 

designator. Several career patterns especially designed for 
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women would be developed, permitting a woman officer to opt 

for either a nonspecialist or subspecialist/specialist career 

by the time she has attained the rank of lieutenant commander. 

The former would be a career unique to the woman officer and 

concentrating in the general field of administration/manage

ment. The latter would follow the same career patterns as 

male unrestricted (and restricted) line specialists except 

sea duty would be excluded and these women would (probably) 

be required to be qualified in more than one subspecialty. 

Specific billets would be given to this restricted 

line officer community. These billets would be in many fields 

from the rank of ensign to captain. The concentration would 

be in administrative positions; however, there would be oppor

tunity to serve in other fields such as public relations, 

intelligence, data processing and communications. (In order 

to achieve equal opportunity both the generalist and special

ist routes should be made available.) 

The possibility for command and flag, however, would 

probably have to be limited to the administration of women. 

There would be minimal interchange of these restricted line 

billets with those in the male restricted and unrestricted 

line once the process of phasing this officer community from 

the unrestricted to the restricted line had been accomplished. 

Action Re qui red. 

(1) Clarify raison d'etre of women restricted line 

officers. Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support 

from top management . 
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• (2) Prepare and present legislation which would 

be required to effect this policy. Cog office: Director 

of the Waves. 

(3) Assign billets to this new officer community. 

In the assignment of these billets it should be ensured that 

(a) women are assigned to staffs where there are large numbers of 

men and (b) senior women are programmed so that they eventual-

ly, in the long term, become qualified for billets in the 

category of "top management." Cog office: Op 01, with sup-

port of Career Planning Board and Director of the Waves. 

(4) Develop career patterns for women restricted 

line officers as nonspecialists and specialists. Cog office: 

Career Planning Board, BuPers, with support of Director of 

the Waves. 

(5) Reevaluate the recruitment and training of women 

officers in light of their changed role. Cog office: Director 

of the Waves, ,,,ith support of BuPers, the Navy Recruiting Com

mand, and Schools Co=and (Newport) . 

Pros and Cons of Policy #3. 

Pros. (1) This wo~ld be realistic in that it would sanction 

what is already modus operandi. As indicated in Chapter N, 

the woman line officer program has de facto many of the char

acteristics of a separate officer community. 

(2) Women are not unrestricted line officers in the 

sense of being qualified in naval warfare and have been eligible 
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for the 1100 designator only because no one knew what else 

to do in World War II when the Wave organizatio_n was founded. 

(3) A separate designator would blunt some of the 

ma le critic ism regarding the woman officer program. 

( 4) A majority of the men think of the Waves as a 

corps, a separate community, and would possibly support this 

more fully than continuing to consider women as 1100s. 

(5) A separate officer community would give the 

women a sense of identity and status they will not achieve 

as long as they remain only 600 or 800 members of a large 

officer community. The individual who is responsible for 

a restricted line community with control of billets and people 

would have status other than social in nature. She would have 

the power to define with authority the role of women in the 

Navy, something she lacks under the present structure. If 

real equality of opportunity is to come to pass, special 

protection is required in the form of a leader with political 

power. 

(6) Controlled billets would enable women to see 

the available routes to the senior ranks; i.e., the models of 

success in several fields. 

(7) A separate restricted line community would not 

preclude integration of officers in the areas of recruitment, 

selection, and training. Yet it would permit separate policies 

in promotion and career progression. 
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(8) It would b~ ~nnecessary to open up the present 

restricted line designators to women in that t~ey would have 

the opportunity to serve in these fields within their own 

designator, 

Cons. (1) There would not be the flexibility and diversity 

of billets that are presently possible for the 1100 female in 

many different fields. Even though there are no career pat

terns established for the female 1100, she does have the 

opportunity to serve in many different types of jobs, Unless 

the numbers were conshlerably increased, a restricted line 

designator with women in billets controlled as restricted 

line would inevitably restrict the opportunities. For example, 

the new programs of the unrestricted line, such as CARS/CARSO, 

would not be available to women; the 1000 series would not be 

open to women, etc. 

(2) There would be a horrendous problem of detail

ing certain numbers of women to certain types of billets, 

juggling individual qualifications with a limited number of 

billets. 

(3) The direction of society is toward a more 

androgynous life style for young people. This option would 

appear to emphasize the differences of the sexes, 

(4) There would be an initial problem of deter

mining the optimum overall qualifications of this officer 

community. The exact proportion of generalists, administrators 
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and subspecialists would be difficult to determine. The 

goal of equal opportunity would be unattainble· without larger 

numbers of women. 

(5) The worr,en themselves would not be in favor of 

this policy. They do not want a special identity; they want 

to be an integrated part of the Navy. They do not want to 

be separated out. Unlike the naval lawyers, who were striving 

for identification as lawyers and therefore for a corps, the 

women do not appear to want status as women, but rather as 

naval officers. Most women seem to feel that a separati 

designator would be "a step backward." On the other hand, 

the restricted line designated officers are no less integrated 

into the organization than the unrestricted line officers. 

(6) Congressional legislation would be required 

regarding change in officer designator to restricted line. 

(7) This designatot would be somewhat out of step 

with the purpose of other restricted line programs; i.e., it 

would become the unrestricted restricted line officer program. 

Policy #4: Unrestricted Line Officers, in New Designator; 

e.g., 1200 series. 

Description o~ Policy. If this policy were adopted, 

women would continue to be considered unrestricted line of

ficers but would be given their own designator (e.g., 1200). 

Several career patterns especially designed for them would be 

developed, and billets \•lOuld be assigned specifically to this 
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officer community from the ranks of ensign th rough admira 1. 

Those officer billets assigned to women would be in the 

N0BCs in which women have traditionally been serving in the 

last 15 to 20 years. The career pattern created in the more 

senior ranks would be that of the nonspecialist with no sub

specialty qualification. In the senior ranks the 1200 non

specialist would serve either in 1200 or 1000 series billets. 

For those. women who wished to develop subspecia lties, 

career patterns would be developed for them in several fields. 

These would be similar to the male subspecialists' careers 

except operational tours would be omitted, and in the early 

years all women line officers would be assigned to 1200 bil

lets. In the years subsequent to their education and/or 

experience in a subspecialty these women would be assigned in 

1100, 1300, or 1000 series billets which required their sub

specialty expertise. 

Specific billets would be given to the 1200 community. 

In the junior ranks these would include billets in the fields 

in which women have been serving for some time. In the senior 

ranks 1200 billets would be only. in the general field of ad

ministration and management, including the administration of 

women. The only subspecialty area in which 1200 billets would 

be assigned would be in the administration of women. Thus, 

one of the potential peaks for the career of a woman who had 

served exclusively in 1200 billets would be the Assistant. Chief 
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of Naval Personnel for -Women (Director of the Waves). This 

position also could be filled by a specialist, ·most especial

ly the management subspecialist. 

The woman officer detailer would be· subject to 

functioning within definitive guidelines as to career pro

gression for both the nonspecialist and the specialist. In 

addition she would be provided, on an annual basis, a listing 

of all unrestricted line officer billets in the Navy in which 

women could serve; i.e., no operational experience required. 

This list would be used (a) in the change of all unrestricted 

line designators from one to another and (b) in assigning 

1200 officers with subspecialist qualifications. 

Action Required. 

(1) Clarify raison d'etre of women line officers. 

Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support from top 

management. 

(2) Assign billets to the 1200 officer community. 

In the assignment of these billets it should be ensured that 

women are assigned to staffswhere there are large numbers of 

men and that senior women are programmed so that they eventual

ly, in the long term, become qualified for billets in the 

category of "top management." The planning of assignments 

should be staged so that billets in the 1200 series should 

ultimately include some of those command billets ashore that 

are designated for the 1100 and 1300 officer communities. 
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Cog office: Op 01, wi tl:l support of Career Planning Board, 

BuPers, and Director of the Waves. 

(3) Publish annual list of officer billets in the 

1100, 1300 and 1000 series in which women officers with a 

1200 designator are eligible to serve. Cog office: BuPers 

and Op 01. 

(4) Develop career development flow patterns for 

women line officers as nonspecialists and specialists. 

Middle and advanced careers should include the possibility 

for command and the opportunities for education afforded male 

line officers. The top should include the possibility for 

flag. Cog office: Career Planning Board, BuPers. 

(5) Restate the definition of an unrestricted line 

officer. The definition 1•10uld be in the context of the 

managerial/operational patterns available for unrestricted 

line officers and include the point that women officers (1200) 

are considered URLOs, with potentia 1 for command and flag 

rank. Cog office: BuPers. 

(6) Assure that subspecialty desk officers in the 

Bureau of Naval Personnel are aware of the change of policy 

for women line officers. Subspecialty desk officers would 

be a part of the process of assignment of 1200 officers with 

subspecialty qualifications. Cog office: Woman line officer 

detailer. 
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• (7) Reevaluate the requirements of recruitment 

and training of women officers in light of their changed 

role. Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support of 

BuPers, the Navy Recruiting Command, and Schools Command 

(Newport). 

Pros and co·ns of Policy #4. 

Pros. (1) This policy would combine some of the advantages 

of policies #2 and #3: It would give the wanen the flexibility 

of remaining unrestricted line officers who fill shore billets 

and in addition it would give them controlled billets, with 

several general paths to the senior ranks. 

(2) This policy would best support the philosophy 

of different-but-equal opportunity: Careers which are specifi

cally structured to the woman line officer would be developed, 

with specific billets designated to be filled by women line 

officers. The women would have their own designator, recog

nizing that women are not specialists in naval warfare (1100 

designator). 

(3) The women would remain as unrestricted line 

officers, thus they would continue to be able to fill the 

many types of unrestricted line billets that they have been 

in for many years. As unrestricted line officers they could 

eventually fill the billets designated in the new 1000 series. 

This opportunity as well as others would give women flexibility 

in their detailing process such that they would not be boxed 

into tight billeting. 
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(4) This would be real~tic in that a different 

designator would sanction 0hat is already modus·operandi. 

(5) There would be recagnition that although women 

are not unrestricted line officers in the sense of being 

qualified in naval warfare, they can be utilized as unre

stricted line officers in the traditional sense of line--as 

managers and leaders. 

(6) To provide the women several career routes as 

managers in the shore establishment would be most relevant 

to the new managerial/operational approach to career planning 

for the unrestricted line officer. 

(7) If women remain unrestricted line officers there 

would be no requirement for legislation. 

(8) A separate officer community would be established 

and, as in policy #3, the women would achieve status. There 

would be strong substance for the Director of the Waves becom

ing a flag billet. 

(9) A separate designator would blunt some of the 

male criticism regarding the woman officer program. 

(10) A majority of the men think of the waves as a 

corps, a separate co~munity, and would possibly support this 

more fully than continuing to consider women as 11OOs. 

Cons. (1) Several career patterns would have to be care

fully designed so that equal opportunity would not be just a 

myth. Implementation would force the Navy to offer viable 
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• careers for women line mfficers including the potential 

for command and flag. mvidence suggests that there is strong 

opposition to permittill,j1; women to serve in command status. 

(2) If women ~ere to remain in an unrestricted 

line officer designator, some would object that these women 

are given special consideration; i.e., women are given the 

opportunity to be dry unrestricted line officers. On the 

other hand, if the program and its philosophy and objectives 

are clearly defined, few should object. 

(3) Unless the reasons for the policy change were 

clearly explained, many women officers would believe that a 

change from the 1100 designator is a step backward, away 

from ''integration." 

Policy #5: Equality of the Sexes. 

Philosophical Base. The basic assumptions in this 

policy would support the egalitarian: Women should be emanci

pated in tote and be able to participate fully in whatever 

life style they so choose. The moderate egalitarian would 

opt for complete integration of women officers into the shore 

establishment, within a reasonable period of time. No longer 

would there be separation and differentiation in philosophy 

about the sex roles. The more extreme egalitarian would 

support complete integration, sometime in the future, into 

the Navy for the women at sea as well as ashore. 
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• Description of Policy. If this policy were adopted 

major changes would occur: women would be diffused ashore 

throughout the majority of the officer communities. Over a 

phased period of time, policies, programs and laws pertaining 

to women as a sex would be abolished including numbers, re

cruitment, training, detailing, promotion and the quasi-chain 

of command. The office of the Director of the Waves would 

eventually become an anachronistic concept. There would be 

equal opportunity for women to serve in the shore establishment, 

including command opportunity, educational experiences, and 

management positions. Men would very likely have to be given 

the opportunity of a career pattern equal to the women unre

stricted line officer; i.e., to serve only ashore. If the 

extreme egalitarian approach to this option were selected, 

women would be considered eligible for sea duty and flying 

status. 

Action Required. 

(1) Clarify raison d'etre of women line officers. 

Cog office: Director of the Waves, with support from top 

management. 

(2) Develop career development flow patterns for 

women line officers as nonspecialists and specialists. Middle 

and advanced careers should include the possibility for com

mand and the opportunities for education afforded the male 

line officers. The top should include the possibility for 

flag. Cog office: Career Planning Board, BuPers. 
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• (3) Restate trre definition of an unrestricted line 

officer. Cog office: BuPers. 

( 4) Open up restricted line designators to women 

officers and develop ca!'=er development flow patterns for them. 

Cog office: BuPers. 

(5) Reevaluate the recruitment and training.of women 

officers in light of their changed role. Cog office: Director 

of the Waves, with support of BuPers, the Navy Recruiting 

Command, and Schools Coro:nand (Newport). 

(6) In the more extreme approach women would be 

permitted to serve aboard ship as 1100 officers and to pilot 

airplanes as 1310 officers. An extensive planning effort to 

facilitate this program would be required. Cog office: BuPers. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Policy #5. 

Advantages: (1) This policy theoretically represents the best 

utilization of women as human resources in that their skills 

and talents would be channeled into many officer designators. 

The Navy would be able to recruit and utilize women with many 

potentialities. Sex stereotyping of billets would eventually 

be eliminated. 

(2) It would be in line with the Chief of Naval 

Operation's humanizing-of-the-Navy philosophy. Women would 

be treated as humans, as people, rather than as women who 

are "different." 

(3) There would be maximum socialization of the two 

sexes. 
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(4) It would put the Navy in the forefront of 

giving women r:wre equal treatment and would reflect re

evaluation by the Navy of the role and status of women 

in society and in the military organization. As Senator 

Birch Bayh has said: "Now is the time to stop pretending 

that we are in favor of women, widows and children and to 

actually give them equal treatment." 

(5) It would alleviate a dissatisfaction among a 

minority of younger women officers regarding unequal treat

ment and unequal opportunity. 

(6) Arguments relative to the high cost of training 

and recruiting women officers under present policy would be 

nega t(-d. 

Disadvantages: (1) There is one major disadvantage: Unless 

the extreme egalitarian policy were selected and as long as 

there is no wet/dry Navy, women would still be unequal. A 

policy which enables males and females to compete for promotion 

purposes,.with women having no sea duty experience, would have 

to be phased in very carefully, and at best the women would very 

likely get the ''short end'' of the promotion stick. 

(2) A wet/dry Navy is not in line with present 

thinking; a rr,ixture of the two is the preferred officer 

product. 

(3) The institution is very probably not ready for 

such a major shift in policy. Just as American cultural 
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norms have not progressed to the egalitarian, so too the 

institutional norms have not changed sufficiently to move 

forward beyond different-but-equal opportunity. Custom and 

tradition are the obstacles toward equality rather than the 

abilities of women. 

(4) There would be real concern as to whether 

American women are psychologically ready for such a policy. 

A significant attitude change in the women in the Navy and 

American women in general would be necessary. This includes 

the issue of the image of femininity and its related con

sequences and effects on the individual. Horner's work re

garding the motive to avoid success (p. 38) is relevant. 

Women as a whole do not want to compete with men. 

(5) There are many, perhaps a majority, who believe 

that women need protective, discriminatory mechanisms. The 

same rationale that has kept the Equal Rights Amendment from 

being law applies to discouraging this option. Related to 

this belief is the position that women still need their own 

leadership to define their role in an institution. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions. 

1. Regarding the •~oman question,'' the more moderate 

recommendations such as those articulated in the 1970 

President's Task Force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities, 

fall far short of the revolutionary dictums of the extreme 

militants, but move creatively toward adjusting conflicts 

and mediating present problems in our society in ways that 

seem inherently unconventional to the archetypal traditionalists. 

( p. 20) 

2. The public and the mass media fail to discri~inate 

between the moderate feminists who seek to change and adapt 

our institutions to present day realities and trends and 

the extremists in the resurgent feminist movement who generate 

publicity and enunciate goals and philosophies far removed 

from the mainstream of American life. There is a great deal 

of common ground from which the neotradi tionalists and moderate 

feminists might begin to resolve critical issues of the day. 

(p. 21-22) 

3. In the coming decades if either the traditionalist 

or neotraditionalist viewpoint regarding the status of women 

is adopted by the Navy, many questions with respect to the 

status of the woman officer in the Navy will need to be resolved. 
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4. Based upon an e-xaminatian of trends within the 

United States relative to the chimging status of American 

women, it is concluded that there are decided implications 

of the resurgent feminist movement in the United States 

which the Navy will necessarily have to take into account 

in any restructuring of personnel policies regarding its 

women's program. This conclusion represents a major finding 

in the study. (p. 25-33) 

5. As products of our present social structures, certain 

circumstances pertaining to the American woman reflect a cul

tural lag in values. These include limitation of self-concept, 

channelization of motivations and sex-typing of jobs, minority 

group attributes, nonachievement in intellectual careers, 

role ambiguity or social ambivalence and barriers to full 

participation in society. (p. 35-39) 

6. Opportunities for women in the working world are 

opening up and widening. ( p. 40-41) 

7. The following is based on an analysis of statistical 

data on the woman line officer community. 

A comparison of current assignmentswith those of 

five years ago shows a marked trend toward reducing the number 

of assignments given·to women officers in supply, intelligence 

and professional fields, and returning these officers to the 

traditional areas of administration and communications. 
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Between 1966 and 1971 the number of women officers 

in communications has alnost doubled. Adding the 1971 per

centage of women in t.he :i:ommunications subgroup ( 14%) to the 

~dministrator group (76%), it may be seen that approximately 

90% of the women presently on active duty (excluding those 

"unassigned," in student status or on foreign exchange duty) 

are in the areas of administration and communications. 

A comparison of 1971 figures with career figures, 

the latter being based on assignments made to the same women 

over a period ranging from 1949 to the present, points to 

a downward trend in the scientists and professionals occupa

tional groupings (4% career versus 2% in 1971) and a steady 

trend in the intelligence and administrator occupational 

groupings (intelligence has been consistently at approximately 

2%, while the administrator grouping is currently 76%, with· 

70% career). 'l'he number of women line officers in the supply 

grouping has been.minimal over the duration of many years. 

Within each of the two ma jar occupationa 1 group

ings in which women officers are being most frequently assigned 

(administrator and engineering and maintenance) are subgrou~s 

and within them are individual NOBCs which show a narrow pat

tern of channelization. Of the top ten NOBCs in which women 

presently on active duty most frequently have served, for 

example, the top four are in the general field of adminis

tration. Public Affairs Officer is number eight. Numbers 
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seven and eleven are.billets pertaining to the recruitment 

and indoctrination of women officers, respectively. (p. 59-66) 

8. From analysis of laws and policies relating to the 

woman line officer in the context of the status of the woman 

professional in general, today's woman line officer can at 

best be described as a pseudo line officer within an officer 

co2,~unity that has many of the trappings of a corps. (p. 76) 

9. Particular situations have developed over the years 

relative to the woman line officer community: Channelization 

of types of billets to which women are assigned, a low pro

file of the Wave leadership, some attributes of a minority 

group, a paternalistic attitude on the part of male officers 

tm-;ard the "Have Corps, 11 and status ambiguity felt by the 

woman officer herself. (p. 67-76) 

10. A number of factors contribute to status ambiguity 

for the woman line officer including a different-but-

equal syndrome, no definitive career progression, uncertainty 

of qualifications for either billet assignment or promotion, 

and role ambiguity. (p. 72-76) 

11. Evaluation of three of the questions asked in 

personal interviews to 34 woman line officers in the fall and 

winter 1970-71 discloses a decided trend toward status am

big1.1ity within this sampling (p. 45-58) 

12. The obsolescence of the unrestricted line officer concept 

and the accompanying lag in personnel policies which meet the 
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needs of both the individual and the Navy has adversely 

affected the woman line officer program. (p. 80) 

13. In the context of general philosophy, specialty 

requirements, and objectives of the unrestricted line officer 

programs, the follo11ing issues should be fully evaluated in 

future studies relating to the woman officer program. 

Present policy relative to the program encourages 

the generalist and discourages the specialist. 

There are presently no career progression models 

for the woman subspecialist to follow. 

Related to the above, there are Navy-wide short

ages in-the subspecialty arena, some of which might be filled 

by women. 

Under present policy there is opportunity equal 

to that of the male officer for the female to specialize in 

very few of the subspecialties. 

The objectives of the female line officer program 

are unclear to the line officer community, ma le and female. 

The extent and degree to which women officers 

should be encouraged to specialize, the kinds of expertise 

the Navy desires in its senior women, and the different 

professional development patterns which the individual 

women officers should be given as options into the senior 

ranks need to be projected. In this process the relation

ship of the small woman line officer program to the Navy of 

the future must be clearly delineated. (p. 80-83) 
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14. Within the st1tdy five policy options which the 

Navy might adopt relati"!:e to utilization of the v1oman line 

officer in the seventies are presented. Under each policy 

there is discussion of the philosophical base of the p6licy, 

a description of the policy, action which would be required, 

and its advantages and disadvantages. The following is a 

brief description of each policy: 

Policy #1: Continuation of Present Policy. 

In this option the basic assumptions of the 
traditionalist would be applied to the woman line 
officer community. The Navy would take a different
but-equal-rights (not opportunities) position rela
tive to its women's programs. Women would have most 
of the trappings of a separate community and l'f:J u ld 
continue to be considered as "the Wave Corps." 
Equal opportunity in the areas of command opportunity, 
service school selection and flag selection would 
continue to be denied. 

Policy #2: Unrestricted. Line Officer, 1100Designator. 

The philosophical basis of this policy would 
adhere to the premise that women are different but 
they should have equa 1 opportunity. Women would re
main in the 1100 designator, continuing to fill 
billets designated for unrestricted line officers. 
Several career development flow patterns especially 
designed for women line officers would be followed 
in ·the assignment of women, permitting a woman of
ficer to opt for either a nonspecialist or a sub
specialist career at the rank of lieutenant com
mander and above. No specific billets would be 
assigned to women officers except those in relation 
to the administration of women. 

Policy #3: Restricted Line Officers--Own Designator. 

The same philosophical base as #2 would apply. 
The present women unrestricted line officers would 
become restricted line officers with-their own of
ficer designator. Several career patterns especially 
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designed for women would be developed; permitting 
a woman officer to opt for either a nonspecialist 
or subspecialist career in the rank of lieutenant 
commander and above. Specific billets would be 
given to this restricted line·officer community. 

Policy #4: Unrestricted Line Officers, in New 
Designator, e.g. ·1200 series. 

The same philosophical base as #2 would apply. 
Women would be given tneir own designator and would 
remain unrestricted line officers. Several career 
patterns especially designed for them would be 
developed, and billets would be assigned specifical
ly to this officer community -from the ranks of ensign 
through admiral. The career pattern created in the 
more senior ranks would be that of a nonspecialist 
with no subspecialty qualification. In the senior 
ranks the 1200 nonspecialist would serve either in 
1200 or 1000 series billets. For the women sub
specialists career patterns would be developed in 
several fields. In the years subsequent to their 
education and/or experience in a subspecialty, these 
women 1-10uld be assigned in 1100, 1300 or 1000 series 
bill~ts which required their subspecialty expertise. 
The only subspecialty area in which 1200 billets 
would be assigned would be in the administration of 
women. 

Policy #5: Equality of the Sexes. 

The basic assumptions of this policy would sup
port the egalitarian philosophy. Women would be 
diffused ashore throughout the majority of the officer 
communities. Over a phased period of time, policies, 
programs and laws pertaining to women as a sex would 
be abolished, including numbers, recruitment, detail
ing, promotion and the quasi-chain of command. There 
would be equal opportunity for women to serve in the 
shore es tablis_hment, including command opportunity, 
educational experiences and management positions. 
If the extreme egalitarian approach were selected 
women would be considered eligible for sea duty and 
flying status. 

(p. 84-110) 
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Recommendations. 

While at the outset of the study it was recognized 

that this project would be but the first steps in a long-

range effort, none the less, based upon knowledge and experience 

acquired from this study the author has three reco~mendations. 

All of these reco~mendations assume that women will continue 

to be a part of the Navy organization. 

That a study be initiated in the immediate future, 

under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Naval Personnel and 

with the involvement and support of the Office of the Chief 

of Naval Operations, toward the goal of recommending Navy 

policy regarding the utilization of both women officers and 

enlisted women. Since in the last decade there has been 

little accomplished in the Navy pertaining to career planning 

for women in the Navy, the task at hand is most important. 

Objectives of the study should ~nclude: 

1. ReformuJation of the raison d'etre of women in the 

Navy in light of social changes in society and in the Navy. 

2. Establishment of guidelines and criteria for the 

futures of the women officers and enlisted women including 

objectives of the program; i.e., definition of the role of 

women in the organization. 

3. Delineation of the philosophic base from which the 

.Navy's program for women should be developed such that there 
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will be minimal inconsistencies in policies relating to 

women; e.g. is the goal eo_uality of the sexes or· equality 

of opportunity·: 

4. Projection of viable career patterns for women 

officers, based upon the parameters of Policy #4 in this 

study; and, ;i:c-ojectim~ of the sa•ne for the enlisted women. 

5. Recorr:,endation with respect to specific actions 

regarding the p:.iblicity of the women's programsincluding 

responsibilities therefor. 

6. Determination of the cost effectiveness of the 

programs in the rlavy pertaining to the women in relation to 

similar prog~ams offered to men. 

In the past one of the maj01· obstacles toward such an 

effort seems to have been the very small staffing of the 

office of the Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel for Women. 

This factor may be directly related to the piecemeal effort 

of the Hav-:y vis-a-'1is its v10men' s programs and a lack of 

long-ra_nge plai,n.ing relative to this part of the naval com

munity in the past decade. In creating a Study Group, if 

this obstacle cannot be overcome, it is recommended that 

studies pertaining to the utilization of women be contracted 

out to the Center for Naval Analyses or some similar organi

zation. Any f·.iture studies should have both men and women 

involved in process of developing guidelines and criteria. 
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That Policy #4 as developed in this study (in which 

women offiters would continue to be considered unrestricted 

line officers but >1ould be given their own desigr1ator, e.g. 

1200) be adopted. Several career patterns especi.ally designed 

for them would be developed, and billets would be assigned 

specifically to this officer community from the ranks of 

·ensign through admiral. (Refer p. 100) Separation of the 

women line officers into their own designator, with assigned 

billets, would provide the opportunity for them to be con

sidered as potenti:Jl performers and commanders. A development 

within the organization that is germane to the future of i. ts 

women officers is the evolution of the NF0s in aviation from 

their original status of second-class citizens and the current 

situation wherein they are getting command, and exc-)cuti.ve 

and operations officer billets. The Navy has given tbe NF0 

a recognized designator, created ll separate pipeline, and 

~eveloped a career pattern which was .initially restricted but 

has expanded as NFOs have demonstrated competent performance. 

That no policy decisions be made concerning -the future 

career patterns of" women line officers w:ithout an examination 

of the- various options, similar to that provided l.n Chapter V 

of this study. The examination should incorporate discussion 

of the needs of the in::l ividua 1 officer, and women office rs 

as a group, in addition to the needs of the service. A pre-
. 

cautionary measure is offered: Any future career patterns 
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which are developed should have very basic assumptions re

garding the status of \·rnmen at their foundations. }'l_anners 

should clearly articulate the basic assumptions from which 

they proceed in orcler to assure the best utili:rntion of women 

officers in the coming decades. 

Obviously all the forego:i.ng remark.s concerning the_ Wave 

program must be construed in the context of the overall per

sonnel stnicture and requirements of _the Navy. Both interim 

and long-range policy planning need to be instituted to 

determine woman's role in the Navy of the future. 
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Thousands Reply to Opinionnaire; 

-Many Document Cases of Sex Discrimination 
·,. 

• 

A forty-five question opinionnaire, high· 
lighting issues of the "Alternatives for 
Women-The Right to Choose" progr.:im 
of AAUW appeared in the January Jour
nal. Male and female responses were 
solicited on two separate forms. The 
return has been most gratifying- 4,065 
women and 2,940 men completed the 
opinionnaires by the February 23rd dead
line. Since then, many other responses 
have arrived at the Educational Center 
and will be included in a final report to 
be completed this summer. 

The following represents the first 
analysis. and reports only the com
parison between male and female re
sponses. Further study will examine the 
relationships of age, marital status, ge
ographical residence and household in
come with the replies to the opin
ionnaire. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THOSE 
RETURNING OPINIONNAIRES 

The female sample returning the opin
ionnaire docs not represent the general 
population, but the membership of 
AAUW: therefore, generalizations cannot 
be made outside this frame of refer
ence. The present knowledge of the 
characteristics of AAUW membership is 
limited but some impressionistic obser
vations can be made. 

It appears the women most interested 
in the opinionnaire were younger women 
and the group 60 years or older because 
the percentages of return for these age 
groups were higher than estimates of 
these groups within AAUW membership. 
The reasons for this arc not clear. A 
possible explanation is that those most 
concerned about women's opportunities 
today are the younger women, while the 
older group related to the opinionnaire 
on the basis of their experience in the 
suffragette movement. 

A second characteristic of the female 
sample was the higher percentage of 
single women returning the opinionnaire 
than is characteristic of estimates of 
AAUW membership. This may be ex• 
plained by the fact that job dis
crimination items formed a major part 
of the opinionnaire and single women 
may be more involved in these concerns 
than married women. 

As would be expected by the nature 
of AAUW membership, the annual in
come of the respondent and the annual 
household income were considerably 
above the national average. The 
differential income level between female 
and male respondents was considerable, 
although it is d;fficult to make any gen
eralizations since there was no way to 
separate students, retired persons and 
non-employed persons in this portion of 
the analysis. 

One-fourth of the female sample re
ported personatly experiencing sex dis• 
crimination and a similar proportion of 
males had observed discrimination 
against females. Another similarity be
tween females and males was in answer 
to the question-"lf all jobs were open 
to me, I would be doing the same thing 
I am now doing." Approximately one
fourth of the men and women answered 
no to that question. These responses 
would seem to indicate that the females 
answering the opinion_naire were not un
usually bitter or biased because of per
sonal experience. 

RESPONSES 

A five•point Likert scale (1-Strongly 
Disagree to 5-Strongly Agree, with 3 
being the.No Opinion category) was pro
vided for responses. To simplify report
ing the reSults, the agree categories (4 
and 5) and the disagree categories (1 
and 2) were grouped together. The re
spondents who checked "no opinion" or 
who did not answer the question were 
omitted from the tables of responses. 

EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 

A striking result was the degree of 
agreement on many of the major issues. 
Although there were statistically 
significant differences between women 
and men on most questions, a majority 
of both females and males agreed on the 
following items: 

-Women experience discrimination 
in the working world. 

-Women do not want full job equal• 
ity if it mean$ loss of femininity. 

-Women perform well in competitive 
situations. 

Permission to use reprint granted 
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-A successful woman is not less at-
tractive to men. 

-Women prefer working for a man. 
-Men resent a female boss. 
-Women are often bypassed for pro-

motion. 
-Women are not paid the same 

salary as men doing the same job. 
-Women can be aggressive and 

competitive in situations that de
mand it. 

-Women tend to think of employ
ment as a job rather than a long
term career. 

-Women are kept from careers or 
further education due to lack of 
adequate day care facilities. 

-Women should be paid at the same 
rate as men. 

-Women work because they need 
the money. 

In the generat category of employ• 
ment issues, a majority of women 
agreed with the following statements 
while men did not: 

-A woman's first responsibility is not 
to be a feminine companion of men 
and a mother. 

-Women do not have less need to 
achieve than men in the working 
world. 

-Intellectual achievement of women 
is viewed as competitively agres
sive behavior. 

-Women who wish to develop their 
potential do not have adequate op
portunity to do so. 

-Employed women do not have 
higher rates of sick leave than 
men. 

A majority of men agreed with the fol
lowing statements while women did not: 

-The turnover rate of employed 
women is higher than that of men. 

-Women in supervisory jobs have 
difficulty dealing with males in su
bordinate positions. 

Examination of these responses 
shows the multi-dimensional aspects of 
the non-utilization of women in employ
ment. Men basically believe that the 
woman's first responsibility is to be a 
feminine companion of men and a 
mother, that women have less need to 

(continued on page 204) 
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achieve in the working world, that they 

1 
have adequate opportunity to develop 

;- their potential, that the job turnover rate 
/· of women is tflgher than that of men, 
i that women have difficulty dealing with 
~ .males in subordinate positions. If males 
' bring this mi!"ld set to employment situ

ations, it undoubtedly affects their be
havior toward females. On the other 
hand, a majority of females indicated 
agreement that intellectual achievement 
is viewed as competitively aggressive 
behavior, whereas males did, not. Thus, 
women may set up negative ex
pectations to be confirmed that are not 
always valid. 

.; 

WOMAN AS WIFE AND MOTHER 
A second category of items was based 
on woman's role as a wife and mother. 
A majority of female and male respond
ents agreed that: 

-Employed women are not less likely 
to have successful milrriages. 

-More women would work if their 
husbands would encourage it. 

-Abortion should be legally acces
sible upon demand by any woman. 

-Family planning information and 
contraceptives and methods should 
be available to all. 

-Women should share equally with 
husbands in making family deci• 
sions. 

-Husbands of 
should share 
child care. 

employed women 
In housework and 

-In view of the population explosion, 
couples should limit their number 
of children to two. 

In all cases except the question of 
fa~ily planning information, there were 
statistically significant differerices be
tween male and female responses al
though a majority of both women and 
men were in agreement with the items. 
The highest degree of agreement was 
achieVed on the questions of Women 
sharing equally with husbands in family 
decisions, family planning information 
should be available to all, husbands of 
employed women should share in house
work and child care, and abortion 
should be legally accessible upon de
mand by any woman. It is interesting to 
note that although a majority of both 
men and women were in agreement on 
the abortion question, only a few states 
have repealed the abortion laW. 

In this category, a majority of females 
agreed and' males did not agree with the 
following statements: 

-Children of non-working mothers 
are not better adjusted than those 
of working mothers. 

-Husbands who feel threatened by a 
careerist wife arc unsure of their 
masculinity. 

A majority of males agreed that 
women receive equal treatment in legal 

matters, v.~ereas women were divided 
nearly equ81y in their responses. 

The mos:. controversial item was: 
-Single women should have the 

choice to bear and/or adopt chil• 
dren. 

Thi5" was agreed to by 49 percent of 
the women and 37 percent of the men. 
Several co.-nments from respondents in
dicated that if the question had been 
broken into" two .separate issues, the 
choice to bear a child or the choice to 
adopt a child, a more conclusive picture 
would have been obtained. 

RELATED ISSUES 
A category of related issues was in
cluded in the opinionnaire. A majorily of 
women and a majority of men agreed on 
a substantial number of items: 

-Women's attainment of rights and 
freedom will not be at the expense 
of males. 

-Most women would like to further 
their education and training. 

-Women's image in mass media 
overly emphasizes beauty, fashions 
and homemaking virtues. 

-Women enj()y sex as much as men. 
-Women prefer male company to fe-

male company. 
-Educational barriers to female 

achievement have been removed. 
There was mutual disagreement with 

the item "Few women are in politics be
cause they are not tough enough for po• 
litical activity." 

To only one question, "Neither men 
nor women take women's rights se
riously," did a majority of women agree 
and a majority of men disagree. 

A majority of women agreed with the 
following, whereas there was no majority 
of male responses: 

-Women do want full equality even 
if it does mean equal responsibility. 

-Militant efforts for women's rights 
will do more harm than good. 

-Women are conditioned nOt to 
show their Intelligence. 

--Career women do not play down 
feminine appearance in order to be 
taken seriously. 

On the other hand, a majority of men 
agreed with the following whereas there 
was no majority of female responses: 

-Women do not handle conflict bet
ter than men. 

-Women are not by nature more me
diating and coop~rative than men. 

TRENDS 
Throughout the opinionnaire, several 
trends seem evident: • 
1. There is considerable agreerrient be

tween men and women on many is
sues of inequality of opportunity for 
women. 

2. Women in general report significantly 
stronger responses .than men in sup-

port of women's equality. 
3. Greatest agreement between men 

and women was obtained in the cate
gory of woman's role as wife and 
mother, such as joint family decision
making, availability of family plan
ning' information, accessibility of 
abortion, etc. 

At this time, it is not possible to draw 
more generalized conclusions. Additional 
analysis of the material _and comparison 
with other studies which utilize the opin
ionnaire should help to clarify the re
sults. 

CASE HISTORIES 
The last question asked women to docu
lTlent personal discrimination and men 
to report discrimination against women 
they had observed. More than 500 re
spondents wrote in answer. to this ques
tion. A majority of these reported cases 
of Job discrimination. Examples of their 
comm'ents were: 

. .. I can't say 
that I have met a 
great deal of overt 
discrimination. but 

It is having to 
prove yourself 
everytime 

prejudice and discrimination are in
sidious. They are the ripple of laughter 
across the audience when the speaker 
smiles and says, "there are even some 
girls in the-training program." It iS 
having to prove yourself every time you 
make a new business contact, acquire a 
new ~upervisor. It is lowered expectation 
(overhearing your manager say in sur• 
prise while reading a report of 
yours, "Why she writes like a man.") 
... It is feeling that your words do not 
have the same impact on mcinagement 
as your male counterpart. It is not hav
ing frequent raises (who can prove merit 
versus prejudice?). And the worst result 
is a Jack of confidence in your own com
petence as the "world" continually 
questions your ability. 

... When it came time to choose the 
chief resident for an internal medicine 
program at a private hospital, I was in
formed that I was not considered for 
Chief Resident because I was a woman. 
There are also a number of physicians 
who do not refer patients, including fe
male patients, to female doctors, either 
because they feel that the patients 
would not accept the female doctor, or 
because they, themselves, cannot ac
cept female doctors. 

. . . In the first few months as a 
member of the Board of Education in 
our city, the other members of the 
Board. all men, decided to differentiate 
the salaries of the men and women 
teachers by about $400. I strongly ob
jected, gave my arguments again and 
again to no avail, and the measure 
finally passed over my objections. 
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... When my hus
band and I (both 
experienced teach• 
ers with Ph.D.'s 

11Sorry, nepotism 
rules prevent our 
considering you."' 

from good universities) applied for 
teaching jobs at the college level in 
1966-67, about twenty institutions re
sponded to our in[]uiry-"Sorry, nepo
tism rules prevent our considering ycu.'" 
We did secure a position at a university 
.congenial to husband and wife teams 
(about 45 when we came, some in the 
same department as we are). The new 
President of the university has now de
cided no more couples and I know of 
two instances at least where eminently 
qualified applicants were not offered po
sitions because they were married. 

. . . I was so worn out with the 
artificial obstacles placed in the way of 
women graduate students in the U.S. 
that I eventually did a Ph.D. at the Uni
versity of London, and because of the 
discrimination against the employment 
of women in college teaching, I am cur
rently out of a job. 

... As a supervisor of professional 
personnel in the engineering community, 
I have refrained from hiring female ap
plicants in favor of male applicants of 
equal academic standing. My main con· 
cern was that females might not be 
"hard nosed" enough to "slug it out" in 
the rough and tumble design world. 

... When I worked at -c,u,o Person
nel Employment Agency last year, I 
found that in all its hundreds of offices 
over the country the following to be 
true: Only men were allowed to have the 
men clients so. that the men, get~ing a 
third of the commission, were paid 
much more than the women workers be
cause an average male client's annual 
salary was about $10,000 while a 
woman client's annual salary averaged 
between $4,000 and $5,000. There also 
may have been more male clients. 

One respondent elaborated on 
women's responsibihty for job dis
crimination: 
... The inferior work performance of 

women, which was alluded to in ques
tions one to twenty, is too often true 
and too often the result of a culturally 
determined "self-fulfilling·• prophecy. 
The unspoken predisposition exists that 
women, or blacks. will fail eventually 
and, when they do, the feeling is "I told 
you so." Women, from their earfiest 
years, have been cautioned against be
havior which shows initiative or aggres
siveness. It is little wonder that their in
telligence and insight falter when they 
are calle'd upon to use them. Education 
and env

1

ironment do not normally sanc
tion independence and thought in 
women. When the situation calls for the 
demonstration of such qualities, women 

often become nervous _and defensiv~ 
and act as "everybody'' knew they 
would. 

Unfortcmately, I be!ieve I have seen 
such actions in my own fielc!. which is 
urban plo?nning. Several college girls 
have \\'Or~ed in the temporary capacity 
of resean:hers. Each was bright, but 
each c!alr:1ed to be capable only of fol
lowing directions. They had their own 
ideas, whi-ch they often expressed in 
conversation. but they were afraid to in· 
itiate any project. They shunned the re· 
sponsibility with the observation that 
they did only what they were told. They 
were interested in what was going on 
about them yet they were afraid to join 
in. 

legal concerns were often mentioned: 

... In my opin
ion, Oregon's gift 
and inheritance tax 

Oregon's 
inheritance tax 
discriminates 

d is c rim i n ates against women 
against women. Under present law all 
belongings (except homestead) and in
cluding joint savings and checking ac• 
counts are assumed to belong to the 
husband as a result of his earnings. To 
avoid paying inheritance tax, the wi-Jow 
must prove that she earned or inher17ed 
a part or all of these funds. 

. . . I was unable to obtain an abor
tion in the U. S. and had to go to Mex
ico. (After five children, and at the time 
had severe hernia and could not carry 
another child safely.) Yet could not have 
this done legally in California. 

. . . My first marriage eliminated 
many of my rights . . . had to live 
where my husband wished, he could 
cash my pay checks, etc. One is quite 
surprised when one actually experiences 
the legal prostitution of marriage--laws 
do vary according to the state. I found 
Texas and Illinois to almost eliminate all 
rights of married women. 

Another instance of dis-
crimination is the Social Security with· 
holding tax for married women. Al• 
though women are taxed fully at the 
regular rate, a married couple can only 
collect the higher of the tv,,o Social Se
curity benefits. This is unfair. If women 
cannot collect their benefits, they should 
not be taxed. 

Many personal forms of dis-
crimination were also included: 

On many 
boards, both ap
poiritive and elec
tive. I find that 1) 

A woman is always 
expected to serve 
the refreshments 

although the chairman is usually a man, 
the secretary is nearly always a 
woman-if there is a female on the 
committee, 2) when coffee or refresh
ments are to be served, a woman is al· 
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ways expected to do thi,t (or ma;-be the 
president's personal secretary v--ID do it 
if necessary-but never a man), 3) 
when social functions are indicated in 
the committee work, the females are ex
pected to pl.:in and execute the occa
sions .... I really don't consider myself 
a femi.nist but I am appalled at how 
many tin:,es I have been honored by a 
committee aripointment (even by a Gov• 
ernor) only to find that the men regard 
me with complete dismay if I poltiely de
cline ttie "honor" of the secreti!I}''s job 
or the "kitchen duty." It seems to be 
utterly inconceivable to men, particularly 
if I am the only woman in the group, 
that I am there because I am interested 
in solving the problem posed or in help• 
ing to make policy! 

... Reluctance of m.-::,y department 
stores to issue a charge card to a mar• 
ried woman in her name even though 
she works full time. 

... I inherited stock. Under Califor
nia law it is separate property. The bro
kerage house wanted my husband's per
mission for me to dictate how the stock 
was to be sold or otherwise dealt with. I 
refused to deal with the brokerage 
house until they changed the require
ment. If it had been my huc,band's pri
vate property, I would not have had to 
sign . 

If we had been 
... We (two sin- men or B couple, 

gle women) were we would have! 
d i s c r i m i n a t e d been treated 
against in one of differently 
the better restaurants in town. We had 
reservations: however we were seated in 
a small cafe type room next to the 
kitchen, rather than the dining room. 
When we questioned this, w,~ were told 
that there were no tables for t,,.'tl. How• 
ever, immediately afterward, several 
couples were seated at tables for two. 
One of the couples were our neighbors 
and did not have reservations. We did 
handle it afterward with the manager. 
We were very much aware that if we had 
been men or a couple we woukt have 
been treated differently. lbe dis• 
criminator was a woman. 

... Early in the summer of 1967, I 
tried to borrow money for a trip to the 
South Pacific from the State Teachers• 
Credit Union. For years they had period
ically deluged me with requests to 
please use their services. When I finally 
decided to succumb to their c!esire, I 
was told that I would have to have my 
husband's signature on the note, al• 
though we were living apart 2.11d had 
been for two years, and during this 
time, I paid alt my own bills. Yet, he 
could borrow all the money he wanted 
to on his signature alone, and without 
my knowledge! 
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RESPONSES TO "THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE" OPINIONNAIRE 
AGREE 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 

QUESTIONS 

Women do not C1t;pcric•ncc discrimination in the working world. 
Women do not wilnt full job CQUillity If it means loss C1f femininity. 
A woman's first rcsponslbility is to be a feminine companion of men and a mother . .,., 
Women have less need to :::chicve than men In the wCJrl,..ing world. ~• 
Intellectual achievement of women is viewed as compeUlivcly aggrcssi~e bch.ivlor. 00 

A successful woman is less attractive to men. •• 
Women perform well in competitive situations. 00 

Women who wish to develop their potcnti::il have adequate opportunities to do so. •• 
Employed women have higher rates of sick lcavo than men. 
The turnover rate of employed women is higher than that of men. 11

• 

Women should not be paid at the samo r.i,te as men . .., 
Women prefer working for a male boss. '" 
Women In supervisory jobs have difficulty dealing with males In subordinate positions. 
Males resent a female boss. 
Women are often bypassed for promotion. • 0 

Women aro paid the same salary as men doing the same job. • • 
Women cannot bo aggressive and competitive in situiltions that demand It. •• 
Women think of employment as a job rather than a long term career. u 
Women are kept from careers or further education due to tack of adequate day caro 

facllities. • • 
Women work because they noed the money. 
Husbands who fcol threatened by a careerist wife aro unsure of their masculinity.•• 
Employed women are less likely to have successful marriages ... " 
Children of non-working mothers are better adjusted than those of working mothers. •• 
More women would work if their husbands would encourage it. • 
Single women should have the choice to bear and/or adopt children. • • 
Abortion should be legally accessible upon demand by any woman. • 
Family plannlng information c1nd contraceptives and devices should be available to all. 
Women should share equally with husbands in making family decisions. 
Husbands of employed women should share In housework and child care . .,. 
Women receive equal treatment in legal matters. • • 
In view of population explosion, couples should limit their number of children to two . .., 
Women do not want full equality If it means equal responslbility. •• 
Women's attainmont of rights and freedom will be at the e,:pense of males. " 
Militant tJttorts for women's rights will do more harm than good. 
Women handle conflict better than men. •• 
Women aro conditioned not to show their intelligence. u 
C;:ireer women play down feminine appearance In order lo be taken seriously. 
Most women would like to further their education and training. •• 
Women arc by nature more mediating and cooperative than men. •• 
Women prefer male company to femalo company. 
Educational barriers to female achicveml!nt have been removed. •• 
Few women aro In politics because they are not tough enough for political activity. 
Women's image In mass media overly emphasizes beauty, fashions and home-making 

virtues ... , 
44. Women do not enjoy sex as much as men. • 
45. Neither men nor women take women's rights seriously. 

Women 
(N::::4,065) 

% 
14 
56 
42 
37 
51 
27 
75 
44 
26 
48 
4 

66 
42 
67 
76 
15 
11 
55 

71 
58 
68 
11 
30 
64 
49 
70 
93 
97 
89 
38 
66 
20 
17 
51 
32 
64 
26 
75 
44 
52 
50 
27 

82 
23 
53 

NOTE: Oifforence between men and women statistically significant at .01 level of confidence. 
Difference statistically significant at .05 level of confidcnco. 

PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

WOMEN MEN TOTAL 
(N=4,065) (N::::2,940) (N=7 ,005) 

CHARACTERISTIC % % % CHARACTERISTIC 

Age of Respondent Residence of Respondent 
29 or under 15 12 14 West 
30-39 29 34 31 SW and Mountain States 
40-49 21 25 22 Midwest 
50-59 16 16 16 South 

Mon 
(N::::2,940) 

% 
20 
61 
60 
53 
29 
21 
61 
57 
48 
60 
11 
71 
57 
68 
63 
24 
17 
65 

55 
60 
47 
23 
48 
59 
37 
65 
93 
92 
82 
55 
57 
37 
22 
49 
13 
41 
29 
61 
25 
51 
69 
29 

68 
28 
36 

WOMEN 
(N=4,065) 

% 

24 
9 

33 
7 

60 or older 19 13 16 New England and Mid. All. Sts. 27 

Marital Status Level of Education 
Single 14 3 10 College Graduate 33 
Married 76 93 83 Some Graduate Work 28 
Separated .4 .6 1 Master Degree 30 
Divorced 3 1 2 PhD-MD or other advanced Deg. 6 
Widowed 6 1 4 Post-Doctoral Work 1 

Number of Children Annual Income of Respondent 
None 28 16 23 Less than $5,000 42 
One 14 16 15 $5,001-$7.500 12 
Two or three 46 55 50 $7,501-$10,000 14 
Four or five 9 11 10 $10,001-$15,000 15 
Six or more I 2 I $15,001-$25,000 5 

More than $25,000 1 

DISAGREE 
Womon Mon 

(N::::4,065) {N::::2,940) 
% % 
84 77 
34 25 
52 30 
60 41 
44 62 
66 72 
16 24 
54 39 
51 24 
33 18 
95 83 
18 5 
38 22 
16 18 
10 16 
78 68 
85 74 
38 20 

18 26 
34 26 
18 31 
79 60 
57 33 
15 18 
40 51 
26 30 

5 5 
2 6 
7 12 

41 29 
23 30 
73 45 
78 68 
38 35 
35 61 
32 47 
60 49 
15 18 
33 54 
26 17 
46 25 
63 57 

14 21 
64 54 
39 51 

MEN TOTAL 
(N=2.940) {N=7,005) 

% o, 
,o 

24 24 
8 8 

31 32 
7 7 

27 27 

13 25 
35 31 
25 28 
22 13 

4 2 

3 25 
4 9 

12 9 
32 22 
34 17 
12 6 
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- FOR WOMEN ONLY .•• ., ....... ,.,, .... ,.....,....-"':":'•,.--:..:t 

i<[i'i. Y FORM FOR WOMEN 1 
THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE-ALHRNATIVbFORWOMEN 

OPIN!ONN,\IRE 

. 1 
jClip c1t~1l 1n.,il as soon ;1s possible; final~ 
Ide,1Ulin1.• is F·_·!;ruary 2J, 1970. -~ 

A fundamental purpose of the AAU\,V is tin: promnIio11 of the s\Jtus of women. 
I:;c.:r;(i io: .-~1 
I • l !ie Righr to Choo~ 

We are calling on you to reaffirm this purpose b)' ,1:-sisling us in obI;:iining ~ 

sample of the attitudes, opinions and f!Xpl'ricnct~!, of women. li!:-ted below you 
will find a qucst.ionnairc which solicits your opinions, personal Liackground ;:,,nd 
experience. Complete it without discussint~ it wi1h .rnyone. The second copy is 
provided as a means of obtaining the opi11ions of rnali2s. You m.1y wish to a~k 
your husband or a m.ile friend or co!lec1gue to comr,!ctc 1he second copy. Aftc; 
both copies h,we been completed, cornpzirc your rl;sponsc:s ,rnU discuss the 
implications. PleJse return both to: The Right To Choose, AAU\V Educational 
Center, 2401 Virginia Avenue, f'-J. W., \Vashinglon, D. C. 20037. A report of the 
returned opinionnaircs will be pubiished in a future issue of the Journal. 

I ,\AU\V Edur.cltional Center·: 
I 2-W ! Vir~inia Ave., N_\V. ., 
! I \.V.:'1.shinglon, D.C. 20037-

1 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
1. 
I.. 

The first 45 questions ask for your opinion._ There arc no "right" or "wrong" 
answers. Please be as frank as possible in answering. After you n~od the question, 
circle the number in the reply form (righl) which mosl closet~· represents your 
opinion. 

~trongly 
disagree 

1 

Generally 
disagree 

2 

Generally 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

1'.. 3. 
I 

No opinion 
3 4 5 

I 
1. 
r 
1. 
I; 
I:' 
I 

Woman .i,:, Worker 

1. \Vomcn do nol experience dis
crimination in the \·vorking world. 

2. \Vomen do not want full job 
equal!ty if it means loss oi fem
ininity. 

3. A woman's first responsibili1y is 
to be a feminine companion of 
men and a mother. 

4. \\/omen have less need to achieve 
than men in the working wor!d. 

5. Intellectual achievement of wo
men is viewed as competitively 
aggressive behavior. 

6. A successful woman is less at
tractive to men. 

7. \Vo men perform well in competi
tive situations. 

8. Women who wish to dcvelor 
their potential have arlcquatc op
portunities to do so. 

9. Employed women have higher 
rates of sick leave than men. 

10. The turnover rate of employed 
women is higher than that of 
men. 

11. Women should not be raid at 
the same rate as men. 

12. Women prefer wo1king (or a m·ale 
boss_ 

13. Women in supervisory positions 
have difficully llcaling with males 
in subordinate positions. 

L4. Males resent a fen,ale supervisor. 

15. Women are often bypassed for 
promotion. 

16. Women arc paid the same salary 

as men doing the same jc,:l. 

17. \Vomfm cannot he aggressive ;ind 
competitive in situations that de
mand it. 

18. \\/omen Ihink of cmploymenl a~ 
a job rather than J long-term ca
reer. 

19. \Vomen JrC dctericd from GHcers 
or continuing cduc<1tion due to a 

lack of adequate day care facili
ties. 

20. \\!omen work beouse they need 
the muney. 

Woman as \Vife anrl Mother 

21. Husbands who feel thre;1ter1crl by 
a careerist wife are unsure of their 
masculinity. 

22. Employed womc:n arc less likely 
to ha\'e successfu! marriages. 

23. Children raisE'!d by non-working 
mothers arc better adjust~d th,rn 
!hose of working mothers. 

24. More women would work if their 
husbands would encourage it. 

1. 
I 
1. 
I 
I 
I 

25. Single women should have the 1 
choice to bear ;111J/or .1dopl chil- ! 
drcn. 1· 

I 
26. Abortion should he legally acccs- I 

siblc upon Uc111,1nd by any I 
woman. I 

I 27. r~irnl!y planning information and I 
contraceptive techniques Jnd de- I 
vice~ sl1ould be ;ivailablc lo any I 
\V0111Jrl, I_ 

28. i Women should sh,1rc equally \Villi 1 
husbands in rn.1king family dcci~ I 
~ions. I 

I-5 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 

9. 

10. 

lL 
, --~ 
.I., .•• 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

lB. 

19. 

20_ 

2:i. 

23. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

-; 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

7. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 
. ~:,' 

3 .. o:-._:'4 

, -':t.". 

3;:q_.~~~4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

.3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

,4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

., 
1 
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29. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

:JS. 

39. 

40. 

42. 

43. 

4. 

45. 

46. 

.47. 

.IJ.3. 

49. 

,51. 

52. 

53. 

.54. 

55. 

5. 

1 

·1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

-, 
J 

3 

J 

., , 

J 

3 

3 

J 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

-1 

4 

4 

4 

-\ 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

s 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

:; 

C, 

5 

5 

5 

I 

'.i 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

G 

6 

"' I 
--- --- - ------ ------ I 

I 
I -------- ------- -I 
I 

---------------- I 

----1. Yes -----2. No 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 2 3 -1 f, 7 I 
I 

8-------------- ! 

29. Hu~ba11:ds of employed women 
should share in housework and 
child c.ire. 

30. Womo1 receive equal treatment 
in lega) matters. 

31. In view of the population explo
sion. courles should limit their 
number of children to two. 

Related Issues 

32. Wornea do not want full equality 
if it means equal responsibility. 

33. \\'omen's attainment of rights and 
freedom will be at the expense of 
males. 

34. ~\ilitant efforts for women's rights 
will do more harm than good. 

35. Women handle conflict better 
than men. 

36. \!\'omen arc conditioned not to 
show their intelligence. 

37. Career women deliberately play 
down feminine appearance in or
der to be taken seriously. 

38. 1'1ost women would like to fur
ther their education and training. 

39. \,\/omen are by nature more 
mediating and cooperative than 
men. 

40. \\'omen prefer male company to 
female company. 

41. Educa!ional barriers to female 
.:ichievemcnt have been removeJ. 

42. Few women arc in politics be
cause mosl women arc not tough 
enough for political activity. 

43. \rVomen's image in the mass me• 
dia overly emphasizes beauty, 
fashions and homemaking virtues. 

44. \-Vomcn do not enjoy sex as much 
<.IS IIIC-11. 

45. Neither men nor women take 
women's rights seriously. 

Personal Data 

46. 

47. 

48. 

My age is: 
1. 29 or under 4. 50 - 59 
2. 30 - 39 5. 60 or older 
3. 40 - 49 

My 
1. 
2. 

marital 
Single 
Married 

status is: 
4. Divorced 
5. Widowed 

3. Separated 

The number of children I have is: 
1. none 4. 4 or 5 
2. one 5. 6 or more 
3. 2 or 3 

49. I am employed: 
1. not at present 

2. never have been 
3. yes, full-time 
4. yes, part•time 
5. yes, only seasonally 

50. The area of the country which 
call my home is: 

1. West 
2. Southwest and mountain 

states 
3. Midwest 
4. South 
5. New England and middle 

Atlantic states 

51. have completed the following 
level of education: 

1. College graduate 
2. Some graduate work 
3. Master's degree 
4. Ph.D., M.D. or other 

advanced degree 
5. Post doctoral work 

52. My approximate annual income 
is: 

1. Less than $5,000 
2. From $5,000-$7,500 
3. From S7,501-$10,000 
4. From $10,001-$15,000 
5. $15,001-$25,000 
6. More than $25,000 

53. The approximate annual income 
of my household is: 

1. Less than S5.000 
2. From $5,001 to $10,000 
3. $10,001 to $15,000 
4. From $15,001 to $25,000 
5. From S25,001 to $40,000 
6. $40,001 or more 

54. My occupation is: (Please give a 
full description) 

55. If all occupations were open to 
me, I would be doing the same 
thing I am now doing. 

56. I have personally experienced dis
crimin.1tion as a woman: 
If yes, in wha.t w;iy: 
(Circle all applicable) 

1. college or graduate school 
admissions 

2. scholarship, fellowships or 
assistantships 

3. employment in the 
university setting 

4. employment in government 
or private industry 

5. promotion on the job 
6. legal {divorce, abortion, 

taxes, etc.) 
7. political 
0. other (please specify) 

We ;1rc interested in compiling case 
histories of discrimination related to 
women. If you c1nswcred Question 56 
affirmatively, would you please explain 
on a separate sheet the circumstances 
and document the situation as much 
as possible? 
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APPENDIX II 

QUESTIO;,s ASKED OF INTERVIEf/EES 

1. For what reasons did you join the Navy? Are they the 
same reasons that have kept you in the Navy? 

2. What do you think are the Navy's reasons for maintaining 
women officers in the Navy today? Are they the same reasons 
as those that apply to enlisted women? 

3. The 1967 legislation opened up the promotion opportunities 
for military women. What restrictions, if any, remain in this 
legislation and/or regulations pertaining to the women in the 
Navy? If you see restrictions, which ones should be lifted? 
Which should not be lifted? 

4. What kind of a career pattern would you prefer ideally for 
yourself through the rank of captain? Do you feel that this 
is possible under present policies and opportunities? 

5. The majority of line women officers at present are in the 
field of administration or management. ~lliat designator do 
you .feel best fits this present woman officer complement? 

6. In what field, if anv, do you consider yourself to be 
qualified as a subspeciaiist or specialist? 

7. In view of increasing overall 1-lavy requirements for 
specialization and subspecialization, what should be done, 
if anything, to align the woman officer program with this 
trend toward specialization? 

8. The restricted line designators are closed to women. 
Which of these programs do you feel should be open to women? 

9. What specific woman officer personnel policies should be 
reevaluated, if any? Do you feel that you really know what 
these policies are? 

10. \•/hat procedures and policies regarding the administration 
of women in your opinion need revision, if any? (e.g. WR/ 
Barracks Officer/Asst (H)) What changes would you make? 

11. What in your estimation is the key to promotion for women 
officers? 

II-1 
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12. What recommendations do you have on the recruitment of 
women officers ( 3 year ob>ligation, NROTC, etc.)?. 

13. :·mat role do women officers now play in support of the 
Navy's requirements? 

14. In light of changes occurring in the Navy and 'in society 
as a 1-:hole today, what in your estimation should be the role 
of women officers in the future? What will it be? 

II-2 



APPENDIX III 

COMPARISON OF WOHEN LINE OFFICER l\SSIGNMENTS 

.BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS 

The primary source of statistical data pertai.ning to the 

woman line officer community in this study is an automated 

data printout supplied by the Bureau of Naval Personnel (Pers N). 

The printout is a listing according to current_ grade of women 

unrestricted line officers on active duty as of 29 April 1971. 

The printout gives the following information for each officer: 

Education. The two highest degrees awarded and the 

corresponding major field of study are shown. Postgraduate 

work not resulting in a degree is included and an indication 

is given if the education was obtained under Navy sponsorship. 

Subspecia.lties. Primary and/or secondary subspecialty 

codes are listed for those officers so designated. No more 

than two codes were shown per officer. 

Duty Stat~nns. Up to seven duty stations are listed for 

each officer excluding temporary duty, temporary additional 

duty, and duty stations at which the individual served less 

than five months. Information on duty under instruction is 

furnished only for those officers who were under instruction 

on 29 April 1971. Duty stations appear on the printout in 

reverse chronological order with the dates of reporting and 
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detachment given for each. For some officers duty stations 

as far back ilS 1949 are listed with the exception of those 

noted above. 

Primary Duties. These are shown as Naval Officer Billet 

Classification Codes (NOilCs) . Each officer's listing is 

limited to seven NOBCs, no more than three per duty station. 

The NOBCs appear in chronological order beginning with the 

most recent. An alpha-numerical suffic is provided to indi~ 

cate the duty station at which each has been assigned and the 

number of months served in it. In some cases duty stations 

are listed without corresponding NOBCs. 

Special Qua.lification/Spe•cial Des•ignutions. SQ/SD codes 

are three digit codes assigned to personnel after having been 

certified by competent authority. The classifications are 

limited to those for which there is a current requirement 

in BUPERS. automated data reports and are not intended to 

include all special data which enhance career and promotion 

potential. 

Service Schools Attended. A maximum of five officer 

service schools attended as an officer are listed in chrono-

logical order with the most recent listed first. If more than 

five were attended, the least significant are deleted. 

Activity Mission Code. This two letter code is given 

only for an individual's current duty station. It identifies 

the type of activity to which the officer is assigned. 
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The method for extracting statistics from the printout 

was designed to facilitate identification of individual officers 

for the purpose of cross checking figures. Each officer was· 

assigned a number 1-:i thin her current grade in the order in 

which listed on the printout.* In this manner the total 

personnel given for each grade was verified with the follow-

ing results recorded: 

CAPT 
CDR 
LCDR. 
LT 
LTJG 
EilS 

Total 

9 
44 
83 

146 
187 
164 

633 

These figures became the basis.upon which all statistics were 

compiled. 

Lists were made of all degrees held, NOBCs, subspecialty 

and SQ/SD codes assigned, and service schools attended by 

women officers using the individual identification numbers to 

record the results. A master list of NOBCs was compiled 

revealing the following information: 

a. a listing by number and title of all NOBCs in 

which women have served over the years covered by the printout, 

*No pattern of the order in which the listings appeared 
was found to exist; no clue was provided as to the identifi
cation by name of the individual officers. 
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b. the number of times women were assigned each NOBC, 

and 
c. by whom each assignment was held in terms of the 

officer's current grade and identification number. 

Thus it could be determined, for example, that three 

lieutenants (#75, 123 & 130) have each been a general supply 

officer (NOBC #1918) once in their careers and that they 

are the only officers to have been assigned that NOBC. 

A by-product of this list is·a table showing those NOBCs 

assigned to women officers most frequently with respect to 

other NOBCs which women officers have held. 

A second master list was drawn up containing only those 

NOBCs in which women officers are presently serving. This 

list shows the current distribution of women unrestricted 

line officers by grade. 

In the same manner, master lists of degrees held, sub

specialty and SQ/SD codes assigned, and service schools 

attended by women officers were compiled. 

The format used in Table 1, Comparison of Women Line 

Officer Assignments by Occupational Groupings, is based on . . . 

that of the 1966 Report of the Inter-Service Working Group 

on the Utilization of Women in the Armed Services which was 

prepared by the Defense Advisory Committee for Women in the 

Services (hereafter known as the DACOWITS Report). This 

Report includes a table which shows the distribution of women 

in all the armed services by eight occupational headings. 
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The occupational groups are: General Officers and Executives, 

Tactical Operations, Intelligence, Engineering and Maintenance, 

Scientists and Professionals, Administrators, and Supply. 

In order to deal with the current distribution of women officers, 

in Table 1 a ninth group, Miscellaneous, is added to the 

original eight groupings. There is no Group VI. 

For the purpose of comparing current figures with those 

of the 1966 DACOWITS report, the Naval Officer Billet Classi

fication Codes (NOBCs), which appear under each occupational 

heading, were added to the format. The NOBCs are intended 

to relate as closely as possible to the occupational headings. 

It must be cautioned, however, that this categorization does 

not necessarily correspond to that used in determining the 

Navy figures in the 1966 report. 

Table 1 compares the 1966 figures on the utilization 

of women officers with current figures, as well as with an 

average computed on the basis of assignments of all women 

presently on active duty recorded on the individuals' Officer 

Data Cards: (Source: 29 April printout) Because the total 

number of billets under discussion in each column differs 

widely, percentage figures based on the total number of 

assignments are shown in parenthesis for ready comparison. 

In the case of the 1971 figures, it was necessary to compute 

the percentage on the numbers of billets which fall into the 

eight original DACOWITS groupings in order to make valid 

comparisons. Thus, those 70 current billet assignments which 
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fall into the Miscellaneous group were subtracted from the 

total of 633, leaving a figure of 563 upon which the per

centages for 1971 are based. 

Within each occupational grouping and subgrouping total 

numbers are shown for 1966, 1971 and career, respectively. 

Below these numbers in the 1971 and career columns, figures 

for·the individual NOBCs within these same groupings are 

provided. 

In summary the format is as follows: 

I. Occupational Group 

A. Major sub-group 
NOBC # - NOBC title 
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H 
H 
H 
I 

! ---J 

• 
TABLE l 

COMPARISON OF WOMEN LINE OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS 

.... ·' " . •~INGS, ,." , ; . LS l nn l 4-, l_ ----,,.ll 1-,' M:t1:M 

1. lu•~n vr r & 2 I •m, 1 C I , (!/_ i ,c 
10 /0 "'' 

A. uen u.1,..1 0 0 0 
Ii. Execs 2 c; , 0 

)"UU - Personnel t'J.8Jl8 ana t'Ol.1 c~ l,I 11 et l l 

j4CV - ur,,cer 1n <;nar11;e, Naval Shore Act.1v10.• l 2 
14.el - command1-ruz UIIl.Cer. Naval :1nore AC•· v1t:'\I 2 4 
1410 - ...,ecutive Ofricer, Naval Shore Act.1vHv l c; 

II. TACTICAL OP..,unlONS c; • 11 <J: \ "' ~ "" 7 ;5,7.\ 
A. LnrOUIJ,n L A1 r Crewe 0 0 n 
G. 1mcrat-_1ons Sta -, c; , C ,,;c; 

r oY, - uceanoj; rann"lc Reeearcn vvera-c1one vi.ricer r\ i 
, ,., .:l - ucennoJ; rannic 1<esearcn uoerations Watch 0 , 

urricer 
«.:,u::, - : ;tarr Oceanoll:raoh1 c un:1cer 1 1 
uOOO - I rnerationa T.oa ul..1.1.cer 2 lJ. 

HbHO - : inuaaron unerat1ona uri:-1cer l l 

ooo: - Btar1 Air uneratione and .t"J..ann1.rnz 1 1 :ricer 0 1 
,v:, - ,n;au r.1 aison Dfncer 1 2 
le - StaI:1 onerations unct .t'.1ans n :i: 1.cer • ' 

le - { uerat one Anaivet 
,e - t tBl..L t-'"1ans Ol'.11.cer ' ' 
040 - > "LD P ot or11.cer 0 2 

,-,~'·' I I I • J.1".U> 21, ( c;,W:\ 12 12~, J,c I 2<t\ 
A. ~ .oar• 1r11.e 11 aence c; 10 2< 

o,:u - 1 eogra 1-i c Area rnte 1 11 aence c1i •. J.Cer 1 1 
J.)V - 1m,eu gence Liaison v1'1·1cer 2 ., 
04U - uoerat1ona1 Intei 11aence cn:i1.cer 4 10· 
oou - 'l'eCnrucal Inte111.u:ence I n. 1. 1.cer 0 1 

Sources: 1966 figures are taken from the Report of the Inter-Service Working Group on the Utilization of 
Women 1n the Armed Services. The 1971 and Career figures represent data from a Bureau of Naval Personnel 
computer print-out as of 29 April 1971. 
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APPENDIX IV 

CURRENT DISTRIBU'I'IO:l OF WOMEN LINE OFFICERS 

Table 2, Current Distribution of Women Line Officers, 

is a listing by field and group, as defined by the Manual 

of Navy Officer Classification, of the billets held by 

women officers as of 29 April 1971. 

Within each Field and its subfield {called Group), cur

rent assignments by individual NOBCs of women officers 

presently on active duty are shown by officer. grade. The 

total column shc•,;s the number of women in each Field and 

Group. The last two percentage columns on the table indicate 

(1) the percentage of the total billets (563) by each field 

and (2) the percentage of billets within each field. The 

total does not include the Miscellaneous numbers. The second 

percentage points u;, that oftentimes the bulk of the nmnJ,crs 

within a field is represented by only one or two groups; e.g., 

in the Sciences and Services Field, 90% of the women in the 

field fall into the Public Affairs or Management and Adminis

trative Services Group. 

Table 2 is a nore thorough description of column 2 of 

Table 1 and is part of the foundation for the trends which 

were highlighted in the discussion of Table 1. This table 

serves to point up those NOBCs which stand out either as 

current breakthro:.ighs for women officers or as the types 

of billets traditionally assigned to women officers. 
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TABLE 2 

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF WOMEN LINE OFFICERS 

Assivnments bv Grade 

FIELDS, GROUPS, nnd NOJ1Co CAF'l' CD!! LCDR L'l' L1',1G ·--
M,:IJICA T, ANIJ DENTAL ~•1J,;J.D ( ){ ll H - Ull'-f'·/ l 

M<!<llcnl :;.,rvl<'.cn ,:rnu1, UlllJO-Utl')'J) 
~lJ~ OccuT,1iTToii:i1 71' ,c rnplst 

s6~,.~ ~11~ f, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I V I I 
JC/\ L. lo' I r, ,ll r (n JI - l.(1lJq l 

r'iscal 01·ou ) ( l 1111 J- J'}'j 

1010 - Accountin!!', svs ems Ut'i...1.Cer 1 
102'.;J - Budr;cl 01'ficcr 
10'15 - Disbursinr; Officer 
10:,0 - Comptroller l 

Subsistence and Food Service Group (1100-1100) 
ll05 - Mess Treasurer 

Transportation Group (1200-12991 
l>'.42 - Passenger Transportation 01r1cer 

Inventorv Contro.1 Group t l'"JVv-lJ'-f'-41 
15i0 - Stock Control Otcicer 

Suppiv and Fiscal Field ( 19vv-lY99} 
l< Hl - General Supply Officer 
1< ,04 - Supplv Plans Otricer 

I I IIIIJI/IIJllllllll/l/////1 I I I I I I I I I I 
SCI ENC""' AND SERVICES FIELD 12000-29991 

~nvs cal. ana Natura.1 :;:,c1ences urouo { c. ,vu-c"UY'1 I 
20 _J_ - Phvsicist. Nuclear 
20 5 - Statistical Data Analvst < 

Nava Science Grouo {2100-cl.':J':Jl 

"" ::, - Amphibious Warfare Research vx fie er 
"ibO - Desi.,nated Pro.1ect Manap;er l 

Source: Bureau of Naval Personnel computer pri'::-out dated 29 April 1971. 
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FIELDS. GROUPS, and NOBCs CAPT 
"1,:,--, - Assl.s"tan"t uesl.ima"tea ProJect Manager 
dlIO - unaersca wart are Researcn vu icer (Antl-

submarine) 
oceanograouy / ttvurograonv Liroup l ~ "uu-C_j'J'1' 1 

" i<+.:: - uceanograpnic Hesearcn upera1:1ons u.1- .. .i.cer 
.:'j'tj - uceanograpnic Researcn vperations watcn 

Officer 
>'305 - ~t.ar1· Oceanogran ,c Oiiicer 

PUDJ.ic Aua1rs Grouo I .:'4 -c<+--,9) 
.::<+11 - Intra~overnmenta Inauiries 01Ticer 
.c<+l, - Puolic An airs 0 .J..1.Cer 
<C'+ I - Historica~ Oiiicer l 
"4 3 - Press Officer 
,:44') - Raa10-Telev1sion Pro11:ram vr ricer 
,:4::,5 - Special Events Or ricer 

Le11:al Group ( ,=::,uu--=::i'J'-J) 
.,5,u - Le,,,sJ.ative Counsel 
c:.,57 - Trial and Defense Counsel 

Management and Administrative Services 
(2 00-2699) 

Group 

~uO'J - Adminisr,rar,ive Assistant 
~ ,10 - ManaA:ement 1rna, vsis ana Conr,rol Ofr1cer , 

2 ,1, - ManaRemcnt Inrormation Center O,dcer 

"' ul' - Administrative Officer 
<'.UJ. - Postal 0.1.1.1.cer 
.<be - General Set~ices Oiiicer 
2550 - Naval Housine:. tit 11.cer 
.:'000 - Publications Distr1oution Olficer 
co,u - Records Manar,ement Orricer 
<'01:lO - Technical Lillrar1an 

::;ecur1ty ana POJ.1ce uroup lc1vu-c1::,::,) 
C( ,u - :secur1 ty JJlrector 
C( v - ::;ecur1ty c;ontrol u1,,cer 
C( ::, - :Sccurltv vuicer, ;:,11ore ACt1V1•y 

Grau nc J\rts Group ( <'OUU-c:u,i,i) 
.::o.::v - Prlmc:in" and PuO .lcauons 01 ricer 

Assiimments bv Grade 

CDR LCDR LT LTJG , 

1 

l 2 i , 
2 ., , Ji 

l l 

l 1 

" 1 Q Q 

i l 

1 
i , " , i 17 

1 

1 

l 
1 

1 , 
l 

Total 
L.Il .t'Jelil 

ENS ~ Group 
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FIELDS, GROUPS, and NOBCs 

~
,,,N;;L l<'I•- .n I""" -J'l'/'I) 

crUJ.l.ment anu .::,e..LeCl.J.On vroup ( iuUu- "u·'J:1 I 
v0'> - Aooointment Officer 
01'> - Moth1zat1on and Selecnon Officer 
OcO - Procurement and Recruiting Officer 

3035 - Induction and Enlistment Officer 
Classification and Distribution Group 13100-319Yl 

31cO - Personnel Classification Officer 
• le , - Personnel Distribution Officer General) 
le u - Personnel Distribution Officer Officer) 

_ 1< 7 - Personnel Distribution Officer Enlisted I 
Genera.l Train1nn: Grouo { 12.Jl --i~':,~l 

3cl5 - Training,Planning and Program Officer General I 
Jcl9 - Training,Planning and Program Officer 

(Aviation, Ground) 
,CC I - "'uuca uonal r'ac11it1es orncer 
c.:SO - "'uucat1ona1 Services Di ricer 
«'I« - Indoctrination Training Officer 
<':,0 - Instructor, Tecnnical 
c:,l - Instructor, Academic (General) 

3265 - Instructor, Advancea Command and· 
Staff School 

:JC IV - 1.nst.rucT.or, Naval Science 
jC (Ll- - rnvsica.l Tra1n1ng "• .1..Lcer 
3«1:l3 - School Administrator 
32' 0 - Training Ofticer 
32 3 - Training Aids Officer 
32 o - Training Publications and Curriculum Officer 

Performance Group ( ·,'!Ou-J4'1'1 I 
15 - Discipline.Administration ana Review OJ ficer 

,;co - Personnel Performance Officer ( General 
cl - Personnel Performance Officer (Officer 

WeL are Grouu owv-S>Y9 l 
lJ - Fami• Services Or icer 

- Hous1 ,u ~ ererral. l cer 
, - ]jrsonai. A .i.a1.rs l. cer 
"\ - ec1a.1 :: ervices l cer 

Ass1grunents by Grade 

CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG 

1 1 
1 1 

14 2 
1 

1 1 
2 1 1 
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1 ' 12 
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FIELDS. • """ 
acmeral. Group Personne.L n.e .LU J l ::,:,vv-.,,,, J 

u::, - ASS1S am; tor women 1n tne Navy 
Ill - L:asua Unlt !'ersonne.L vuicer 

,c:;, - A.L.Lowance ana c;omp.Lemem; c;om;ro.L VI, icer 
1 - c.;1v111an Manpower Managemem; vI,icer ,. - Manpower !'.Lanning vuicer 

- ¥ersonne.L i,;va.Luation ana Measurements vu .1.cer 
"':> - !'ersonne.L Uli.1.cer l!'ersonne.L) . 'V - .Personne.l .t'.tann1ng v . .1. icer l rersonne.1. P.1.an 1 

: JV - !'ersonne.L ¥.Lans anu ,-o_u cy 1.,m.ei 
: J.L - Personne.L .t'.1.ans anu ro.11.cy .uJrec-c,or 
. J - tn:arr .t-"ersonne.1 UI..1,..1..cer 

- /':JU - Leauersn1p ueve.Lopmem;; i,;n.L1Sceu 1<ecenc1on 
Officer 

II//~///// /////I/I///////II 
r 1.1·1·1 ,11'11r.1"'.1-C11· r1r,,1 {411U\1-4-"-''--''-'I 

Nava.L onstruct1on , orces uroup ( 'HUu--. ::,::,::, J 
IJ:330 - Company Ofi'icer 1 l-.a.va.1. Gone"C-ruci.,J.On rorcco 

ll//~/I//II/I/I////////I 
Wl!,J,\.t'\ 11'\lb " c; r J r.i ., { 1H1ull-u'"-l'" .. "-t J 

weapons a eria.L anu ,-rograms uroup lv(V<:J-v1::,:, 
orv'J - weapons Malntenance Uti.1.cer l uranance 

uenera.L uroup , weapons i,,ng1neer1ng r.1.e.La) l O':Ju -b999l 
O':J.l"/ - 1mc1ear weapons ttesearcn anu ,.,eve.1.opment 

Officer 
I I I I I I I I ///////////////// 

~AV" " . "' " " 
11 l { l.Jv..._ - f '"1--l'-j I 

t1U11- roup (.LUU-(a !::, ) 
7120 - Nava.L i,;ngl nee ring 11u1.L ueve.Lopmenc VI, ,cer 

I I I I I I I I I I I 1//////////////// 
, .. n,.., 111N l''Jr...uU lvV1 -OY' <4 I 

Aviation i,,ng1neer1ng 
(8000-8099) 

LJes.1.gn ana ACCepcanCeJ uroup 

uv::,:, - A1rcrai c1uuiuea ,•,iSS1.Le =ig1.ne ,-roJect 
Officer 

OV;)U - ,..,uncn1ng, Hecovery, ana Lanaing A1as 
Engineering Officer 

Assignments by Grade Total Percent 

CAPT ICDR 
in F:leid By Within 

LCDR LT LTJG ENS & Grout Field Field 
:,v 

1 1 1 1 
1 2 ' l l 

1 1 
1 .L 
1 1 2 
1 n ·u 2b 21 OLJ 

1 1 ' l 6-
1 l 

2 .? LI 
'j 'I 

1 1 2 
I I I I I II I I I I, / / I I I I I I I I I I 

0 0 

I I I I I I I I I I I V I I I I I I I / I I 
0 u 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
l 2 

1 1 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I /. I I I I I IL 
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FIELDS. GROUPS, and NOBCs 
AV .a,;1on .c,ugl.neering (Mal.ncenance ana. J{eworK J uroup 

8100-8199) 
19u - Aircraft Organizational Maintenance 

• (General) 
Officer 

Grouna Operations Group \ vvOv-v, 99 I 
uuuu - Operations Log Officer 
ooov - Squadron Operations Officer 
bbb2 - Squadron Communications Officer 
r,r,u--, -. Squadron Schedule Officer 
uuu5 - Stau Air Operations and Plannina: Orficer 

Met eorolcgy Group {b70U-079':}/ 
8715 - MeteorOJ.®Cal Ol"ficcr \Mete6rrnq~CnLJ 
uf~" - Metoeoro.1ogical Wa,;cn Orricer 
U f C:J - Naval Weatner Actoivity Administrator 
07 :,u - ", au Meteoro.Logica1 Officer 

,-notograpny Group {OOUu-uu991 
bDUO - Film control Uf1icer 

General Group {Aviation ~·.1.e.1-u J 

O'jc? - AircraJ. c Material Control and Allocation 
Officer 

I/////J///JJJJ/I/Jll/·IJJ I I I I 
NAVAL OPERATIONS FIELD 19000-99'!91 

bl.81.L ana r .i.eeT. Lonunauo Li l'OUp ( '-1'VVU-'-;)V'j'j I 

9Uc I - Aine ana F.1ag Lieuicenamc 
YU:,--, - Stau Aaministra-r,ion Or ricer 
9059 - Starr Liaison Officer 
9vo-:, - Stau Operations and Plans Officer 
,voe - Aide ana F.Lag :secretary or Stan Secretary 
100') - uperatlons Analyst 

1 H11) / - Starr t'.cans Officer 
.,11ore v~eraT.1ons Group I ·,-+vv-949':1 / 

'J4cU - uu icer in c;harge, Naval Snore Activiioy 
,..,, .1 - Commanaing o.,icer, Nava.L Snore Activitv 
,.., u - .c..J\.8CUT.1.ve vi .L.i.cer, 1'lava.1 I.lore Aci., vi ~-v ,.., u - Movemen,; r<eporc.ng Ou.cer , .. 1:, - .-:,n1E l:' .1010 uu .cce r 

• 
Assignments by Grade Total Percent 

.... n F1.eld By \'11.thin 
CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS ~ Grour Field Field 

0 

01, 
1 1 2 
1 1 
b 2 b 
2 l 1 

() 

b 
1 l 
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I I I I// I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 ,, Q 'Jh ? 
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L:ommun1.ca1:, ons Grouo ( ':J'.)OU-':/J':1':I) 
9510 - Communication Officer Ashore· 
~-,.L 7 Communication Security Officer 
9?"0 - Naval Security Group Special Operations 

Officer 
9">c'') - Communication Watcn Of,icer 
9">c'O Cryµtosecur1.ty o,,icer 
Y'J C 0 - Cryotoooara orricer 
9" - Custoaian or RPS Publications 
9 - Frequency P .Lans ana Assignment On icer 
~- - Armed Forces Courier Service o~~icer 
':I - 1taa1.o V1..L.1.cer 

95 J - Regis-cerea Puo1.1ca-r;1.on Issuing o 1.1.cer 
95tl2 - Communication Officer Afloat 
g59u - Sta,, Communications Orficer 
9-1...,J - L.;omrnun1.car.1 ons TratTlc ticer 

Im;ell1.gence Group I ~"0u-909y I 
901., - Domes C Inte.L.ngence Oniccr J GeneraJ. J 

9olb - Courn;erinte 1 , igence On'iccr 
9017 - Intelligence Investigations 01.J..icer 
90<'0 - Geographic Area Intelligence Of,icer 
9030 - Intel.Ligence Liaison Ofiicer 
9b3') - Naval Attache (Assistant, Observer) 
Oh40 - Operational Intelligence OI"ficer 
9000 - Technical Intelligence Officer 
9 70 - Intel.Ligence Plans and Coordination Officer 
9 tlO - Air Inte.L.Llgence Orficer I GeneraJ. J 
9002 - Air Inte.L.Ligence Ou cer (Briel ing ana 

SERE) 
AUtanatic Data Processing ( 97uu-':J /':I':!) 

9705 - ADP System Director 
f JU - ADP Programs 01'ricer 
I J. 'i - ADP Produc11on Orricer 

I 720 - ADP Plans Officer 
7<'5 - Documentation and Program Control Ofricer 

Assignments by Grade 

CAPr CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS 

1 '-I ti 2 

1 1 
0 11 
2 1 
h 2 

4 h 10 
1 

' 11 
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1 
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FIELDS GROUPS, and NOBCs 
'( u - Data !lase Management uuJ.cer 
'I "J - l,;Offi u1;er :;ys-c;ems R.na_1_vs~ 
'I lJ - D1~ .1.a.1 Compu-cer o:ys-c;ern .t'rograrnmer 

General. Grou l Nava.1 uuerai:1ons F1.e.1.a J l ·:r;,vv--,..,..,-, J 

u4 w - Execuc, ve Ass1stant;::;en1or ,uae • 
YY4<'. - 1n-c.ernai:.1.onaJ. R..1..1a1rs v1.1.J cer 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Stuaents 
Jlxchange· Foreign) 

. Hosn:1.ta.L Patient J 
unass1gne 

TOTAL 

Assignments 
~ 

CAPT CDR LCDR 
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M'PENDIX V 

CAREER DISTRIBUTEOH OF \'/OMEN LINE OFFICERS 

Table 3, Appendix v,shows billets reflected on the 

Officer Data Cards of wo!i'.en in the lir.e officer community 

who are presently on active duty. These billets are derived 

from the information contained· in the computer printout 

dated 29 April 1971, described in Appendix III. The fisures 

given indicate (1) the number of assignments made, and (2) 

the personnel to whom the billets were assigned in terms of 

the officer's present grade. The HOBCs are listed within 

the fields and groups defined by the Manual of Navy Officer 

Classification. For example, the first page of the table 

shows that NOBC #1918 (General Supply Officer) was held three 

times by three officers who are presently lieut.enants; these 

billets were not necessarily held in the rank of lieutenant. 

The "total". column shows that over the years this NOBC has 

been assigned a total of 3 times to a total of 3 officers. 

The figures in the "total" column which are located across 

from the titles of the fields denote the total number of 

billets assigned and the nurilber of officers to whom they were 

assigned, respectively. 

The last two percentage columns on the table indicate 

(1) the percentage of the total billets (1839) by each field 

and, (2) the percentage of billets within each field. This 

/setond percentage is based upon the respective field as 

V-1 



equaling 100%. For example, the Fiscal Group represents 50% 

of the total numbers of women who have served in the Supply 

and Fiscal Field. 

Table 3 may be used to amplify the trends discussed in 

the comparison of the Navy's 1966 figures on the distribution 

of its women officers with the 19 71 figures (Table 1) . A 

proper understanding of this table, however, must be tempered 

with the realization that the fields and groups under dis

cussion here do not correspond with the occupational groups 

used in Table 1. The fields and groups used in Table 3 are 

the Navy's own. The NO13Cs in any one field include a variety 

of types of billets, varying from executive to technical, 

professional, or administrative positions. The occupational 

. groups of Table 1 refer only to the nature of the billets 

and hence include under one grouping NO13Cs from several of 

the Navy's fields. 
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TABLE 3 

CAREER DISTRIBUTION OF WOMEN LINE OFFICERS 

t..~s~ -----"-c hV f;yoo~o 

FIELDS. GROUPS and NOBCs CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG 

MEDICAL AND DENTAL FIELD r -",oo-• ,uqq , 
TOTAL 

Medical Services Group (0bCO-Ob991 
vu,, - Occupational Tneraplst 1-1 

IIIII///II////I///////I///// I I , I / I / I / / / 
SIIPPLY AND FI~f'.A, FIEl.ll ( I lJlni- I I 

L' 1s ca.1 vrouo I .1 ,uo- 1 uy'-} J 
1010 - Accounting Systems Officer 1-1 
1025 - Budget Officer 1-1 
1045 - Disbursing Officer 2-2 
1050 - Comptroller 3-1 

Subsistence and Food Service Group ( 1100-lh-, J 
1105 - Mess Treasurer 1-1 

Transportation Group (1200-lc991 
1242 - Passenger Transportation O,, icer 1-1 

Inventory Control Group il'JOU-b99J 
1530 - Stock Control Ofricer 1-1 

Surnl and Fiscal Field l 1900-1999 J 
191 - General Suuuly Officer 1-" 
190, - Supply Plans Ofricer 1-1 

II/, ll/lll////l///////1 I / / / / / / I / / I I I I I I 
SCIENCES AND SERVICES FIELD r 2000-2uuu I 

r'n:t:sica.J.. ana r-ia-c.ura.1 .:::,ciences vroup t Lvvv-.::: r-,-, J 

2071 - Physicist, Nuclear 
20b5 - Statistical Data Analyst 2-2 1-1 

Naval Science Group {cl00-21991 
2125 - Amphibious Warfare Research Officer 
?1.,11 - Designatea ProJect Manager 1-1 1-1 

Source: Bureau of Naval Personnel computer print-out as of 29 April 1971, 

rrotal ln 
!Field & 
Grnm bv Percent· 
billet& By Wl1h1n 

ENS Officer .!Field Field 

1-1 . 0'1 

1-1 
/ / I I I I V I / 

1'-1--J2 b 
'10 

1-1 
1-1 
2-2 
3-1 

0 2/3 
1-1 

o c/3 
1-1 

0 2/_j 
1-1 

- _jU. 
1-·1 
1-1 

I I I I I I I I I I 
42~jb'} 2j 

L.4 

1-1 1-1 
'i-'i 

1.4 
2-2 2-2 
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FIELDS; GROUPS. and NOBCs CAPT 
210') - Assistant ues1unatea !'roJect Manager 
21/o - Unaersea warrare ttesearcn uu.1-cer prns.1--

submarine) 
uceanogranhy/Hyctrograprtv Group \ ,:.:iuu-".:J':J':J J 

<'.j42 - uceanographic Kesearch uperat1ons U1 u.cer 
cj4j - Oceanograpm.c Hesearcn Uperat1ons Watch 

Officer 
21b5 - Stau Oceanogra,11 "C 0.1..1:-1cer 

Puh ic A11a1rs Group I c40l - ,:49y I 
c4ll - IntrarroverrunentaJ Inquiries Oflicer 2-2 
,:41, - Public Affairs Ofricer 
<'41' - Historical Ofricer 2-2 
<'4 " - Press 011'icer 
244~ - Ract1.o-Te1evis1on Program r11: i 1 cer 
"45'.J - Special Events Otficer 

~egal Group (2:,00-,:::,'i'I) 
C~"'iU - Legislat1ve Counsel 
2557 - Trial and De1'ense Counsel 

Management and Administrative Services 
( 2 00-2699) • 

Group 

2b05 - Administrative Assistant 2-2 
2010 - Management Analvsis and Control Officer l - l 
2014 - Management Information Center Ofricer 
2015 - Administrative Officer b-4 
2bl7 - Postal Officer 
2b25 - General Services 01'ficer 
>'h.'iO - Naval Housing 01'11.cer 
, uuO - Publications Distribution Officer 
, ru - Recorcts Manarrement 011'1cer 
, hKQ - Technical Librarian 1-1 

security and .r'O.ilCe liroup l c. (UU-,;.1 '7'7 J --........c._ 

" r ,u - security 1)1 rec'tor .,__.,_ 

"' •u - security contro.L .J.1cer 

" ' 1::, - security UII.1-cer, .,, ore ACT.1Vl.'tY 
Gran ~1 c Arts Group I "uuu-,:u.,,~ J 

2tl2u - Printing and Puoucations vLricer 1-1 

Assi,mments bv Grade 

CDR LCDR LT LTJG 
1-1 

1-1 

1-1 

,_, 
1-1 

c-c 10-< ,_, 1-1 
5-4 g-t 17-14 22-20 

1- .:l-3 1-1 
1-1 

"-" 1-1 
3-3 3-<= 

3-3 3-1 1-1 
1-1 

,_" s2-2H «~ 11-11 
4-4 1-1 l - l 

1-1 11-1 1-1 
2tl-22 4'i--m i(-< 20-20 
1-1 2-2 

1-1 
1-1 "-" <>-4 

2-2 1-1 
'i-'i 4-4 2-2 1-1 

2-2 2-2 

1-1 1-1 
2-2 3-3 14-4 1-1 
1-1 2-2 l -1 

1otal1n 
!Field & 
~m,mhu-

Billet& 
ENS Jfficer 

1 - l 

1-1 

1-1 

,_, 
1-1 

1 -1'( 
11-1 n -")( 

-'( 

1-1 
1-1 4-4 

0-'.J 

7"'{ 
1-1 ·" -" 
2-2 .,, -u;, 

- r 
-.:, 

9-9 lll'i-J:;h 
1-l 4-4 

1-1 
'(-7 

3-j 
12-12 

1-1 b-b 

CJ-, 
1-1 11-11 

4-4 

1-1 
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Assi,mments bv Grade iIOUn hr Percent 
;Ulet& By Wl.tilln 

FIELDS. GROUPS. and NOBCs • CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS 1fficer Field Field 

~

[lNN :.L fi'Il".i.ll ( "{IH1ll- ... '-4 ..... '-4) - 1-<.Q7-i"'A'1 ' JIii 

cru . tment and Se.Lee 1: 1 on urouo f -c! iuu- ·-<o...,u l 11 
00 ) - Annointment Officer 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 ' -
01· ) - Mot:ilization and Selection Officer 'i-'i 2-2 2-2 ' -
0<'0 - Procurement and Recruitin" Officer 1-1 111-11 211-23 cb-.c< 2-2 oc _nu 

303:, - Induction and Enlistment Officer 1-1 1-1 
Classit'ication and Distribution Groun 13100-3luu\ 7 

::ll<'O - Personnel Classification Officer 1-1 'i-'i 2-2 ,_, l7 .1 l 

31<'5 - Personnel Distribution Officer General\ 2-2 2-2 1-1 'i-'i 
31<'0 - Personnel Distribution Officer Officer 1 ,_, 10-Q 10-Q ,_, 1-1 2-2 20-27 
3127 - Personnel Distribution Officer Enlisted\ 6-'i 4-4 10-0 

General Training Group ( 3200- 0 9q 1 
-~-, 

3<'15 - Training, Planning and Pro,,ram orncer ,General) 1-1 5-5 ll-ll 'f-2 1-1 1-1 14-14 
3219 - Training,Planning and Program Officer 

(Aviation. Ground) 2-2 2-2 

< 
I 

, .. n 

"ct - F.nucational Facilities Orr1cer 1-1 1-1 
,e30 - r:nucat.1 anal Services Ofr, cer 7-7 ..... 5_-,,.,-.,,, -~-21 2 -211 lQ-lQ q7_ I< 
2112 - Indoctrination Trainini, Officer 1-1 12 1 18-18 1r _, 42- 2 
250 - Instructor, Tecnnical 1-1 2-2 _, 4-
2-,1 - Instructor, Academic /General\ 1-1 1-1 2-2 

3265 - Instructor, Advancea Command and· 
Staff School 1-1 1-1 

--32,u - 1nst:ruc"tor, Naval Science 1-1 1-1 
- t'nvs1cal 'l'ra1n1ng 01. 1.1.cer 1-1 ,_, 4-4 8-R 

. 
"/4 
12tl3 - School Administrator b-4 0-h , 4- 1 /1 2-2 -:i:,_,,t: 

!<'YO - Trainirnz Of icer ?-h 12-10 1_11 6-6 lLll ,, 
- '<7 

,cY3 - Traininir A1 s Officer 1-1 1-1 -2 
3290 - Trainin~ Publications and Curriculum Officer 1-1 1-1 1-1 2-1 -4 

Performance Group I .:)40U-3uuc)) 
., 

31115 - Discioline,Administration and Review Of!'icer 2-2 ,_, 2-2 -7-7 

14<'.0 - Personnel Performance Ofticer -1 General l 3-3 2-2 'i-'i 

31121 - Personnel Performance Officer l Officer) 1-1 2-2 1-1 ,_ 1 <; - <; 

Welt'are Group 1'iOQ- ,">99) " 
3510 - Fami' Services Officer 1-1 1-1 2-2 2-2 4-4 7 0- 7 0 
j"")J ~ - Hous 1 ia Heferral u·rr cer 1-1 l - l 

~ - Persona.L An airs Otr cer 2-2 6-6 'fLH 2-2 <-< 21 -21 
- "uec1al Services Of-I cer ,-, 'i-'i 1-1 q_q 
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FIELDS, GROUPS, and NOBCs 
General Group ( Personnel r:1.e1a J ( j';IUU-2:J'::1':J_J 

3905 - llssistarn; I or women in the Navy 
.)':;/lU - l.:asua1 Unit Personne.L UJ..Licer 
.)cl<'.:) - Al 1owance and complemenc concro.c _u, 11.cer 
3935 - CivIIIan ~anpower Management officer ,_,.., - Manpower t' .Lanning uu .ccer 

'")') - t'ersonne.L i;va1uation anu Measuremencs uJ..L icer 
10, - Personnel uuicer \Yersonne.LJ 

, - J:'ersonne.L !:'.Lanning ur,icer \Yersonne.L r.can1 
)U - .t'ersonne.L r .cans ana t'Oll cy c-,u er 

,c/ ).1 - t'ersonne.L ,-.cans ana t'Olicy JJlreccor 
,'.; ,::, - .:,can t'ersonne.L Ul.LJ.Cer 

j'J';IU - Leaaersnip JJeve.Lopment; ,.n.L1Stea 11et ern;ion 
Officer 

//JI/I/JI/ //III/II/JIII///J 
,ru.1: 1.I_'l'lt-:.-.; t-:NGINt-:t-;K~ r r;1,1J 1--...u\.,, _q.qlr-JJ 

1rnva1 Const ruction , ore es uroup \.., ;iUU-4.~'-J'::I J 
Zl330 - Company OI'I'icer, Naval Construction Forces 

J I I J I / I I I IIJI../I////IIIII I 
w r.j.\r/lNS 1,J .... 14-~. I G • 1 1 t ovuu-oy..,'-' J 

weapons Materia an .... rograms uroup \v1v"-v1:,:, 
o(U'5 - weapons Maintenance uuicer ;uranance 

LleneraJ. Group \ weapons ,..,gineenng Fi eJ.a J t_v_~ -u~uu 1 
O';IJ."( - Nuc.Lear weapons 11esearcn ana ueve.copment 

Officer 
I I I I / , / I IJJIIIIIJJ//////1 

NA.VAi t-: 1 "., "" i,· ,IJ l ( VVv- r·qqq l 

liUJ..1 ;roup /.1UU- J 1:/) 
1 .c<'u - Nava.1 JmgJ neer1ng liU.L.L JJeve.Lopment vi, ,.cer 

I / / / / / / / / I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
A'v Ut.L I lJN .ti· .., • {li\.JUv-OY' "11 

Aviat.ion i,;ngineering 
( 8000-8099 ) 

,uesign ana Accep cance J c,roup 

ouj::, - Airers,., uuicteu M1.ss11e i;ng1ne ;,roJect 
Officer 

ou::,u - Launcm.ng, Hecovery, ana Lanu .. ng Aius 
Engineering Officer 

Assignments 

CAFr CDR LCDR 

1-2 'i-'i 'i-'i 
'i-4 
1-1 

1-1 
1-1 
1-1 1-1 

4-4 10-2- 0-40 
b-4 2 .. 1: b-b 
1-1 
1-1 4-, 2-2 

'""-12 11_4 

2-2 2-2 
J J I I J 1' / / 

I J , I J ' I I 

1-1 

I I I I I ' I I 

I I I I I ' I I 

by Grade 

LT LTJG ENS 

4-4 1-7 
'"-'i 

1-1 1 - 1 
~ 41-40 21-2 
1,-" 1-1 1-1 

11-" 
1-l 

1-1 1-1 
I I I I I 

1-1 
I I I '' I I 

1-1 
I I / I I 

1-1 
I I I I I 

1-1 

1-1 

rrcts1 :1n 
IField& 
O>nm h" 

3illet& 
1fficer 

1A_77 
l 0-0 
1-1 
1-1 
1 - 1 
LJ_LJ 

;:,;!-\_ 2Q6. 
20-27 
1-1 

10-0 
18-7 7 

6-6 
I I I 
·1-1 

1-1 
I I I 
2-2 

1-1 

1-1 
I I I I 

1-1 

1-1 
I I I 
41-40 

1-1 

1-1 

• 
Percent 

By W:lth!n 
Field Field 

44 

I I I I I 
O, 

I / 1' / / / 
.1 

I I I I ..I 
. 0'5 

I I I I I 
2 

7 

\ '·,t 
• 
j, 

i 
r 
) 

• 
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FIELDS. GROUPS and NOBCs 
AV•(a,;1on u1g1.neer1.ng (Mal.ntenance 

8100-819q) 
ana ~ewofK) Group 

019u - Aircra,c Organizational Maintenance Officer 
(General) 

Grouna Ooeratlons Group < nnQQ-nr 991 
0000 - Operations Log Officer 
0000 - Squadron Operations Officer 
000<' - Squadron Communications Officer 
0004 - Squadron Schedule Officer 
tlOtl5 - Stan Air Operations and Planninu Officer 

MC t CO roJ.OrV Group (o/00-oruu\ 
0·11:, - Meteoroleycal Officer I Meteoraloe;ical) 
o/<'U - MetcoroloGical Watch 01·ricer 
0/ 2:, - Naval Weather Activity Administrator 
01 ,u - Sta11 Meteorological 011icer 

rnoto~raEnY Group (tltlUU-00991 
880 - r'ilm Control Officer 

General Group (Aviation 1"1cldl 
uo,C:J - Aire ra1 t Matcri al Control and AlTocation 

Officer , .. 
//////////////////lll-ll/777/ 

NAVAL OPERATIONS In ELD ( 9000-uuqg l 
ut.a1.1 awJ. i"lC~L i...,QIIUllatLcJ u1·oup I '.')UUU-'.:}U"-lQl 

90;,,I - :nae anO F'IaG Lieutenant 
>.Jvy+ - ol,ar1 Administration on iccr 
9LiS9 - .::>l.a.1. .L Liaison Officer 
900:, - Sta,, Operations and Plans Officer 
9082 - Aiac ana Fiar; Sccrctarv or Stan Secretary 
9085 - Operations Analyst 
,,ob I - Starr r1ans 0111cer 

.:;no re unerations Grouo !. ~._., n,.:ql.j.qq I 
04.eu - or11cer ln Charr;e, Naval snore Activ1tv 
4•1.e1 - Commanding urucer. Naval Shore J\cF1vitv 
9Zl36 - Executi vc u1·1 icer. Naval snore ACt.i vi tv 
04/0 - Movement Reportln" on1cer 
9405 - :-;hi n P l.ot Officer 

lrotal Jn 
Field & 

,A"' • • h" ,._ ... ,;p "rounhr Percent 
Billet& By Withln 

CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS fficer 0 ield Field 

2! 

1-1 ,_ 7 

"" 
1-1 1-1 2-2 4-4 

1-1 1-1 ,_, 0-0 2-? l"<-1< 
j-j 1-1 4-4 
1-1 1-1 

~ 

1-1 l-l 
,_:;, :;,_:;, ,a_!J. 

1-1 1-1 
1-1 1-1 

10 
2-2 2-"' 4~4 

11." 

1-1 1-1 2-2 
I I I I I I I I I / / , I I I / / / I I I I , 

...... F'\_....,, 1il ""' ., 
2-1· 2-2 [,;_4 4-4 l<-11 
1-1 • I 'l-'J 4-4 10-6 ,_, 1-1 24-2/.J. 

1-1 1-1 "'-2 
1-1 '.:>-'• 2-2 1-1 0-8 

4-4 <-< tl-tl 2-2 17-17 
3-3 ,_, 7 - 7 7_7 

i-.1 i-2. 4-4 1-1 11-10 i ., ! . 

1-1 1-1 2-2 
2-2 1-1 1-1 ::ri 

2-2 <-< -" 
2-2 ,1-1 ~, 

12-2 2-2 



• 
1,,otal ln 
IF'ield& 

Assignments by Grade ,...,,_,_ ,-., 
FIELDS, GROUPS, 

Billet& I-~!, a 
Within 

and NOBCs CAPI' CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS lf'f'<~~- 1"• _, a 

communications Group { '-J~CJlJ---rJ'•r·J I hl. 
' 510 - Communication Officer Ashore 17-fi 20-17 21-1 ., ,~_, 2 2-2 E2~'-ll 

'").I./ - Communication Security Ofticer 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-3 
.1'.:>cv - Nava.I. Security Group Special Operations 

Officer <-2 2-? 7-6 1-1 7 , _ 7 7 

'FJ<'."J - Communicr,tion watcn 01 ncer 1-1 1511 -20 «_,r =-= 11-11 -Q - a,'; 

')'.)cO - Cr:z'ptosccuncy 0111.cer <-< ,_o 1-1 . ~ 
9'.>30 - Cryptoboar<l vrficer 11-1 7-l'i 17-"7 7-7 2-2 /1 - /, 

~'.> - Cun toclj nn ol t<t'::; 1-'ubllcntions '"-l" ,h..._3: rt-l'i 10-l.O 'I _. 0 

'i'J.3'1 - [,' n:qucncy }
1 luns urnl Asui 1Tnmcnt ui'fice r 1-1 l-

--~:; - Armed I•'orccs Courier Service 011iccr 1-1 1-. 
'J'Jb5 - Hnffio7JITl.c c r 2-2 2-2 
·nou - Re"1 stered Pub cation Issuim: uu 1.cer I,_' 7-fi ?-? 111_11 L,_L, 20-lG 

' 
< 
I 

CJ 

;/'.)O<, - Comrnun1.car.1on O .J.J.Cer Al oat ,_, ,_, 
.J'.)9U - .,cau Commun1.cat1ons vu cer 4-li 4-4 
n':I '.:l - Comrnun1cat1 ons Tr all 1.c c .11.cer <-< "-" ?_? ,~_,~ 

In el.1.1,,ence Group ( '-lbUU-yoyll I F, 

'-fl ("') - Domest.1c Intel 11gence <n1icer (Generali 1-1 '-1 2-2 
9n1n - Counter1nt.e I L1~ence u1-r1cer 1-1 1-1 2-2 
9517 - Intelligence Invest1sa'-' ons urr1cer 2-2 2-2 4-11 
9bcl.J - Geoeraphic Area Intelligence Of:icer 1-.1. l-.L 

'-JU lJ - Intelligence Liaison Orricer \ :e-2 1-1 -,_, 
90_ l'.:l - Naval Attache Assistant, Observer) l-.1. 1-1 
'-lb• 0 - Operational In el 1, gence 01T1 cer 2-1 ,_, 2-2 -:,_, 10-G ' 
9bbl.J - Technical Inte . .1.11>:ence Ou 1.cer 1-1 1-1 
90(U - Intell1i,ence Plans an<l Coordination Ufricer ,,_, 

l - l lL/.i 

'!000 - Air Intell 1 gence Officer I General l '-" '-" 
9b0c - Air Intelligence urr cer (Briefing and 

SERE) 1-1 1-1 
AU anac.1.c Data Processini,; ( y1uu-y /'-''-' l 14 

O'.:, - ADP Svs em Director _, ,_, 2-2 1-1 7_7 
.J.U - ,wp Pro rams 1..1.cer 1-1 1-1 2-2 

'.L.., - ADP Pro UC .,on OlJ.J.Cer 1-1 1-1 
'(<eu - ADP Plana OrLicer 1-1 1-1 
,.,-:, - Documentation and Proi,;ram Control Onicer 1-1 1-1 
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FIELDS GROUPS. and NOBCs 
,u - Dai;.a .t;ase Management. u.a. J. .a...cer 
i'.) - Compu-c.er :::sys-c.ems Ana1-vs1:, 

''-0 - Digital Computer s stem Programmer 
General Group I Nava1. uperac ans F1.e_1_a 1 1 99v, -YYYY 1 

-.JY•HJ - r . ..-..ecu"t1.ve Ass1.s1:..an ,1.,en1.or Aiae 
YYLI<'. - , n:erna ona.1 .u..1.1. a .. rs UIJ.J.Cer 

TOTAL: 1839-1679 

ss'" --ents 

CAPT CDR LCDR 

5-3 
b-5 

1-1 
1-1 

"'atalln 
IF.leJd & 

bv ,..-.,ne r.=~ hu 

LT I LTJG : ENS 
llillet& 
nf"f1"P< 

1-1 2-l -1 LI-:, 
10-, 2-2 -3 20-17 
lb-]; 10-10 -7 'N-,~ 

1-1 c-c 
1-1 

By 
1"<.e 1" 

100,(6 

•• 
W:IJ:h1n 
1"1o7n 

1 
' ~-.ii 
r.;.,~~1 
ti ' .. 

I 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 

8. 

10. 
11. 

NOBC 
3965 
2615 
3230 
2605 
9525 
9535 
30 20 
2412 
9510 
9530 
3242 
3290 
9740 
3283 
3126 
39 70 

Table 4 - Career Frequency of NOBC Assignment 

Title 
Personnel Officer 
Administrative Officer 
Educational Services Officer 
Administrative Assistant 
Communications Watch Officer 
Custodian of RPS Publications 
Procurement and Recruiting Officer 
Public Affairs Officer • 
Communications Officer - Ashore 
Crypto Board Officer 
Indoctrination Training Instructor 
Training Officer 
Digital Computer System Programmer 
School Administration Officer 

# of 
Times 

258 
145 

97 
93 
89 
78 
69 
64 
62 
46 
42 
40 
39 
31 

Personnel Distribution Officer-Officer 
_Personnel Planning Officer 

29 
29 

% of Total 
Billets (1839) 

14.0 
7.8 
5.2 
5.0 
4.8 
4.2 
3.7 
3 . 4 
3.3 
2.5 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
1. 6 
1.5 
1.5 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 29 April 1971 

Table 5 - Current ·Assignment by T ,ridua.l NOBC 

NOBC 

3965 
2615 
3230 
2412 
2605 
9525 
9535 
97 40 
30 20 
9 510 
3290 
3510 

Source: 

Title 

Personnel Officer 
Administrative Officer 
Educational Services Officer 
Public Affairs Officer 
Administrative Assistant 
Communications Watch Officer 
Custodian of RPS Pnblications 
Digital Computer System Programmer 
Procurement and Recruiting Officer 
Communications Officer -- Ashore 
Training Officer 
Family Services Officer 

# of 
Times % of Total 

Assi•gned Billets (563) 

94 
55 
34 
31 
23 
20 
20 
16 
16 
15 
12 

9 

16.7 
9.7 
6 . 0 
5.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.5 
2. 8 
2.8 
2.6 
2.1 
1.6 

BuPers computer printout of 29 April 1971 
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APPENDIX VI 

IWilC ASSIGNMENT FREQUENCY DATA 

Appendix VI contains two tables of assignment frequency 

data: Table 4, Career Frequency of NOBC Assignment, E'hows 

in order of frequency of assignment the NOBCs in which women 

line officers have most often served over the span of their 

careers. The data is derived from Table 3 of Appendix V and 

is based on the total of 1839 billets. Of the NOBCs shown, 

12 .represent the Administrator Occupational Grouping defined 

by the DACOWITS report; the other four fall into the communi

cations subcategory of the Engineering and Maintenance Group. 

Table 5, Current Assignment by Individual NOBC, uses 

data on current women officer assignments to show those NOBCs 

in which the heaviest concentrations of personnel are found 

at present. Statistics are based on the total of 563 billets. 

Those NOBCs which have been.most frequently assigned over the 

years continue to appear at the top of the list. In order 

of frequency of assignment the top three NOBCs remain unchanged, 

the current figures showing a tendency toward increasing the 

percentage of women officers detailed to these billets. Of 

those NOBCs which appear in Table 5, only one fails to appear 

as well in the career figures in Table 4. 
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Al'PENDIX VII 

CURRENT WOME:. LINE OFFICER SUBSPECIALTY CODES 

Table 6, Appendix VII, lists by officer grade those 

prinary and secondary subspecialty codes currently held within 

the wor.,an line officer community (total based on 633). 

Although the list totals 16 codes, over half the-, codes are 

in personnel nanagement and computer sciences. Approximately 

10% of the women officers hold subspecialty codes. 

Table 6 - Current Women Line Officer Subspecialty Codes 

A p code denotes master's level education; an S code, experi-
ence in the field. 

Total 
CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS Codes 

·6110S I-ledical Allied Sciences -2- 2 
7120P International Relations 1 2 2 5 
7210S Intelligence 4 2 6 
7310P t-iass Communications 1 2 3 
7330S Radio/TV 1 1 
8410P Applied Hath 1 1 
851.0P Operations/Systems Analysis 1 1 
8610P Meteorology 3 1 4 
8710P Oceanography 1 1 2 
9111P Business Admin. 2 3 5 
9210P Information Systems 2 2 4 
9220S Conputei: Science 1 4 6 2 1 14 
9310P Comnunications Mgmt, 1 1 
9411P Business Admin. (Financial) 1 2 3 
9610P Personne.l Mgmt, 2 10 7 1 20 
9610S Personnel 11gmt. 3 1 4 

Total Codes 3 23 34 13 2 1 76 

Total People 3 20 28 13 2 1 67 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 29 April 19 71 
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APPENDIX VIII 

EflUCi\TIONAL LEVEL O!' WOMAN LINE OFFICER COMMUNITY 

Table 7, Educational Level of Woman Line Officer Com

munity, provides the level of education within this community. 

Figures are based on the total of 633 and indicate only the 

highest level of education of an individual .. The only 

descriptive breakdown is in terms of whether the college 

degree is in the Arts or Sciences. The following list was 

developed from the major fields of education of the women 

officers, and shows the categorization of majors under the 

headings, Liberal Arts and Sciences, used in the table. 

Liberal Arts 

Foreign Affairs 
Government 
Public Administration 
History 
Industrial Management 
Personnel Administration 
Psychology 
Anthropology 
Economics 
Accounting 
Geography 
Business Economics 
Business Administration 

Science 
Biological Sciences 
Botany 
Bacteriology 
Zoology 
Parasitology 
Miscellaneous Biology 
Miscellaneous Medical 
Nautical Sciences 

Sciences 

VIII-1 

Physical Education 
Education 
Journalism 
Library Sciences 
Statistics 
Social Work 
Social Sciences 
Fine Arts 
English 
Classical Studies 
Language 
Theology 
Philosophy 

Operational Research 
Chemistry 
Meteorology 
Biochemistry 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Physical Sciences 
Food Technology 



Further analysis of ti'le educational data on the woman 

1
line officer community sha-,s that there are large concentra
\ 
tions of women line officers in certain fields of education 

(figures ·are based on the highest level of education): 

B.A. 

84 
51 
52 
47 
46 
40 
30 
28 
26 
18 
18 

M.A. 

3 
7 
1 
5 
1· 

1 

4 
1 

14 
6 

English 
Education 
History 

Major 

Social Sciences 
Language 
Physical Education 
Fine Arts 
Psychology 
Government/Foreign Affairs 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Personnel Administration 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 15 April 1971. 
Based on total of 637. 
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Table 7 - Educational Level of \·/oman Line Officer Community 

1. Bachalor's Dagree 

CAPT CDR LCD~ LT LTJG ENS 
Liberal 

Arts 3/33% 25/56.8% 52/62.6% 115/78.8% 158/80.0% 135/82.3% 
SciencE-,; 2/ 4.5% 8/ 9. 7 % 14/ 9.6% 23/12.4% 22/13.4% 

2. Some 
Liberal 

Post9:raduate Work 

Arts 1/11% 5/11. 4% 3/ 3.6% 5/ 3.4% 4/ 5.1% 
Sciences 1/ 0.7% 

3. Master's De9:ree 
Liberal 

Arts 5/56% 12/27.3% 17/21. 4% 4/ 2.7% 2/ 2.5% 3/ 1.8% 
Sciences 2/ 2.5% 1/ .7% 

9 /100 % 44/100% 82/99.8% 76/95.2% 187/100% 161/98.2% 

4. Other 

LCDRs - 1 = 2 yrs. college = .2% 
LTc; - 3 = 3 yrs. college 

colle,i;} = 3 = less than 2 y.-r:s. 4.8% 
1 = high school 

ENSs - 3 = no code given = 1. 8% 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 29 April 1971. 
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APPENDIX IX 

BIL•,ET GMDE VS. OFFICER GRADE 

(Woman Line Officer Cm'muni ty) 

Table B, Billet Grade vs. Officer Grade (Womiln Line 

Officer Community), shows the woman line officer community 

by the two variables, billet grade and officer grade. Reading 

the grade of captain,for example, there are 6 captains serving 

in billets of that rank; 2 captains are in commander billets 

and 1 captain is unassigned. 

The source of this table is different from the previous 

tables and therefore the total count is 640 vice 633 and the 

total unassigned i!; 156 vice 47. 

Table 9, Analysis of Billet Grade vs. Officer Grade, 

breaks down the data in Table 8 and shows which women are in 

billets which are above, below or even with their officer 

grades. A significant result is the large percentage of women 

in the more senior grades (LCDR, CDR and CAPT) who are serving 

in billets which are a grade or more below their officer grade, 

e.g., 27% of the commanders are in billets which are a grade 

or more lower than commander. Added to this point is the 

fact that women officers have more time in grade in the ranks 

of LT and above than the male· unrestricted line officers. 

For purposes of this table only, the warrant officer 

grades are shown as one or more below the grade of ensign. 

In other words this is not completely a true equivalency table. 
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''-·- Table 8 - Billet Grade vs. Officer Grade 
(Woman Line Officer Community) 

\ 
OFFICER GRADE 

CAPT CDR LCDR LT LTJG ENS TOTAL 
(0 6) illl. 1Q:!)_ ( 0 3) iill J..Qll 

UNASSIGNED 1 4 15 25 52 59 156* 

CAPT 6 1 7 

CDR 2 28 7 2 2 41 

LCDR 11 • 46 29 7 9 102 

µ'I LT 12 64 77 48 201 

~ LTJG 1 1 18 36 34 90 l'J 

E-< 
ENS 2 5 µ'I 8 15 

..:I 

..:I 
H CWO4 3 5 8 

- Pl 

C\·/O3 1 1 1 3 6 

CWO2 1 3 5 9 

WOl 2 2 1 5 

TOTAL 9 44 82 148 19 3 164 640 

*156 is 24.3% of total (640) 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 16 April 1971 
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H 
.,, 
I 
w 

ri! 

~ 
t.'.l ' 

E-< ABOVE EVEN 
ri! 

OFFICER H 
H 

GRADE H 3 2 1 a:i 
CAPT 6 

CDR 28 

LCDR 7 46 

LT l 2 29 64 

L'l'JG 2 7 77 36 

ENS 9 48 34 5 

Totals .12 57 147 185 

co ,-f I.O °' 00 °' °' N . 
Percent ,-f 00 N 00 

N N 

;,---.,.' 

' ,I 

Analysis of 
Table 9 - Billet Grade vs. Officer Grade 

..,(.,..w=--0-m_a_n---cL=--1~' n'--e-'--o~f"""f,..;.i-c-'c-r--'c:;.o""mm:;...:;...u_n~icctccy.c:.) 

a 
ri! z 
t.'.l 

BELOW H Ul 
Ul H 
Ul ,0: 
,0: E-< 

. 2· 0 
1 2 ' 3 4 5 ' 6 ':::, E-< ' 

2 1 9 

11 0 ]. 4 44 

12 1 1 15 82 

18 2 3 1 1 2 25 148 

8 5 1 3 2 0 52 193 

0 3 5 1 59 164 

51 .. 11. 10 5, 4 2 156 640 

I.O °' I.O a:, co N 0 
I.O 00 If) r--- I.O "" 

.,. 
r--- ,-f ,-f a 0 a .,. 

N 

Source: BuPers computer printout of 16 April 1971. 

H µ."J µ:J H 2! ri! 
,0: :> ~ ,0: 0 ~ E-< 0 E-< H 
0 O'.l 0 ri! ~ 
E-< <:: t.'.l· ' E-< <Xl t.'.l 

0 ) 

( 22 . 2 % ) 
0 12 

(27 .27%) 
7 14 

(8.53%) (1-1.07%) 
32 27 

(21. 62%) (18.24%) 
,, 

86 19 
(39. 37%) (9.83\\) 

91 8 
(55.48%) (4.88%). 

216 82 




